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Captioned case involves the ‘Bureau's ‘highly valuable confidential 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted to 
him by radio. . 

On'1/15/64, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio station 
at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies at which time message NR 137 
GR 34 was sent. 

‘The plain text is set-forth below. The cipher text is attached. 

DUE TO THE ‘BAD WEATHER WE COULD NOT MEET YOU YANUARY 14TH. 
‘PLEASE MEET US YANUARY 21ST. PLACE AND TIME ARE THE SAME. 

Underlined portions as in text. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

Enclosure 

1 - Mr. Belmont 
2.- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. -W. G. Shaw) 
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January 17, 1964 

BY LIATSOK t 
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War 
Brigadier General John 5. Sante] “δ΄ 
Director of Bpecial Investigations 
The Inspector General 
Department of the Air Force 
Washington, PB, C, 

Dear General: 
Π|18.: 

ΝΟΌΣ 9ΝΠ0Υ358- 6,93} ΕΤΟΥΣ 
πολ for your information is a copy of a 

paper entitled “History and Development..of the Sino-Soviet 
Rift" which wis prepared by sensitive sources of this ~ - 
~Bdreau who have. ished reliable information in the past. 

ΓΝ 

The enclosed paper shows that a deep rift exists 
in Sino-foviet relations today at the ideological and state 
levels and that it continues to grow sharper. It does not 
appear that this breach will be healed in the foreseeable 
future despite constant efforts of the Soviets to effect a 
reconciliation, A serious aspect of this rift involves the “Σ 
fact that China with its lack of heavy industry and with ἃ ἢ 
huge population that must be fed needs territorial expasaion, | . 
to suatain its population, ‘The most likely areas of expan-" ~“ 
gion are in the territories bordering the Soviet Union since’ 
the Chinese do not have the logistics to operate elsewhere. 
Soviet Premier Nikita 8. Khrushchev has nade it clear that 

ἊΝ the Soviet Union will not give up its historical borders t 
r ἔμ! 7, nina and because of this stated policy continued Sino-~- 

"14 feviet border incidents could have serious consequences, If 
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Brigadier General John S, Samuel 

are which of these two powerful communist nations is 
potentially more dangerous and how should the free world 
deal with each of thea now and in the future; and how can the 
free world take advantage of the opportunities offered by the 
χε in the communist canp by keeping both of these communist 

. powers off balance. A correct and positive position by the 
United States and its denccratic allies to take advantage of 
this rigt could result in curbing and defeating the rapid 
advance of comunisa. . | 

The differences which have developed during the past 
severhl years between the Soviet Union and Communist China are 

ef profound importance to any assesment of the security and 

position of the free world today, ‘These differences have been 

the object of intensive scrutiny by governments and the . 

acadenic community based largely on public statements issued 

by the various Communist Parties, particularly the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union and the Communist Party of China, 

goue of which were factual and others of which were self- 
serving, This paper is offered as a contribution to those in 

the Governnent community who have an interest in firsthand, 

factual intelligence information concerning the nature, scope 

and depth of the Sino-Soviet rift and in Sino-floviet relations 

generai. 

Intelligence data in the enclosed paper vas 

disseuinated to appropriate Government agencies at the tine it 

was received, In view of the sensitive nature of our sources, 

Feeney iaaaitiod this communication and its enclosure "Tup- 

# 

Sincerely yours, 
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flee menorandun Baumgardner to Sullivan 1/16/64 
entitled "Zolo, Internal Security - unist," WO8:knj. 
Letter and enclosure classified # because 
unauthorized disclesure of this orfiation could reyeal 

the identity of the sources, who are of continuing value 
and such revelation could result in exceptionally grave 
damage to the Nation, Sources are NY 694-8* and CG 5824-8*, 
See CGlet te the Bureau dated 13/31/63, "Solo, I8-C," 
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SG 
nobVairtel 1/14/64, no cepy ta Caicago. 

Reairtel 1 requests the Bureau to advise Chicago to 

furnish all wochannelinzed information in its. 

oencerning subject to Zan Francisec ines and ta continue this 

policy in the future. 

Chieage should continue to handie information in 

. the Solo operation in accordance with previous Bureau. 

instructions whs which provide that Solo. eaterial ἐκ to be 
York. and the Bureau 

aKa “ 
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| en satamation of fan Fransisco, the the Bureau 

analynes all of the Solo material and makes makes appropriate 

| diasenination of this material. Rutile discloses that 

flan Yranciseo 1s in tatpoeeeonion οὐ ali pertinent Sole in
forae= 

gion pertaining to maubject. 

" = While on & Solo mission. in August, 1963 CG 5824-54 

be obtained ieee informatie nry. Winston τ᾿ Communist Party, USA, 

AIC Vice Chairman was’ then residing dn Ghana and had 

recently visited Ὁ Commis China, Cuochoslovakia and the 

τι  §oviet Union 
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_ Xr gf the Chinese tactical feyplutionary objective of 
cuter cone. yellow and black races against the white race, . becs 
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fot . SOUTH IN PNVELOPE , 
'- Mr, Belmont 

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 1 - Mr, Callahan { 

FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 1 - Mr. Sullivan. 
DATE 1Z-14-2011 1 ~ Liaison. 

1 ~ Mr. Baumgardner 
1 ~ Mr, Shaw 

January 17, 1964 

(ὃ | BY LIAISON 
δ» 

; » Ξ Ξ 
Lieutenant General Joseph ¥, Carroll ὭΣ τῷ 
Director \- Vp 

᾿ Defense Intelligence Agency f) oz = 
The Pen 4 | ΞΡ 
Washington, 9. C. Ac Mo = 

ae 

Dear General: 5 οἷ 
«πᾳ 

᾿ ‘Buclosed for y ation is a copy of a. 
paper entitled "History and Development of the Sino-foviet 
Rift" which was prepared by sensitive sources of this 
Bureau who have furnished reliable information in the 
past, It also covers Sino-Soviet relations generally. 
from 1958 through 1963 when most of the major developments 
in thia rift occurred, | 4 

The enclosed paper shows that.s deep rift exists - 
in Sino-Soviet. relations today at the ideological and state 
levels and that it continues to grow sharper. It does not’ 
appear that this breach will be healed in the foreseeable Ὗ 
future. despite constant efforts of the Soviets to effect a 

 seconciliation, A serious aspect of this rift involves the 
fact that China with its lack of heavy industry and with a 
huge population that που be fed needs territorial expansion 
to sustain its population. The. most likely areas of expan 

4 sion are in the territories. bordering the Soviet Union since 
the Chinese do not have the logistics to operate elsewhere, 
Soviet Prenier Nikita 8. Khrushchev has made it clear that 

φ [Y the Soviet Union will not give up its historical borders to 
\je'" —- China_and because of this stated policy continued Sino- wy 

Soviet’ border incidents could have serious consequences, 
If the Chinese succeed in developing nuclear weapons and | 
in becoming a “center of the international communist move-~ 

Tolfos ——e—e ant, the danger that lies ahead for the free world, because 
pitting 
“ἃ 

Couat—_—_-. formidable one. The issues currently facing’ the 
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_ Ldoutenant General, Joseph F. Carroll 

are which of these two powerful communist nations is 
potentially more dangerous and. how should the free world 

. deal with each of them now and in the future; and how can 
' the free werld take advantage of the opportunities offered 
by the rift in the communist camp by keeping both of these 

Aat off balance... A correct and positive 

defeating the rapid advance of communian, 

᾿ The differences which have developed during the 
past peveral years between the Soviet Union and Communist 
China are of profound importance te any assessnent of the 
necurity and positien of the free world today. These 
differences, have been the object of intensive scrutiny by 
governments aad the scademic community based largely on 
public statements issued by the various Communist Parties, 
particularly the Communiat Party of the Seviet Union and 
the Communist Party of China, some of which were factual : 
and ethers of which were self-serving, ‘This paper is offered 
as a contribution to those in the Goveranent community who 

have an interest in firsthand, factual intelligence infor~ 
pation cencerning the nature, scope and depth of the dino- 
Moviet rift and in Sino-Soviet relationa in general. 

τς Untelligence data in the enclosed paper was 
- @isseninated to appropriate Government agencies at tho. 
-¢ime it was received. In view of the sensitive nature 

ef our sources, we have classified this communication and 
its enclosure " ; 

‘Sincerely yours, 

Enclosure 



Lieutenant General Joseph F, Carroll : 

NOTE: | | | | 

See memorandum. Baumgardner to Sullivan 1/16/64 
entitled "Solo, Internal Security. - Communist," WGS:kmj. 
Letter and enclosure classified ' ' because 
unauthorized disclosure of this information could reveal 
the identity of the sources, who are of continuing value, 
and such revelation could result in exceptionally grave 
damage to the Nation, Sources are NY 694-S* and CG 5824-S*, 
See Chicago letter to the. Bureau dated 12/31/63, "Solo, IS-C." _ 
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Rear Admiral Rufus L. Taylor 
Director of Naval Intelligence = 
Room 5C572 - 
The Pentagon Ἢ 
Washington, Dd. Cc. = 

Dear Admiral: ad 
vw 

‘ERuclosed for your information is Ὁ copy of a 8 = 
ΓΞ a paper entitled "History and Development of ‘the: Bino-Soviet 

Rift" which wag prepared by sensitive. sources of this 
‘Bureau who have furnished relisble inforgation in the | 
past. It also covers Sine-Soviet relations generally 
rrom 1958 through 1963 when most of the major developments 
in this rift occurred. 

The enclosed paper shows that a deop rift exists 
in Sino-Soviet relations today at the ideological and state 
levelea and that it continues to grow sharper. doos not 
appear that this breach will be healed in the foresesabie | 
future despite constant efforts of the Soviets to effect a 
reconciliation. A serious aspect of this rift involves the 
fact that China with its Jack of heavy industry and with a 
‘huge population that must be fed needs territorial expansion 
to sustain ite population. The most likely areas of expan- 
aion ave in the territories bordering the Soviet Union since 
the Chinese do not have the loglatica to operate elsewhore, 
Hoviet Prenier Nikita &, Khrushchey has made it clear that 

f, the Soviet Union will not give up its historical borders to 
᾿ Ν China and because of this stated policy continued Sino- 
Fe Soviet border incidents could have serious consequences, 

i Lenoutus Chinese succeed in developing nuclear weapons and 
yA ia 8. “center" of the internatioual communist move- 

ps nent, she the Sanger that liew ahead for the free world, because 
οι τῶν of the Chinese tactical revolutionary objective of pitting 
iin a yellow and. black ‘xvaces against the white race, becomes a 
Senne τ fornidable one. ' WAL: Cami facing *he 
Callohan 

Geel 100-428091 
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Rear Admiral Rufus L, Taylor 

are which of these tye ‘powerful communist nations is 
‘peotedtially more dangerous and how should the free world 
deal with each of them now and in the future; and how can 
the free world take advantage of the opportunities ‘offered 
by the rift in the communiat camp by keeping both of these 
communist powers off balance, A correct and positive 
‘peeition by the United States and its denccratic allies to. 
take advantage of thie rift could result in curbing and 
defeating the rapid advance of communisa, 

The differences which have developed during the 
‘past several years between the Soviet Union and Connunist | 
‘China are of profound impor tance td any segeounent of the 

aud others of which were self-serving, This paper is offered 
as a contributien to these in the Government comunity who 
have an interest in firsthand, factual intelligence infor- 
mation concerning the nature, scope and depth of the Sino- 
Soviet rift and in fine-Soviet relations in general, 

Intelligence data in the eticlosed paper was 
disseninated to appropriate Governnent agencies zat ‘the 
time it was received, In ylew of the sensitive nature 
of our sources, we have classified this coumunication and 
‘its enclosure 

Sincerely yours, 



Rear Admiral Rufus L, Taylor 

NOTE: 

See memorandum Baumgardner to Sullivan 1/16/64 
entitled "Solo, Internal Security «- Communist," WGS:knj. 
Letter and enclosure classified “TapeBeGEEk" because 
unauthorized disclosure of this ‘information could reveal 
the identity of the sources, who are of continuing value, 
and such revelation could result in exgeptionally grave 
damage ἴο the Nation, Sources are NY’ 694-S* and CG 5824-S*, 
See Chicago letter to the Bureau dated 12/31/63, "Solo, IS-C,"' 
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paper entitled "Histery and Develepaent of the Sino-Seviset 
Rift" which was prepared by sensitive sources of this 

‘in: Sino-Soviet relations today at the ideological and state 

‘tons sustain its population, The most likely areas of expan- 
gion are in the territeries bordering the Soviet Union since 

Soviet. Premier Nikita 8, Khrushchey: has made it clear that 
the Soviet Union will not. give & up its historical borders to 

weapens and 
in. becoming a “center” of the international communist moye- 
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1 - Mr. Belmont 
1 - Mr, Callahan 
1 —- Mr, Sullivan 
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Honorable Dean Rusk = 
The Zecretary of State So 
Washington, Ὁ. C. ΓΞ aa 

> x= 
Dear Mr. Rusk: 5. εὖ 

x Sa 

Zuclesed for your daferaation is a copy ef a 

Bureau who have furnished reliable information in the 
past, It alse covers Sino-Soviet relations generally 
from.1958 through 1963 when most of the major developments 
in this rift occurred, 

The enclosed paper shows that.a deep rift exists 

levels and that it continues to grow sharper, It does not 
that this breach will :be healed in the foreseeable 

try ᾿ 
839 population that must be fod needs. territorial expansion 

the Chinese de not have the logistics te operate elsevhere, 

China and because of this atated policy continued Sino- 
Soviet border incidents could have serious consequences, 
If the Chinese succeed in developing nuclear 

nent, the danger that lies ahead for the free world, because 
of the Chinese tactical revolutionary objective af pitting 
yellow. and black races ‘against ‘the white , becomes 
formidable one, The issues currently f 
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Honorable Dean Ruak 

are which of these Ἔνθ ‘powerful communist nations is ὦ. 
potentislly more dangerous and how should the free world 
deal with each of them now and in the future; and how Ἢ 
the free world take advantage of the opportunities offer 
by the rift in the communist camp by keeping beth of these 

communist powers off balance, <A correct and positive | | 
pouition by the United States and its democratic allies te 
take advantage of this rift could result in curbing and 
defeating the rapid advance of comnunisa, 

The differences which have developed during the 
pest several years between the Soviet Union and Commmist 
China are of profound importance te any sasesement of the 
security and positien of the free werld today, These’ 
differences haye been the object of intensive acrutiny by 
governments and the academic community based largely on 
public statements issued by the various Communist Parties, 
particularly the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and 
the Communist Party of China, some of which were factual 
and others of which were self-serving, Thin paper is offered 
as ἃ contribution to those in the Government community whe 
‘have an interest in firsthaad, factual intelligence infor~ 
mation concerning the nature, scope and depth of the Sino- 
Soviet rift and ix Sino-Soviet rola relations in general. 

Intelligence data in the enclosed paper was 
disseminated to appropriate Government agencies at the 
time it was received. In view of the sensitive nature ; 
of cur sources, we have classified this communication and 
its enclosure "Yp-Secrat." | 

Sincerely yours, 

Enclosure . 
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Honorable Dean Rusk 

NOTE: 

; See memorandum Baumgardner to Sullivan ‘1/16/64 
entitled "Solo, Internal Security - Communist," WGS:kmj. 
Letter and enclosure classified “Iop—Secret"” because 
unauthorized disclosure of this information could reveal 
the identity of the sources, who are of continuing value, 
and such revelation could result in exceptionally grave 
damage to the Nation, Sources. are NY 694-S* and CG 5824-S*, 

. See Chicago letter to the Bureau dated 12/31/63, “Solo, IS-C," 
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My. Frank J. Denny ; - ay 

Directer : “Ha 

National Indications Center fo) > 
Room BC 956, The Pentagon = 2 
Washington, Dd, σι μι o 

μι" = 

Dear Mr, Denny? 5 i 

Enclosed for your info ΘΗ ἀπ΄ copy of a 
paper entitled "History and Development of the Bino-BSoviet 
Rift" which was prepared by sensitive sources of this 
Bureau who have furnished reliable information in the 
past, It also covers Sino-foviet relations generally 
fron 1958 through 1963 when most of the major developments 
in thie rift occurred, 
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Mr, Frank J, Denny ᾿ 

‘are which of these ‘two powerful communist nations is 
potentially more dangerous and how should ‘the free world 
deal with each of then now and in the future; and hoy can 
the free world take advantage of the opportunities offered 
by the rift in the communist camp by keeping both of these 
communist powers off balance, A correct and positive 
‘position by the United States and its denccratic allies to 
take advantage of this rift could result in curbing and 
defeating the rapid advance of communisn, ΝΕ 

The differences which have developed during the 
past several years ‘between the Soviet Union and Communist 
China are of profound importance to any assessment of the 
security and position of the free world today, These 
differences have been the object of intensive scrutiny ty 
governuents and the acadenic community based largely on 
‘public statements issued by the various Communist Parties, 
‘particularly the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and 
the Communist Party of China, some of which were factual 
and ‘others of which were self-serving, This paper is offered 
as a contribution to those in the Government conmunity who ᾿ 
‘have an interest in firsthand, factual intelligence infor- 

_ gation concerning the nature, scope and depth of the Bino- 
‘Soviet rift and in Sino-Soviet relations in general, ; 

Intelligence data in the enclosed paper was 
disseminated to appropriate Goverment agencies at the 
time 1% was received, In view of the sensitive nature 
of our seurces, we have classified this communication and 
ite enclosure βηρρ-πρανοι." 

Sincerely yours, 

‘Enclosure | | 



‘Mr, Frank J. Denny 

NOTE: | . 

See memorandum Baumgardner to Sullivan 1/16/64 
entitled “Solo, Internal Security - Communiat,” ΤΟΣ. Κα). 
Letter and enclosure classified “Tép-Heerét" because _ 
‘unauthorized disclosure of this information could reveal 
the identity of the sources, who are of continuing value, 

- and auch revelation could result in exceptionally grave ᾿ς 
‘damage to the Nation, Sources are HY 694-8* and CG 5824-8*, 

- Mee CGlet to the Bureau dated 12/31/63, "Holo, I8-c." 
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Mr. Belmont 
Mr. Callahan 
Mr, Sullivan 
Mr, Baumgardner 

- Lisison 
Mr. Shaw 

ECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FRON- 
BRUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 

JATE LZ-L4-Z01L 

ROUTE πὶ UNVELOPE 
January 17,°1064 
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Major General Edgar C. Dolesan ' ᾿ς τ 
Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence Des = 
Department of the Army ne re ᾿ ΤΙ ΞΟ 
The Pentagon ΘΠ ὁ᾿ Poe NN ὦ αὐ RGD 
Washington, Ὁ. C. | en YS ae Dee A 2 XX 

| | oe γῇ Poe (8. οἰ 
Dear General: ΝΞ Εἰ ἜΘ = 

' Enclosed for your information is a copy ef Α΄ 
paper entitled “History and Development of the Sino-Soviet 
Rift" which was prepared by sensitive sources of this | 
Bureau whe have furnished reliable infermation in the 
past. Kt alse covers Sino-Seviet relations generally — 
from 1958 through 1963 when most of the major developments 
in this rift occurred. | 

‘Fhe enclosed paper shows that a deep rift exists 
in Sino-Seviet relations today at the ideological and state 
levels and that it continues to grow sharper. It does not / 
appear that this breach will be healed in the foreseeable { 

reconciliation, A serious aspect of this rift involves the 
fact that China with ite lack of heavy industry and with a 
huge population that must be fed needs territorial expansion 
to sustain its pepulation. The moat ilkely areas of expan 
sion are in the territories bordering the Soviet Union since 
the Chinese deo not have the logistics to operate elsewhere. 

future despite constant efforts of the Soviets to effect ἃ {9 , 

Seviet Union will not give up its historical borders to 
0 B~ Soviet Prenier Nikita 8. Khrushchey has made it clear that ας 
ΓΝ : the 

ή͵ 
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;, China and because of this stated policy continued Sino 
Soviet border incidents could have serious consequences. 



Majer General Edgar C. Doleman 

in becoming a "center" of the {uternational communist move- 
ment, the danger that lies shead for the free world, because 
of the: Chinese tactical revolutionary objective of pitting 
yellow and black races against the white race, 
Yornidable one. The issues currently facing the free “vorld 
are which of these two powerful communist nations is 
potentially more dangerous and how should the free world 
deal with each of then now and in the future} and how can 
the free world take advantage of the opportunities offered 
by the rift in the communist camp by keeping both of these 
communist powers off balance. <A correct and positive 
position by the United States and ite democratic allies to 
take advantage of this rift could result in curbing and 
defeating the rapid advance of communisn. 

Yhe differences which have developed during the 
past several years between the Seviet Union and Communist 
China are of prefound inportance to any assesanent of the 
security and position of the free world today. These 
differences have ‘been the object of intensive scrutiny py 
governments and the academic community based largely on 
publica statements issued by the various Communist Parties, 
particularly the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and 
‘the Communist Party of China, some of which were factual 

᾿ and others of which were self-serving. This paper is offered 
ag a contribution ἐσ those in the Government community who 
have an interest in firsthand, factual intelligence iafor- 
mation concerning the nature, scope and depth of the Sino- 
Soviet rift and 38 Sino~Seviet yelations in general. 

Intelligence data in the enclosed paper was 
disseminated to appropriate Gevernment agencies at the 
tine it was received. In view of the sensitive nature 
of our sources, we have Classified this communication and 
its enclosure ν 

Sincerely yours, 

 ~Rnelosure 
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Major General Edgar C. Doleman 

NOTE: | . ' 

‘See memorandum Baumgardner to Sullivan 1-16-64 | 

entitled "Solo, Internal Security ~ Communist," WGS:kmj. — 

Letter and enclosure classified "fop-Secret” because 

unauthorized disclosure of this information could reveal . 

the identity of the sources, who are of continuing value, 

and such revelation could result in exceptionally grave 

damage to the Nation, Sources are NY 694-5* and CG 5824~S5*, 

See Chicago letter to the Bureau dated 12-31-63, “Solo, IS-C." 
i 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE Date: 1/15/64 

Transmit the following in : 
(Type.ia plain text or code) 

| 

AIRTEL REGISTERED: | 

{ 
Via 

(Priority or Method of Mailing} 

ee, ey fe es ee el i a a er ie ei annie ee ᾿ναα L ek ake 

το: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

(4 FROM: SAG, ‘NEW YORK (100-134637) | | 

᾽ SUBJECT: Cy, ( Qa | 

ι, “16 ῇ. 

Ο 

ReNYairtel, 1/3/64, reporting a contact between f ly! 

ΝΥ 694-S* and Canadian CP functionaries LESLIE MORRIS and TIM dig () 

BUCK in Toronto, Canada, between 12/30/63 and 1/2/64. 

bs NY 694-%, on 1/14/64, advised SAS ALEXANDER C._/ 
BIC BURLINSON and as follows: - Ett | — Ce ' Carcieri 

With respect to NY 694-S*' contact with cK, δ 
the informant inadvertently failed.to report the following 

information received from BUCK. ' 

(eee cently when BUCK was in Moscow, [SIDORE BY 

EEDEEMAN also was there and both were invited to attend "an (oA 4 

3 Vekeiting party", which, by reason of a previous appointment 

BUCK was unable to attend, but which NEEDLEMAN did attend and 

subsequently described to BUCK. ( St) 

: ROVE CEB SS ou, δ (7325 BUREAU -(100-428091),(RM) 
1 - CHICAGO- (134-46 Sub .Β) (AM RM) 
1. - NY 134-91 (Inv) (41) - 
1 - NY 100-134637 (41)... «΄΄ς ὯΝ 

ΟΝ ΟΡ ΤΟ (8) ; 

4 JAN Bho 
4 

Us 

aan 
? 

7 terre tepy — Feet ΝΕ ΞΟ | 

OXY! : WGP? 

Ol oN 
NA a . Sent M Per ΠῚ oved: A ‘ 

65 JAN ? ope ‘5 ay Agent in Charge 
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NY 100-134637 
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7 posgpa,) in their apartment in Moscow./: 
oviet agent who had operated iin t 

Also. 

“" > Kg Ams UE pee ne 
4 aie pa party was given by ART aR 

@sent at the party were the 
Bufile 105- - 38307, and 

who, as reported in the past’ by NY 05-38306), 
¥transmitted to the Soviets, through NEEDLEMAN, information con- 
cerning the atomic bomb. 

ADAMS, as NEEDLEMAN told BUCK, 15.177 years of age, 

is in complete retirement, and enjoys the privileges of "an 

honored individual”. He has the rank of an army colonel, What | 
particularly surprised BUCK was the fact that NEEDLEMAN knew 

ADAMS as well as he apparently did. 

i; 
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FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASETIFICATION CUIDE 

DATE LE-£1-Z2011 

rs) ET: ἢ 

ὃ 
aa “ROUTE. IN SNVELOPE 

1 - Mr, Belmont 
1 ~ Mr, Callahan 
1 - Mr. Sullivan 
1 - Liaison 
1 -- Mr, Baumgardner 
1 -- Mr, Shaw 

January 17, 1964 

BY LIAISON ~ 
(*) AS 

YO o = 

UO and Ξ 
Honorable John A. McCone yy ‘ m 

Central Intelligence Agency fer | =z 9 
Washington, Ὁ, C. pa z= 

2 id 

Dear Mr, McCone: x Ὁ 

Enclosed for your information is a copy of a 
paper entitled "History and Develepment of the Sino-foviet 
Rift” which was prepared by sensitive sources of this 
Bureau who have furnished reliable information in the 
past. It also covers Sino-Soviet relations generally 
from 1958 through 1963 when most of the major developments 
in this rift cecurred, 

‘The enclosed paper shows that a deep rift exists 
in Sino-Seviet relations today at the ideological and state 
levels.and that it continues to grow sharper. It .does not 
appear that this breach will be healed in the foreseeable 
future despite constant efforts of the Soviets to effect a 
reconciliation. A serious aspect of this rift involved, the 
fact that China with its lack of heavy industry and with a 
huge population that must be fed needs territorial expansion 
te sustain its population. The most likely areas of expan~ 
sion are in the territeries bordering the Soviet Usion since 
‘the Chinese do not have the logistics to operate elsewhere, 
Soviet Prenier Nikita 8, Khrushchev has made it clear that 
the Soviet Union will not give up ite historical borders to 

by China end because of this stated policy continued Sino- 
a Soviet border incidents could have serious consequences. 

b If the Chinese succeed in developing nuclear weapons and 
/ $m becoming a “center” of the international communist move- 

! ment, the danger that lies ahead for the free world, because 
Tole ——-_—— @F_ the Chinese. tactical revolutionary objective of pitting 
Mohr wu. Yellow and black! races ‘agaitiat the: white race, r 
Cue ——m Formidable one, The issues curzently facing | 

. ° LA v 

100-428091 γ BUY | 

SEE NOTE PAGE 

Trottet mm Ey . 
‘Tele. Room GS: eeb/kmj 

te EES) 2,3 1688 tite an 
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Honorable John A, McCone 

are which of these two powerful comsunist nations is 
potentially more dangerous and how should the free world 
deal with each of them now and in the future; and how can 
the free world take advantage of the opportunities offered 
by the rift in the communist camp by keeping both of these 
communist powers off balance, A correct and positive 
position by the United States and its democratic allies to 
take advantage of this rift could result in curbing and 
defeating the rapid advance of communisna,| 

: The differences which have developed during the 
past several years between the Soviet Union and Communist 
China are of profound importance to any asseasnent of the 
security and position of the free world today. These , 
differences have been the object of intensive scrutiny by 
goveraments and the acadenic community based largely on 
public statements issued by the various Communist Parties, 

- particularly the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and 
the Communist Party of China, some of which were factual 
aud others of which were self-serving, This paper is offered 
ag ἃ contribution to those in the Governnent community who 
have δὰ interest in firsthand, factual intelligence infer- 
mation concerning the nature, scope and depth of the Sino~- 
foviet rift and in Sino-Soviet relations in general, | 

Yntelligence data in the enclosed paper waa 
disseminated to appropriate Gevernment agencies at the — 
time it was received, In view of the sensitive nature 
of our sources, we have classified this communication and 
its enclosure * " 

Sincerely yours, 

EZnclosure 



Honorable John A. McCone 
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“TOP-SECRET 

NOTE: 
4 + 

See memorandum Baumgardner to Sullivan 1/16/64 
entitled "Solo, Internal Security - Communist," WGS:kmj, 
Letter and enclosure classified “Top-Secret" because 
unauthorized disclosure of this information could reveal 
the identity of the sources, who are of continuing value, 
and such ‘revelation could result in exceptionally grave 
damage to the Nation, Sources are NY 694-S* and CG 5824-S*, 
See Chicago letter to the Bureau dated 12/31/63, "Solo, IS-C." 
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1/21/64 

7 ! 

Airtel 1 ~My, Shaw 

‘To: BAC, Chicago (134-46 Sub B) 

ἊΣ ξ Director, FBI (100-428091) 

AL SECURITY .. C 

Reference is-made to Chicago telephone call to 
‘Bureau 64 requesting the Bureau to check its indices on 
Joseph OXSuith, the mail carrier who delivered to CG 5824.-a* 
ἃ lettef from the Director dated 1/13/64, a | 

- Inorder for the Bureau to effectively conduct an 
indices check on the name Joseph 0,, Suith, it will be 
necessary for your office to submit sufficient identifying 
background information, You should, therefore, conduct a 
credit .and criminal check on Smith, Inthe event sufficient 
information is not obtained through the credit and crininal 
check, you should check other logical records. 

NOTE: 

‘CG. 5824-S* was mishandled by the Mail Room, Instead of bei 
A letter of appreciation sent by. the Director to εἰ 

‘forwarded as an enclosure to a letter to the SAC, Chicago, 

the letter to informant was mailed directly to him and 
delivered to informant's residence by mail carrier, Joseph 0. 4 

Smith. In order to ascertain if informant's security has 
been jeopardized by this action, Chicago has requested the 

Bureau to check its indices on Saith, 

@) | ! ; 
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SAC, Chicago (134-46. Sub B) 1-21-64 

Director, FBI (100-428091 
᾿ ( 1. Mr, ‘Shaw 

SECURITY ~ C 

lA : 

Reurairtel 13.37.68 pertaining, to the ἘΝ | 
Programm. ex_Kedsu und der Nestens ( EOE a ο at be 

an writte 
“1-10-64. advising that the. Bureat has made τος κατα. ‘of this 

Kk. 

You are requested to advise if the security of 
CG 5824-8% would be jeopardized if copies of Timofeev's 
‘book are dinseninated to to the Department of State and 
Central Intelligence Agency. 

NOTE: 

CG 5824-S*, while on Solo Mission 14 in the 
‘Soviet Union during Noveuber » 1963, was given two coples of 
Timofeev's book, one of which was to be presented to 
Timofeev's mother, Peggy Dennis, and the other to be presented 
to Gus Hall, Communist Party, USA, General Secretary, Chicago 
forwarded a copy of this book, which is written in the German 
language, to the Bureau for its information. Pertinent 
portions of this book are being translated by the Laboratory. 
It is believed that this ‘book would be of interest to State 
and Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and, therefore, . Chicago 
is being requested to comment as: to whether CG 5824-S#* 
security would be jeopardized by disseminating copies of the 
‘pook to State and CIA, 

τ ΠΛ Ὁ asm 
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' GSA GEM, NEG. WO, 27 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT es Bett 
Yen 

Memorandum ase 

To; MR, MOHR pare: January 15, 1964 vod 

pov Mac = 
supjecT: \SOLO ΝΣ 

RNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST 

- On Mr, Sullivan's memorandum of January 13, 1964, regarding the 
status ‘of the SOLO funds, which total $1, 699, 991 for the. period September, 
1958, to December 31, 1963, the. Director noted: "I want a short paragra 
(off the record) in my material for appropriation hearings, " 

Page 40 of the Director's budget material, which is an off-the-record 
page, has a paragraph regarding this financial aid to the Communist Party- 
| USA along ‘with the observation that $583, 606 of the $1, 699, 991 has been received 
since January, 1963. 

‘Exhibit 25 of the Director's material is a chart which gives a break- 
‘down as ‘to the origin of the funds, showing that $50,000 came from Red China 
while the balance of $1, 649,991 came from: the:Soviets. It also provides data 
as to the devious route that is used to get these funds to the Communist Party 
in this country. 

The ‘Soviets have indicated that an additional $30, 000 is to be delivered 
to the Communist Party-USA in January, 1964, As soon as word is:received 
regarding the receipt of this sum, the Director's budget material will be 
changed to reflect this, 

ACTION: - 

-For-the Director's information. 

CLR:djl oe 

REC. 28 | ! 
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BL OPTOMA, FORM NO, 10 Φ 

UNITED STATES GOVER 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPH a 
fo oll 

TO > Mr. Ἢ, C. Sullivan fe DATE: January 13, 1964 

cnn 

1. - Mr. Belmont 
FROM : Mr. F. J. Baumga r lL ~ Mr. Sullivan V1 Tole, Boom enna 

1 — Mr. Baumgardner én ~~~ 
1 ~ Mr. Shaw ' 

1 ἢ 

RNAL ‘SECURITY -- COMMUNIST ρ' yo the 7 

. My memorandum of 12-20-63 set forth in detail Yeceipts of 
funds from the Soviet Union and Red China by the Communist Party, USA 
(CPUSA), and the disbursements of these funds during November; 1963, 
The following schedule shows the present status of these funds 
together with receipts and disbursements during December, 1963, 

SUMMARY: ᾿ | - 

Total received from Soviet Union 9/58 to 12/31/63...$1, 649, 991.00 
Total received from Red China pe 12/31/63 .ceccce 0/000. 00 

ἢ 

Balance of Fund 12,31763. .ccccesevcccceseseses $320,431. 50* 

*$228,595.00 maintained by NY 694-S* in 
New York City; $91,836.58 maintained by 
CG 5824-S* in Chicago. 

DETAILS : 

Total received from Soviet Union 9/58 to 11/30/63...$1,643,985,00 
Total received from Red China 2/60 to 11/30/63...006 50 ,000, ,00 
Grand total received 9/58 to 11/30/63. ccccocccsenses 
Total disbursements to 11/30/63. ..cccccccecevecesees 1 "349, 559.42 

Balance of Fund 11/30/63 .asssessessvcevesesors “$544,425.58 

Receipts during December, L9GS. wcccccsesccensesesees $ 6 006.00 

. * ‘ **#Received by CG 5824-S* in Moscow, Russia, from - 
representative of the International Department, 
Central Committee, !Communist Party of theSoviet ΜΕ 
Union, during Solo Mission 14, 

. Vie bb ga seh 
100—428091 

tn i! /- Su ὁ ἡ ate Ὁ εἰ 

WGS τρναῦ (5) revs) Cin le gil tx eye) 292 (04/3504 / 
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Memorandum to Mr, W. C. 
RE: SOLO 
100-428093 

Disbursements during December, 1963; 

12/11/63 ~ To Gus Hall, 
($3,000. for 
$4,500 for 
Executive 
$2,500 for 
communist 

$2,000. for 

Sullivan 

ΕΝ) 

CPUSA General Secretary....<e$ 12,000.00 
Democratic Party work; 
expenses of CPUSA National 
Committee meeting; 
"Peoples World," west coast 
newspaper; 
“Political Affairs," CPUSA 

theoretical organ. 

Ἅ 
12/17/63 - To Lena Scherer, CPUSA Reserve Fund. cecees 18 ,000,00 

Total disbursements ~ December, L9IGS. socccsvcccesons > 30,000,00 

Balance of Fund 12/31/63 .cesccccccsacccscccccersesses .$320,431,58 

ACTION: J 

None, This ‘memorandum is submitted for your information. 
An up-to-date accounting of the Solo Funds: will be brought to your 
attention each month, Details.of the accounting of these funds 
are not to be disseminated, 
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Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

AIRTEL REGISTERED ᾿ β 
0 (Priority or Method of Mailing} Ι 

me ee ee eee heme 

τς 10; DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ' i st) 

( FROM: NEW YORK (100-134637) os 
Ἔν " 

- SUBJECT: Cog) ped 
4 τε 

Cee RANT 
ReNYairtel, 1/3/64, concerning NY 694-S*' contacts fuesq” 

with LESLIZ MORRIS, General Secretary of CP of Canada, during 
the period 12/30/63 to 1/2/64. GARG r  . (fe tone a Ψ Ων 

informed SAS ALEXANDER Ο. BURLINSON and » 70 
on 1/13/64, that he had receiv that 

date, through a mail drop, a coded note from LESL ORRIS, , \K 
General Secretary, CF of Canada, dated Jan. 7th, “which note - 
“adiresséd-€o GUS HALL. The plain text of this note expresses | " 
the hope that one day GUS HALL will be able to join LESLIE 
‘MORRIS in Toronto, Canada, for a visit.’ MORRIS advises HALL 
that the leadership of the CP of Canada is discussing the . 
advisability of sending more students from Canada to Moscow . 
to a CP training school. A number of Canadian students have yi μ' 
already completed their training in Moscow at this. CP training’ |” 
school and are scheduled to return to Canada shortly. The CP 
of Canada must decide in the near future whether to send another 
group of Canadian students to Moscow to this training school. 
MORRIS asks that GUS HALL consider this matter and have one of 
HALL's friends who will attend the convention of the CP of Canada 
to be held on or about edster, 1964, a be in a position to 

Kr GANG ils = CP ct 
(GA BURRAU (100-428091), te ao eae Sasa) 
1 - CHICAGO (134-46 Sub 
1 - NY 134-91 
1 - NY 100-134637 4 ἷ τ soe ΤῸ JAN $4-1964 

ACB:méd' (#41) gsr .- /— 
Ps Pes ες 

a ̓ aft Ὁ Ὁ wil! Xr ‘2 

Pp yes) tial . sent fs ᾿ Per 
ἡ ASAIN? , tN, Agent in Charge | 
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| HENRY WINSTON addressed "Dear G."' 

and ESSIE refer to PAUL and ESLA 

NY 100-134637 

to discuss HALL's opinion with respect to have a CP training 

school established in Canada rather than sending Canadian students 

to Moscow. 
Jo 

i 

Enclosed with LESLIE MORRIS’ note were a letter of 
dated December 20, 1963, and — 

es tok a 

Copies OF each of these two documents are’ forwarded to the Bureau 

and the Chicago Office herewith. Da | 

With respect to ‘g letter, ΝΥ 694-S* advised 

that way eT refers to 

HRANKS ΝΣ ΝΕ 
“NY 69G=8* requested that the enclosed documents be 

reviewed by CG 5824-S*, whogi he believes would have further | 

| ,information conce them, having probably discussed these 

ΙΝ vi matters with HENR' 
. Chicago is request 

INSTON during CG 5824-S*' recent SOLO trip. 

to’-advise the Bureau and New York of 

CG 5824-S*' observations concerning these two documents, ΝΥ 694~S* 

presumes that the documents from HENRY WINSTON were forwarded 

to the Canadian CP by NORMAN FREED for transmittal to GUS HALL. _ 

NY 694-S* noted that FREED and WINSTON were both in East Germany | 

in the latter part of 1963. | ΝΣ 

NY 694-S* advisdd that he plans to give the originals 

of the enclosed documents from HENRY WINSTON to GUS HALL on | 

1/14/64. It is NY 694-S*' opinion that HALL will wish to send 

an answer to WINSTON through NY 694-S*' channel with the Soviets, 

Consequently, NY 694-S* plans to request of his Soviet contact 

when they meet on 1/14/64, that they meet again on 1/24/68. 
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Dec; 20/63 

Doar G: τς 

Warmest greetings and congratulations on the splendid 

democratic victory that is the reversal of the conviction of the | 

Cc. P. , which means go much to us and the world. This development 

reflects the optimism which you held all along and confirms your . 

prediction of victory. 

This is a brief note to indicate soveral things. I am en=- 
closing two documants. z 

1) The ist is a momo which deeis with two questions: 
a) the possibility of organizing a conference between 

forces of the US and Latin America, the specific aim 
of which will be to develop a program which will 
provide the basia for mass propaganda for the 1964 ᾿ 
elections. - .Ν ᾿ 

b)A conference of peace forces and economists to discuss 
certain broad issues of transition from a war economy — 
to that of a peace economy, and the U.N. speech of ᾿ 
Johnson, about"ending the cold war once and for all” 

‘ gould be a very good point of departure. Such a 
conference could provide peace forces in the U.S. 
with sufficient material that will enable them to ‘( 
organize a conference which include broad forces. 

| Tho two enclosed documents are self<=explanatory. Ν 

ΝΕ 2) The second document is also self-explanatory but I " ΝΙΝ 
, wish to suggest immediate action on it. Time is of 

the essence. Many things are undor consideration and . 
—— _.  therefare plens about other things. But it seems tome 
| - that the World Feace Council must necessarily concern. ~ . _t 

. iteolf with the 1964 eleetions for the outcome of it is. 
very, very clear. My suggestion is that the comrade ἔπ 
Vienna be smpowred to act as defacto secretary. This " 
will give him the needed authofity to carry through such 
8 -program which will be of benefit to peace in the US. 

| 3) I wae in Berlin py to say that complete agree- _ a 
Ϊ ᾿ exists so far “fis concerned... -_ In6 . 

' The problem in the past was that the Breck school did bic . 
| oe not have funds to finance it. . However our friends have (| 

agreed to assume full responsibility. The suggestion” “| 
is that he comes to Germany on the Pollowing basis. , 

a} That he will study German for one year. 
Ὁ} That he will attend a national @ramatic school for 

one yaar. ᾿ς . 
¢) That he will-then attend the Breck ensemble.: This 

may be a year or two. . ᾿ ες 

᾿ . ᾿ In other words he will Rave to be away from the States 

Ι 3-4 years. The suggestion is the following, that since. ἐλ ν ἢ 

; school opens Sept lst, 1964, that he comes to Berlin 
ἐν any time prior to thet date and preparatory instructions 

will then be provided before the regular term opens. -- 
They would appreciate if they were given a month's. " ; 

notice so that they can make all necessary arrangements. 

4) Had two very fine sessions with Paul and Essie and . | 

found both politically sound. Paul will issue a New -᾿ | 
Year's peace greeting through the World Peace Council. — 
And Essie will do some writing which will be very useful: | 
I was impressed with the ‘improvement taking place in his 



᾿ - - . : ε le Oa ΝΣ 

‘health. It was found thet wrong treatments was given him in the past 

two years. in London, and this retarded his recovery. Now they are ΝΕ 

using the sleeping technique and during this period work on his nerves = 

and it is doing wonders. The doctors are very optimistic and it is 4 | 

great source of pride to 598 the loving care given to him. ‘More than | 

thet he receives tisitors now and he even goes visiting. All of this 

is wery, very good. So IL think that soma time more ts required but that 

‘he will gextoms. come. back to us. iI told him to hurry up and get well — 

‘and the laughter and boom of his voice was joyful to hear. He sends 

- warmewt greetings to you and all the comrades and he will drink εἰ 

᾿ς toast this New Year to the party as we drank during my visit. ; i 

- Mig will be alle |. ἘΣ ἝΝ ΝΞ 
: ἐν πόνον ἦν, ; 

Ε ΠΣ Warmest Greetings, ἣ ᾿ a . ὔ 

| Ι . Winnie a | 

coe παν ee A ὅπη! αῖε, ΔῈ τὰ κ- Ὁ (15 eon an ae a κι ἐπα παν — 
| 

Memo (copy) Ν᾿ 7 oe ob ; εἰ US. - | 

“3 1. It should be established without delay who 18. in-charge of/section. ᾿ 
t sas confusion greatly hampers work. 

εὐ 2, There is no doubt that the appointment of the US. Secretary would ~ 

εὐ  gtrengthen WP work with the USA 5. τὸν: ΕΝ ἘΝ 

. - Pho question arises whether a CP member would be suitable. The advant- 

- ages are obvious... Ihe disadvantages are that he might not de permitted "ἢ 

by the US and Austrian authorities; #.to work there = passport, withdraws), | 

᾿ς visa, work permit = and that it might adversely affect work with US 

τς peace organizations. 8 
Mi eae τ ο ς " " 

oo” We might bry for @ non=Party person but he would have to be care= ae 

εὐ τ fully selected. In any case, no official appointment can be made before © 

(1965 when the next ΜῸΡ meets: 9 ee τ πο τ oe | 

ΕΝ It is suggested, therefore, that in the meantime I should be ΒΞ 

νι δρβολαῦθα de facto secretary. This would ensure better results; that, 

-?- @Pforts be made now to send a non-party: man to work with me, preferably τ᾿ 

BU 6 FYOung person with contacts with the. youth. . He could then: be trained .. 

-. in’ the work and we would, see how he. works.out and also how US. peace = > 

εὐτὺς gFoups. react. to him... if his appointment as secretary presents definite 

ρος advantages he ‘could be officially nominated.secretary in 1960. - ᾿ 

ΝΕ ᾿ . 

πο Be Ὁ reliable meats of 1ἰδάβοι between us is essential. 
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The solution of the most important problems facing © 

US Jabor today - growing unemployment, tho automation,. 

the danger of nuclear war, etc.-- is, in fact, dependent. 

upon the settlement of the key international problems of 

peace, disarmament, genuine ald to underdeveloped, countries 

and. free trade, including trade between Hast and West. 

Clarity on this interrelationship between its. immediate 

interests and those wider issues may stimulate labor to 

introduce the latter into the pre- -~election campaign and. 

perhaps get them included in the Democratic and Republican 

party. platforms. It. 1s proposed that the influence of. tne 

peace movement be exerted to achieve this in the following 

way. 

The £28 International Institute for Peace should 

sponsor a meeting of prominent economists with the leaders 

of peace organizations in industrialized countries, where 

the conversion from war to peace economy. raiges ‘serious 

economic problems - US, UK, Canada (7), France, fest t Germany 

Italy; Austria. τς 4 

. This meeting, or round- table conference, would = 

a) discuss the ‘general aspets of: this problem, 

Ὁ) exchange information and opinions on the specific 

problems that arise in each of the countries: a 

οὖ represented, and τος . 

c) adopt proposals, to be submitted by the economists | 

" 4n their role as’ scientific experts, on the specif id 

ἧς gteps required to ease the economic transition. 

! | _ These proposals would clearly. demonstrate that 

- . @igarmament, genuine aid to the underdeveloped | 

nations and free trade petween all countries are the 

τὶ essential prerequisites for solving Labor's: | 

. outstanding problems. ΝΕ | 

while the general aim of the conference nould be tol 

᾿ get the different peace delegations to retura home 



may. be possible to enlist the ‘support of influenttal groups 

may bring the world to the brink of war, President Kennedsd 

Situation in Latin america ang the imperative necessity ζοῦν 
US help in rectifying it, would be highly effective in thisk 
direction. | ΝΞ 

ῖ 

esolved te popularize these proposals, one impor tant 
objective could be to ‘ensure that the us participants agre to arrange meetings mith trade union leaders, negro. 
organigations, business circles, etc., in order to obtain 
wide support and publicity for the conference proposals 
and to make them a part 6f the 1964 election campaign and 
of doth Parties! platforms. As this would be one of the 
parallel actions agreed vpon by the peace representatives 
of. -the other countries, the US delegation#roula not: feel 
that the conference'was directed at influencing trem only. 

| If successful, the meeting could be followed by wider discussions attended by representatives of other 
interested countries, becoming a labor-economists Pugwash. 

11. Latin America - 

The 1964 Presidential eleetion year presents-an 
excellent opportunity for alerting the American people to bhe dangers to peace whibh are innerent in tne explosive Situation in Latin. Amerida.. If the role played by US 
monopolies in fostering and prolonging the miserable 
conditions which exist in Latin America ts made clear, 10 

ina drive to introduce the question of Latin America into 
the Republican and Democratic Party platforms. 

“Documentation, dramatically presented, is required to} 
axdghdpx exauteyx explain exactly how the Alliance for 
Progress, in its présent form ana controlled as it is Ὁ | the very forces which have always drained Latin America of i its resources(Standard 011, United Fruit, the Grace Line, | etc.) , faiis to provide genuine aid. The people's attentioal 
mus.t be focussed On this issue, which ts crucial in’ the ᾿ 
fight against monopoly domination at nome and Which again 

interview with Lexpress reporter Jean Daniel, in which he 
recognized both America’s share of responsibilitg for the 

- 4 



The US peace movement has a vital contribution to ὁ 
make in this matter, and it 18 proposed that the World. 
Council of Peace take the following initiative : 

yy furnish the US peace organizations with aut hor 1 tata 
᾿ ive material on conditions in Latin. America; 

2) arrange a conference between tne leaders of 
“important. US peace organizations and prominent.-. . 

Latin-American personalities active in the peace 

and liberation movements, with whom the wWcP has 

long-established contacts. | 

The objectives of this initiative would thus” be. to. 
secure inclusion in ‘the election campaign and in the. - | 

_ platforms of both: Parties of a pledge for (a) no - military. 

intervention in any Latin-American country and no . - 

interference in their internal affairs, and(b) genuine 
economic aid to rebuild the Latin-American economies. 

Such actions would. demonstrate that large forces 

exis Ὁ in the US which are opposed: to imperialist policies 

ané would give Latin Americans a broad6r understanding οἵ... 

developments in the US. They would also expose tne fallacy 
. of Chinese propaganda, which fails to distinguish. between 

the American people and the Amer ican monopolies. 

Any assistance Us comrades could give on the forego ἴῃ 

proposals would be most welcome. It would be helpful if 

. the CP would publish from time to time analyses of 

developments in the US peace movement. 
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INFERNAL SECURITY -Ὁ (> 

‘Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted 
to him by radio. 

On 1/20/64 transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio 
station at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies, -but-no messages 
were transmitted. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

2 - Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 

REC 27 / re-4.9¢09) BSTG 
bo JANZ4 1964 
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ROUT ¢ SNVELOPE 
Legat, Ottawa 1/21/64 

Director, FBI (100-428091): | 1 - Mr. Wannall 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
INTERNAL SECURITY . C 

There are enclosed th ‘coples of a letterhead 
memorandum .classified et and captioned "Communist 
Party of Canada" which relates to relations between the 
‘Canadian Communist Party (CCP) and the Castro regime as 
well as relations between, the :CCP and the Soviet Union, 

You may furnish γον 
to your source in thelr 
At the time the nemorandur shed | Ἰ᾿Ι͂ϑοϊχορ, your 
‘it should be impressed upon hin th that due to the sensitive b7D 
nature of our sources it is essential that ‘no distribution 
or use of our intelligence information be undertaken which 
woul ikely to jeopardize the security of our sources. 
Your ource ghould also be told that the third agency 
principie is, of course, to be respected in the handling 
of the information in the enclosed menorandun, 

‘Enclosures « 3. 

1.- Foreign Liaison Unit (route through for review) (Enc.) 

Δ γα 

τύ συ τά 607,34}, 
4 i 

: 3 tee was :ere fd 22 JANSE 3964 
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ue ‘= , ΠΑΝ 2 3 1.64 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
1 <‘Mr, Wannall 
1... Mr. Shaw 

January 21, 1964 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA 

‘Sources which have furnished reliable information 
in the past recently obtained from representatives of the 
Communist Party, USA, the following information pertaining 
to the Comnunist Party (CP) of Canada. 

Relations Between the Canadian CP and the Castro Regine 

‘Relations between the Canadian CP and the Castro 
regime in Havana are very bad at the present time. This 
is due to the fact that in the Spring of 1963, when the 
Quebec Liberation Front (FIQ), a terrorist group, was 
responsible for numerous bombings in Canada, the Canadian 
CP ascertained that Cuban Premier Fidel Castro. was aiding 
‘and abetting the FIQ, The:Canadian CP protested to Castro 
requesting that he cease aiding the FIQ., Castro reportedly 
told: the Canadian CP to mind its own business. As a result, 
the Canadian ΟΝ did not receive an invitation to the 
celebration in Havana of the 5th anniversary of the Cuban 
revolution. A representative of ‘the Canadian-CP plans to 
meet with the Cuban Ambassador to Canada in an effort to 
ameliorate the current bad relations, 

Relations Between the Canadian CP and the Soviet Union. 

The Soviets are pleased that ‘the Canadian CP is 
continuing its polemics in support of the Soviet Union 
with respect to the Sino-Soviet dispute. The Soviets have 
anvited the Canadian CP to send to Moscow, Russia, in the 
near future a small group of Canadians to attend ἃ CP 
‘training school. The leadership of the Canadian CP has 
cextain reservations concerning this matter since over 
80 Canadian CP members traveled to the Soviet Union during 
1963, The Canadian CP leadership believes that this tends 
to detract from the independent character of the Canadian 
CP and shows the increasing influence of the Soviet Union 
over the Canadian ΟΡ, 

4 

Because of the sensitive nature of our sources, 
it is essential that the contents of this memorandum be 
afforded careful security and its use ΤΩΣ ἢ a i} 

Ls 7 
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COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA 

NOTE: 

Classified "Top-Sécret" because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could reveal the identity .. 
of the source, ‘who is of continuing value, and such 
revelation could result in exceptionally grave damage . 
to the Nation, Source is NY 694-5* who is referred to 
in memorandum as sources in order to further protect his 
identity, See New York teletype and airtel, both dated. 
1/3/64 and captioned "Solo, IS ~ C," which discloses 
that NY 694-8* was in Canada from 12/31/63 to 1/2/64 | 
and held clandestine nectings with functionaries of the 



4.3 (Rev, 4-17-63) ᾿ Φ tolson : 
‘Belmont, 

COSDOT smear 

COLIGhOA serene 5 
‘Conrad. 

DECODED COPY μμἶξεξ: 
7 AIRGRAM- τὸ CABLEGRAM RADIO ΦΔΧΤΕΙΕΤΥΡΕ Tee Rose ΤΕΣ 
ie mad me amr een rm creme ee, iene insets in ree “μα ἡῷ et ight iki "παν ime Ae as malted “latin Teed “te _ eit “alt ̓ ν δ ie: tie απ ΑΝ 2 me δὶ 

12:21 AM URGENT 1-22-64 JAA 

OQ DIRECTOR <-1- 

FROM NEW YORK 220500 

PERSONALGATTENTION ASSISTANT DIRECTOR W.C, SULLIVAN, 

; 117694~S*® CONTACTED NYO JANUARY 21, 1964 AND ADVISED HE 
HAD READ ITEM IN WALTER WINCHELL'S COLUMN JANUARY 21, 1964 , 
TO EFFECT COMMUNIST PARTY LEADERS WERE GOING TO SACK "SENIOR 
DISTAFFER" (ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN), DESCRIBING HER AS SENILE 
AND DISRUPTIVE, NY 694-S* SAID LANGUAGE OF THIS ITEM WAS 
SUBSTANTIALLY IDENTICAL TO INFO HE HAD RECENTLY FURNISHED TO 

NYO, AFTER HAVING RECEIVED IT CONFIDENTIALLY FROM GUS HALL. 
NY 694-S* SAID HE WAS OF OPINION AND BELIEF HALL HAD NOT MADE 
THIS COMMENT TO ANYONE ELSE, AND FOR THIS REASON, NY 694-S* 

EXPRESSED HIS GRAVE CONCERN OVER PUBLICATION OF THESE COMMENTS, A 

INFORMANT WAS ADVISED NYO HAD NO INFO AS TO SOURCE OF WINCHELLIS’ Υ 

COMMENTS. 

RECEIVED: 12:29 AM  EFH 

. : Jet 

ae λ: 
τὴ μὴ ye ΑΝ 
Ap ο oy 

pr | JA το τος ‘ 
Ero a 

REC 1.0 |. 
5 ae hte τῷ ΜΝ 26 09/ 35 Ὁ 

PAL 166 
im “id t/ 

If the intelligence contained it/the above me $ $0£e is τὸ be disseminated outside 'the Bureau, it is suggested that H be suitably 
poraphrosed in order to protect the Bureau's eryplographie systems. 



. 4.3 (Rev, 4017-63) TOLSOT ὡπκαικωρνιυ κεν 

. Φ : Belmont wnemeneens 
Mohr Se tee aii 

DECODED COPY jyiwee 
Sivan. 
Tavel mminceeiiieicil 

CIAIRGRAM το CABLEGRAM RADIO ΡῈ TELETYPE Fe hoe 

“> 

Pate 

3:23 AM CST URGENT 1-22-64 LIC —_ ( 
BS DIRECTOR dG ν 

FROM CHICAGO 220333 : | 5 

(8 582-53, ( 
pie. RE CG TELCAL TO BUREAU TODAY, © 

we" CAPTIONED INFORMANT IN’ CONTACT WITH CHICAGO OFFICE TODAY 
INDICATED HIS CONCERN AS WELL AS CONCERN OF NY 694-S* OVER {NFORMATION 
APPEARING IN WALTER WINCHELL!S COLUMN REFLECTING POSSIBLE REMOVAL 
OF ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN AS CHAIRMAN, CP, USA, INFORMANT 
FEELS ARTICLE COULD TRIGGER INVESTIGATION BY CP LEADERSHIP 
DEPENDING UPON HOW WIDELY GUS HALL HAS DISCUSSED HIS FEELINGS 
REGARDING FLYNN, INFORMANT FEELS WE SHOULD TAKE IMMEDIATE 
ACTION TO DIVERT SUSPICION FROM INFORMANTS AND PLACE SUSPICION 

ELSEWHERE, +r 
| FOLLOWING DISCUSSION WITH CAPTIONED INFORMANT 2 RECOMMEND 

| EFFORT BE MADE TO PLACE FOLLOWING ITEM WITH FRIENDLY COLUMNIST 
2 IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, PREFERABLE LOS ANGELES: Hy 

NLOCAL REDS HERE ARE OPENLY BISCUSSIM& SPECULATION We ea 

CP, USA LEADERSHIP WILL OUST ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN AS CHAIR- 

MAN OF CP, USA." 
LOS ANGELES AREA CHOSEN FOR THIS RELEASE AS DOROTHY HEALEY 

RESIDING THERE AND 1S KNOWN TO HAVE HAD DISAGREEMENTS WITH FLYNN, 
CHICAGO FEELS THIS RELEASE SHOULD 8E PLACED WITH OTMOST URGENCY 

IN ORDER TO DRAW ASSOCIATION BETWEEN: WINCHELL'S COLUMN AND WEST 
COAST COLUMN, FEELS ANY RELEASE HERE IN LOCAL COLUMNS WOULD 

JEOPARDIZE CAPTIONED INFORMANT UE? TO HIS RESIDENCE HERE, 

CHICAGO MAINTAINING CLOSE. LLA}SON WITH. CAPTIONED INFOR 73) 
REC: Oy F' 

Ci ; la ἀαφένεου; 
C6-MR ee SULL 

fe σὺ - Y2b OG /-? 
, 5 JANZ4 1964 iste 

in the above message is to δ disseminated outside the Bureau, if ts suggeste τι tt be suitably 
Garton tinh Boe t tthe Bureau's eryptographie systems. 

RECEIVED: 
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a | "SECRET. 1 + Liaison 

| 1 - Mr. Schwartz 

! J (IS) -100-428091 ’ | 1... Mr. Shaw 

Date: January 2, 1964 

To: Director ὰ 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research en RS 
Department of State — , δ 

nf ἃ} 
From: John Edgar Hoover, Director 

,βαιχέξε: ἐξ ιρκρείζχεετπει, @ 7 i 

Reference is made to previous correspondence 
pertaining to captioned individual. 

Νὴ The following information was supplied by a source Ὁ 
which has furnished reliable information in the past. 

δ ; ‘George Ohlwerther, also known as Georgetthr,. is 
i@ native-born United States citizen. He currently resides 
with his wife, Helga Weigert; hiwerther io the German 
Democratic Republic where he is the-correspondent for. 

' "The Worker," east coast United States” ἘΞ communist newspaper, 
\Ofilwerther has an illness for which he needs to live in a 
warmer climate. As-a result he and his wife plan to move NO 
to Africa. Ohlwerther has requested financial assistance " 
from the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), to enable him and 
his wife to travel to Africa. In addition, Ohiwerther has 
requested the assistance of the CPUSA in locating him a job 
in Africa, , 116, /00- 2 $09 35 oe ΒΥ COURIER Sve. 

τὰ 
1 - οἰτε εὐ! ἐμὴ, sot 

‘Wey ys Intelligence sgenty "Reo. 40 * wo 

C 3y ont 
᾿ς Ἴοιεοα rman Atten isn: δ biaPaty Director, Plans ' ie ἐὐὰ 

Belmont bt al 

| WGS:fjh\) see note 
Callahan (7) page two 
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“ SEE ἥ 

Director . 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research © ; 

Departuent of State. | 

NOTE: 

Classified "Secret" because disclosure of this — 

information to unauthorized persons would jeopardize the source, 

who is furnishing information on a top level basis concerning 

the international communist movement. Source is CG 5824-S*. 

See Chicago airtel 12/16/63 entitled "Solo, 1S-C" enclosing 

letterhead memorandum captioned "George Lohr." CG 5824-S* 

obtained this information while in the Soviet Union from 

Henry Winston, CPUSA Vice-Chairman, who is temporarily 

residing in Moscow, Russia, Ohjwerther has been out of the 

United States since 1951, when his wife accepted deportation. 

He is not on SI. He was former Chairman of the San Diego 

County CP, and his CP membership dates back to the 1930's. 

-2= 
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 tpoxCowan, Canadian CP functionary (Bufile 100-408305), NY 694-S& 

UNITED sare Ψ re ney 

Memoraneaar | 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 1/17/64 

ut yeas ee ry 

FRoM 5 SAG, NEW YORK (100-134637) BAW SA ey a 
: Ἶ : a : . 

"ἔοι 2 . at Ibe 

SUBJECT! | ‘SOLO é i ἐμ Η ; bic 
— wort 

On 1/14/64, NY 694-S* furnished the following 

information to SAS and ALEXANDER GC. BURLINSON: 

ὶ While in Nassau, Bahamas, recently as the guest of 

was told by COWAN that the latter's principal function in the (|. 
Canadian CP is that he is in charge of secret Canadian CP funds, | 

an operation similar to the CPUSA Reserve Fund operation, a 

According to COWAN, he works closezy with Canadian CP functionarg) 

WILLIAM KASHTAN, member of the Canadian CP Secretaria . ΠῚ on. 

COWAN indicated to NY 694~S* that he persona iy is A 
wealthy, having made considerable money as a business and Sac 

real estate consultants He noted that as a result of U. 5. Ε 

es State Department regulations, he is banned from entering the ,} 8 
U.S.A., and stated that he would be willing to pay as much as. ἕξ Ἢ 

$5,000. to have the legal right to enter the U.S.A. He requested. 
that NY 694-S* discuss this matter with ISIDORE GIBBY NEEDLEMAN’ Ff 
with a view to NEEDLEMAN's possibly instituting some legal . ἍΝ: 
proceeding as a result of which COWAN might ets || 

prt ἐκ to enter the U.S.A, , 

GOWAN gave NY 694~S* $200.00 to be delivered τὸ, - 
GUS HALL for the CPUSA. He stated that this money had been .- ἕν᾿ 
given to him two years ago by ROBERT,"'BOBIXBROWN, Chicago ἐπ ~ | 

al 

functionaries. . in Oe 

rg REC: 40 / 0" f ἢ 

-.25- BUREAU (100-428091) (RM) 1 
1 = CHICAGO (134-46~Sub B)(RM) | 47 
1 - ΝΥ 134-914 (anv) @D)_ EYAL 
1 - ΝΥ 100-134637 (41) owt)” | 
ACB:msb ai gw is 
(5) ν "δ 
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Bs, Ext el ont PROLASSEPICATION AUTHORITY D1 FED FROU: 

rt ADT OR Lane ἡ oe LLABE Lr 1B 

ΤΕ LS-F2-FO011 
“ep? FoserRen 42-13-56) 

ΚΙ WN we Devt eS ‘es Date: 1/20/64 

Transmit the following in ΒΘ ᾿ 
᾿ (Type in plain text or code}: 

REGISTERED MAIL 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

(4 FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

4° 

| ReBuairtel dated 12/26/63 requesting inquiry he 
made of CG 5824-5* re documentary 121 mad dn the Soviet ( 
Union on the life and death of WILLIAM ZJ/POSTER during qld 

᾿ ‘ wu 5} ΝᾺ next contact. g- σε! | 

On 1/17/64 the natter concarfing the WILLIAM Z. 4 
FOSTER film was discussed with CG 5824-S* and at this tine γῇ Τ' 
he advised as follows: . 

He had first observed the film re FOSTER when in 
the Soviet Union several years ago and as he recalled this 
film, 1t was in black and white and had a running tine of 
approximately 20-30 minutes. , It had been prepared on 16 mm 

‘ film. At the time he viewed the film, it carried written 
ΝῚ ' credits identifying the producer, director, and filming "» Ἰ 
x} organization; however, he advised that he was not certain — 

ae Af this was retained on the film when it was shipped | to the 
S United States. 

x] As to the film ‘itself, she noted that he and ELIZABETH » 
‘ GURLEY FLYNN had viewed it jointly in the Soviet ‘Union, They 

were both disappointed and expressed this disappointment to 
the Soviets particularly on the basis that the film, as origi- 

aN nally drawn up, déalt almost entirely with the funeral of 
SIS FOSTER. At. FLYNX's urging, the Soviets allegedly were able 

τὰ to locate sone old film relating to FOSTER's activities and 
aN ear ier ὦ ia and this | i\waS allegedly added to the filn. ΣῪ 

δ 
w X38} ~ REC.. 
δ τὰ Ἀν (100- ΠΥ Ν δὺ" 72 OF 7 “ ike 
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ς é ὸ 

CG 134-46 Sub B 

CG 5324-S*'s opinion, the film was not what one would deserihe 
as outstanding, 

Based on information he has received, CG 5824-S+* 
advised that two copies of this film were finally prepared 
for the CP, USA and allegedly both are now in the United 
States. One of these copies was ‘brought in by the wife of 
LOUIS WEINSTOCK during the summer of 1963, but as to how 
the other copy arrived, CG 5824-S* had no information, 

In discussing this film, HALL stated that it placed 
too much emphasis on FOSTER's funeral. HALL noted that they 

| had not shown this film within the Party asyet and in HALL's 
opinion the Russians were just not in a position to make a 
good f41m on FOSTER's life because they did not have the 
necessary material and background. HALL has expressed the 
idea that they will look around for some earlier film on 
FOSTER's life and activities, add it to the Russlan portion 
of the film, and then possibly Show it around, HALL thinks 
that they bettex do this because of the likelihood that i? 
they don't, the left and pro-Chinese people in the United 
States might try and adopt FOSTER as thelr own. By showing 
this film, HALL believes that he might be able to prevent 
the left and pro-Chinese usage of FOSTER and after all the 
Party has nothing to lose since FOSTER is dead. 
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866. NO.” Φ Φ Ee 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Belmont mane 
Moh μωκωνανωννανατωτωνα 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE &== 

ἰ 
The plain text is set forth below. The cipher text is ft 

TO REFEREE (Central Committee). PLEASE TRANSMIT THE FOLLOWING 
MESSAGE FOR ΜῈ TO LAST (Henry Winston). CONVEY TO FIDEL CASTRO 
(repeat) FIDEL CASTRO MY BEST PERSONAL WISHES AND ALSO BEST 
WISHES OF OUR LANE (CP), ALSO WHEN TALKING WITH HIM TO STRESS 
THE IMPORTANCE OF A CLOSER RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN OUR TWO 
LANES (CP), BIRCH (Gus Hall). 5 R 

TO REFEREE (Central:Committee); PLEASE TRANSMIT THE FOLLOWING 
TO LAST (Henr 

NOT RETURN: 
JOHN ABT (repeat) JOHN ABT IS BEING MAILED TO ‘LAST (Henry Winston). 
BIRCH (Gus: Hall), 

YOUR MESSAGE POSTPONING OUR. MEETING OF THE. fhumber) 14TH ὃ. 
SENT TO ME (number): 24 HOURS LATE, BROOKS 

JOHN ABT is probably-identical with the chief attorney, CPUSA. 

ACTION: 

For information. " 

Enclosure 

1 = ‘Mr. ‘Belmont 

2.- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: wee. JJ. A. Sizoo, Mr. ‘W. G. Shaw) 
‘PWP:drv 

i (10 
ἊΨ 

Evens 
᾿ ; Gale " 

ME, conraa YUP G pate: January 21, 1964 a EN, 
Tay 6] eetinmmnnentin 
TRO tte! ΗΝ ΜΌΝ 
Tele, Room sawnenn 

NAL SECURITY - C hy teat 6 
On 1/20/64, Supervisor] ΒΒ New York. Office? 7 

ree messages | telephonically furnished the.text of U@ e infor 
to send and requested they be enciphered. .On the same date 
was furnished: with the enciphered text. 

inston), THAT WE ARE IN FULL AGREEMENT THAT ἢ Ι 
TIL JUNE. A DETAILED LEGAL LETTER WRITTEN B 

A 
ree Ι 

REC. 43 “Vee pn con ih 

ων ith 
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97977 
87203 
51264 
59153 
23074 
73929 
62418 

25968 
16710. 
79385 
56846 
56250 

98390 
97936 
93311 

98569 
57519 
11280 
28295 
‘27899 
93933 
42041 

63776 
74768 
45735 
74625 
35100 

82330 
69983 
14635 

39757 
16574 
17339 
94163 
52791 
33942 
83911 

' 84145 
06260 
55832 
88766 
06794 

03267 
740583 
03198 

75311 90550 
$9411 89742 
11379 33895 
25281 70271 
49310 98537 
T7573 43418 
62500 76556 

36630 13312 
84298 04556 
76228 13540 
20552 16828 
82522 5997} 

77906 44013 
98988 69587 
42581 98173 

79725 
72000 
54259 
78645 
24070 
53407 

72052 
62242 
06587 
87503 
36758 

64328 
58024 

Φ 

57297 
09128 
‘62104 
07659: 
08526 
86857 

98722 
30838 
60814 
71196 
50179 

77529 
28315 

47931 09545 
$2538 25301 
03938 28645 
88286 27541 
18075 15393 
92946 31088 

30531 12403 
70208 31803. 
24710: 01331 
04671 79065 

84215 42015 
75651 30395 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOIGE. 

1 ~ Mr. Belmont 
FRoM : Mr. F. J, Baumgardner 1 -- Mr, Sullivan 

| 1... Mr. Baumgardne 
1 ~ Mr, Shaw 

SUBJECT: 

¢ 
EXNAL SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST {3 

aa 

aga 

TALLY ONY μαυπωντνωυνωνων 
Tovel τἰρυπδιαιαιαυππιαριμϑυλῥιμωδεν. 

TOLLED νκωπονννκωνναανονην 
Tele. Room amare 

Hotnes nad 

GOT Y μηρυννηνναννινωνανν 

I thought you would be interested in learning that copies 
of a documentary fllm.made in the Soviet Union‘on the life of 
William Z, Foster, former Chairman of the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), 
who died in Russia on 9-11-61, have been sent to the CPUSA. Gus Hall, 
CPUSA General Secretary, Plans to. add to the film by locating some 
earlier film on Foster's life and thereafter have the film shown in 
an effort to prevent the pro-Chinese elements in the United State 
from adopting Foster as "their own." Fué 

‘Chicago airtel 1~20-64 disclosed that. CG 5824-5*, while on 
Solo Mission 14 in the Soviet ‘Union during November, 1963, " learned 
that two copies of a 30 minute, 16 millimter, black and white 
documentary film made in the Soviet ‘Union on the life of William Z, 
Foster ' ‘had been sent to the -CPUSA. 

CG 5824-S* upon:his return to the United States in 
Hall indicated December, 1963, discussed this matter with .Gus. Hall, 

that he had viewed the documentary film on Foster's life and was 
dissatisfied with it in that it placed entirely too much emphasis on, 
Foster's funeral. He noted that the film had not been shown within 
the CPUSA as yet. Hall expressed the opinion that the Russians wer 
not in a position to.make a good film on Foster's life because they 
did not have the necesSary background material, He indicated that a 
search -will be made for some earlier film on Foster's life to add to 
the RusSian portion of the film. Hall stated that in the event 
additional film.on Foster's life is located it will be incorporated 
into the Russian version, and thereafter the film will be shown’ 
"around." He reasoned that if this is not done, the pro-Chinese 
elements in the United States might try and adopt Foster as "their 
own.’ Hall believes that the CPUSA ‘has nothing to lose since Foster 
is dead:and it may be able to prevent the pro-Chinese elements from 

5- jb 
For information, We are following this matter closely and 

‘using Foster for their own cause, 

ACTION: : Reyes 

you will be kept apprised of any ἘΑΚΌΘΟΣ evelopme 
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Ss AUTOMATIC DECLASESIFICATION COTE 

ΤΕ Le-23-2013 

ΚΝ -@ ae  ᾧ 

l~ Mr, Belmont 
I~ Mr. Sullivan 
l= Mr, Baumgardner 
l= Mr, Branigan 

(18) .100-428091 1- Liaison 
᾿ “τι i- Mr, Shaw 

ye Date: January 28, 1064 
To: Director 

Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Departuent of State e+] -_ 

m ΞῈ 
From? John Edgar Hoover, Director 3 S 

mar) 
Subject: COMNUNIGT PARTY, Ss oN 

| INTERNATIONAL. ainatons OS » 
| INTERNAL BXCURITY ~ C μιξ -2 

: ~ Cele 3 = 
infornation, supplied by sources z= | The following 

who have furnished reliable: information in the past 
being brought to your attention ag a matter of peesibie 
duterest, 

Foreign Affairs Scholar Program 

‘The Communist Party, USA (CPUBA), recently 
received instructions from the Communiat Party of the Soviet 
Union to arrange to have ag many of its young people as 
possible participate.in a special training: program during 
‘the Summer of 1064 at Howard University designed to prepare 
Negroes and BSpaninh-speaking Americans for diplomatic and 
‘oonmular assigneents, 

co 

«EB! The above-referred-to program is believed to relate 
to the Foreign Affairs Scholar Program being financed mainly 
by the Ford Foundation for the purpose of increasing the 
numbex of Negroes and nenbers of other minority groups in 
the Foreign Service of the Departuent of State, 

World Federation of Trade Unions (uri) γα 4- fa 90 41- ; 
yetda 198 JAN 29 1964 

Louis Saillant, General ‘Beoretary: ‘of the ¥WFTU, 
‘communist—dominated international trade union-or ganization, 

BY COURIER AVG. 7 4JAN2 9 
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Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Bepartment of State | 

intends to visit the United States in the near future, 
The CPUSA has been requested to assist Saillant by 
arranging some meetings with trade union leaders in the 
United States, 

Because of the extrenely sensitive nature of. 
source we have classified this communication mimpessaeree" 

le Director | 
‘Central Intelligence Agency 

Attention: Deputy Director, Plans 

NOTE: 

‘See memorandum Baumgardner to Sullivan, 1-27-64, 
"Solo, 15 = C" WGS:rbm, Classified ‘fop-Setret!' because 
‘unauthorized: disclosure of the information could reveal the 
identity of the source, who is of continuing value, and. such 
revelation could result in exceptionally grave damage to the 
Nation, Source is ΝΥ 694-S*, See New York airtel 1~22.64, 
"Solo, 15... ¢," 

wan δοομ 7) -repetyre unit 1] 



SAC, Chicago (100-1163) 1/23/64 

Director, FBI (100-5154) += = shew 

to the Bureau 1/17/64 captioned "Solo, | πολλοὶ 
33 ~ Ὁ," copy to Chicago. 

Communist Party (CP) yhat Jack Cowan 
$200 onary gave NY 694-5¢ the sun 

of to he delivered 40 Gua all for the 
var tys Gea + Cowan that this money 
had been given te hin by Robert “Bob” Brom, Chicago 
industrialist, for transaittal to Nall for the use of 

igat | to 
current CP activity on the part of Brown. 

ely the 
logical investigation looking toward the of 
Brown's contact with Canadian ¢P functionaries. 

= 
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(5 SUBJECT: | 

| 
PD /36 (Rev. 1213-56) Ι 

ae | 
| 
| 

Ι 

«ours iv env@tore 
Date: 1/15/64 

(Type in ploin text or code) 

AIRTEL | _REGISTERED- 
Se EERE EEE neem (Priority or Method of Mailing) © 

_ fete sme απ στ σαν i, ποτ μῶν τῶ ll Nh rh σαν Opn try wes sit “ham κοῦ τῶν σαι ue mtd Teh Sh SS Se ma em Mt Ae Se A we ST τνν 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ὴ 

FROM: | NEW YORK (100-134637) - 

ed " 

retVairtel, 12/18/63, which sets forth zthe: results ofia 
meeting on 12/17/63, between NY 694-S* and ALEKSEI M, KOLOBASHKIN 
and which notes on page 5, paragraph 2, that NY 694-S* was 
scheduled to meet with KOLOBASHKIN again on 1/14/64, or 1/21/64, 
at the "Berkman" rendezvous at 6:00 p.n. 

-§* advised SAS ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON and 
on 1/15/64, that he-was in the vicinity of 

the "Berkman"! rendezvous at 6:00 p.m. .on 1/14/64, and remained _ 
there for approximately one hour without being contacted. by TH 
KOLOBASHKIN or any other individual. {2 \ 

- On ‘1/15/64, NY 694-S* received via radio, a ciphered- 
coded ‘message, the plain text of which is as goLlgua: 

(3, - vet (100-428091) (RM) 
1 - CHICAGO: (134-46 Sub. B) (AM RM) Ν . ot 
1. - NY 134-91 (Inv) (41) -. 
1 - NY 105-36402 GED ROBT ΚΟΚΟΒΑΒΗΚΙΝ) (51) 

1 - ΝΥ 100-134637 (41) 
"REC 36 

wets (mn) ΠῚ ΟΝ “FLASH 
ΠΝ “π΄ 8. JAN ods 

I wt Kent 

᾿ 

δίου. 
aay , - Re 
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ΩΣ 3 1 aera 74 ent-in Charge Sent ———————-— MP --ἰςὶ μα 



na 

δι Τὰ 

' 
* a ' Ny 

NY 100-134637 fy gee noe” es 

Y ase 
"Due to the bad weather we could not meet you on iw 

Yanuary 14th, Please meet us Yanuary 21st. Place and time 

are the same," 

NY 694-S% will again attempt personal contact with 
KOLOBASHKIN at the "Berkman'' rendezvous at 6:00 p.m. on 1/21/64. 

| Bureau attention is invited to the time element 
inherent in the above radio message which indicates the possi- 
bility that this particular radio message was transmitted in 
the NYC area rather than abroad. It is also noted that in the 
above message the letter Y was used in place of the letter J 
which has not occurred previously. 

This matter was discussed with NY 694-S* on 1/15/64, 
and he expressed the opinion that the radio message emanated 

from abroad and that the time element could be explained as 

a projection, the Soviets having anticipated they would be 

unable to keep the 1/14/64 appointment because of snow conditions, 

- yt i η9 δ ᾿ | 

Ne ; he, 



ἧς φοιόποσεῦν 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT | -" 4 

Memorandum - ΝΞ 
τ  % DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 1/21/64 

-FROM 

SUBJECT 

(4 | 
ReBulet dated Novenber 18, 1963. 

On January 17, 1964, a brief discussion was held 
with CG 5824-5* concerning hig observations as to ‘possible 
alternative methods of handling funds entrusted to hin 
during periods of his absence while on Solo trips under 
covert conditions. 

At this time, CG 5824-S* suggested that possibly 
he could secure an additional safe deposit box at sone 
Chicago location under an identity neither true nor jin the 
nane under which he might at any time conduct sone travel. 

_ Such tox, he noted, in- addition to being secured under such 
| an identity, might also show NY 694-S* and CG 6653-5 by true 

- name 85 persons authorized to enter such a‘box. If such a 
tox were secured, all moniesontrusted to hia could be placed 
in it prior to a departure and thereafter the occurrence of . 
any unforeseen event such as death, injury, or the 1ike, “ed 

_ would cause no probleus and entry could be made by either fay 
NY 694-5* or CG 6653-8 without suspicion, τ 

While making the above suggestion, CG 5824-S* stated 
that he would 1ike some additional time to consider this matter 
in order that any potential problens in connection therewith 
might be fully analyzed. Therefore, he did not think he should 
nake this a positive recomuendation at this time. He felt 
that new arrangements in this regard should not be rushed as 
there was no travel abroad keing contemplated by hin or suggested 
by GUS HALL for the foreseeable future. 

ig 

Chicago feels that CG 5824-S*'s suggestion for a third 
safe deposit box hasiHefinit@imerit and might be the solution 
as to the location ter» the retention of Solo and Reserve Funds 
during a Solo Mission by the source. It is, as the source 
pointed out, aaa ke Rel artery the hox would ‘be maintained 

tye . 
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'Φ 

CG 134-46 Sub ἢ 

in a totally fictitious identity, that no incident affecting 
him under true name or covert identity would, in any way, 
point to such a box and therefore would not be subject to 
Laing Sealed or serutinized in such a ease. In this same 
vegard, the Bureau through its reliable sources would have 
full control of this box at all tims, 

This matter will again be raised with CG 5824-S* 
and the Bureau will he kept Advised of any further suggestions 
or recommendations that might be offered, 

nh 2 fn 



5:13 (1440-61) 

Domestic Intelligence Division 

INFORMATIVE NOTE 
Ι 

pate 1/24/64 

|The attached letter contains the 
reaction of CG 5824-S*« to the — 
meritorious cash award of $1,000 
and letter of appreciation from. 
the Director for having subjected | _ 
himself to extraordinary risks in |: 
traveling to the Soviet Union in 
order to obtain for us: vital 
intelligence information concern- 
ing developments in the interna- | 
tional communist movement, 

| > 
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+, OPTIONAL FORM NO 19 + ΓΕ εἰ 
ΤΟΙΣ 

“ SUBJECT: 

[Ἢ 

» Mat 1962 
GSA GEN. REG, NO 27 

UNITED STATES GO RNMENT 

Memorandum 
DIRECTOR, FBI. ( 

CG 5824-S* / 

ReBulet, 1/137 7 authorizing meritorious cash. 
award.:to captioned informant and also submitting a personal _ 
letter of appreciation from. the Director to be read by the 
informant at the time of the presentment of the award. 

μ» ̓  al τ. 
έτος Ι 

- Oe On 1/17/64, 1. personally delivered. the Director's 
‘letter to the informant: in the presence of his wife. The 
letter was most. attentively read by both individuals and 
both were deeply moved and appreciative of the Director's 
comments, Both emphasized that. they are assisting: the 
Bureau: and the government with humility ,' recognizing the 
outstanding importance of the Bureau's work, The informant. 
réquested, that: 1 advise the Director that he is most 
grateful for the opportunity to assist the Director and the 
Bureau and is most pleased if he has been able to furnish. 

j Miss, Homme 
| Miss Gandy 

{valuable assistance to the Bureau's work, Both the infordant 

fy e 

decfconvietions and of great sentimentality, The Di¥ector"s 
letter touched him very deeply, He at length expressed 17 a 

Ἵ 
AV d ΙΝ ἄν ἢ 

G Ν (RM) 

and his wife indicated their. continuing desire to be of τ 
.|service to the Bureau in. this operation which has ial eee 
for many, years, 

Ξ 6 = an Ὡς 
. As indicated in the past, CG 5824-S* ig a man ὁ 

great admiration for the Director and the over-all work of 
the. Bureau, © 

ΓΝ ΩΣ expressed to the informant. the Directortsideep 
concern ovér the informant's health and the informant’ ‘apain 
expressed his extreme admiration for the Director and that 
he, in his tremendously busy schedule, would find time δ foR μὴ 

meat? concern, about the informant's health. This opt eolisiy\' m 
a. great deal to the πε τα 1 made the presentment on 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

the part of the Director of the meritorious cash award, 
pointing out to the informant that this should be considered 
@ token of appreciation for his accomplishments, The 
‘informant was most grateful, 

The Director's letter was returned | to the files 
of the Chicago Office, 



» ὁ 
DIRECTOR, FEI La 1/7/64 

ATTs ASST. DIR, WILLIAM C, SULLIVAN 

SAC, NEW YORK[ _—_| (ADM). 

CPUSA ..ἕ TOPLEV ' 70 
15.060 

ReNYiet, 12/3/63, 

The title cane has. been 
inelude the naine | used lb7 
te obtain ἃ rane ut 931 ee 
which appeared. on the passport used by in. 1538. 

On 36/64, SAS PHI 
WILLIAM C.. OTARTIN contacted at the 

, 8 Saat 4 reet, NY, NY. -At 

6 

in the early 1930ts, was a 
at CR headquarters. He stated be met hb 

approximate months prior to thei = — | 

seh πραγ σαι, γον a 2 @ same school in Moscow to-ien he wag assigned, 
He added that he was used as al = —- uring the texm of 
the sc vonsequently did not attend any of the classes, 
He ἃ lived. bouether ἃ as wan and wife and separated 
prior TO his returning to ΝΥ in 1933. He stated that he has 
seen her only once in NYC after his return, He believed that 
at that time she was in NYC to attend a ef in about 

mi 41933 or 1939, He has the impression that oved to the 
West Coast of the U.S.A. 

ΨΕΣ dpe ' tf) 2 f εἰ i 

NOT RECORDED 
CM/PMBs mm | 167 JAN 29 1964 
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Le attics that after his return to. the 
United States In 1933, he visited CP headquarters on two 
ox three oceasions, He could not recall the purpose of 
these visita, | 

| [ται "ἔδρα he was unable to recall the full 
name he used in obtaining a passport travel to Europe 

aT, 

passport from a different country, He recalled having used oe 

the passports he used. 

in the course of the interv graphs of τῆς 
various individuals None exhibited t or identifica- |... | . fle | JACK CHILDS, 

and * | F 

| Concerning CHILDS, he atated, as in previous 
_ interview, that CHILDS was a key man in the operation, He | 
handled finances and approved persons who had been recruited 
to work for the Russians, He saw CHILDS in Moscow on three 
or Your oecasions but could not say whether CHILDS was operate 
ing as an agent in Europe, He believed CHILDS was too | 
important a person in the United States to receive an assignment 
which would keep him in Europe. He saw CHILDS in 1938, when he | 
returned to NYC and at various times after that and the last 
time that he met CHILDS was in approximately 1956, when he was 
Anterested in marketing a television device. 

| L__—fatated that | el yee & person who bap 
recrulted people in the Unit ates,tO do radio work for the 
Russians in the early 1930's, . 
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ἘΠΕ Town, 
ΣΊΟΑΝ: FONTAINE’S.CHUMS leaked half: ΟΣ ‘her Top 

Ὁ}: Secret; ithat-she is pondering ‘a! marriage 'pro- 
Sposal.' One tof her new: Big ‘Datés is Robert. Silvers, 
'ye ed of N.Y.-Review. of Bgoks.. - « Rhonda ‘Fleming's 

latést merger offer came from Richard ‘Elwood, who 

| Sg sToo Rich αν «The Diana Dors-Diekie 
i ‘Dawson i divorce,“ flash : Wid .not / mention 

; : Sher -new :beaumarice, ‘An :Australian >... 
ἱροῦ ‘Douglas, the ‘Beverly s Hillbillies” 
t dilly, "and “Wagon Train”: co-star - Scott 
Miller are -Ya-Hoo!.-2..' Rita Hayworth 

i <weeps.over the. Madrid-to-H’ wood :phone 
. (his initials are: RA.) sthat ishe* is “the 

1 Joneliest-galsin-Yiump i, «/ From; here 
“April 22,1963: “Astronaut ‘Jobn - Glenn 

planning ‘to be the first'Spaceman Sens-, 
tor?” . . . Nov.-18,°19637 “Col.“John Glenn 

Ve sis expected to resign/from Orbitville 
shout Jan 2d and confirma WW tip 
of smmany «months «ago: -To . run «for :the 

che ‘US. Senste ‘from Ohio.” os 

"the “WS, ‘Communist “Party chiefs ‘will shelve jtheir , 
(Benlor Distatter who ihas devoted’ her ‘long life “to “them. - 

They, claim she-ts “completely-senile and :1s‘ now -a ‘major « 

idisroptive influence |.....°*St: Louis» Blues”: composer 0. 

iHandy’s widows Mrs. Frederiek-West! Happened a few col- 
τὐὴξ Ago. 

| 

SATE AE Rae πο 

roast wh 

ems 

j 

Larry O'Brien: and: Ken O'Donnell/.who ‘will “work "for. LBJ's 

election via'the Nat'l Demo. Comms» Lee Oswald's escape 
Η 

| | STHE WHITE HOUSE expects to lose JFK right-handers 

! Medico via‘ bus to the eodst ine ‘and ‘by θοαν ἐδ Cuba. » + 
; The: Deferise Dept’s cutback: may ‘gost ‘the Dems ‘the ‘hefty 
+ California ‘Electoral ‘Votes Calif, has the :most defense ροῦν 

ΐ tracts... “The :Nixon ‘bandwagon ' will suggest ἃ. writeein 

campaign sn New. Hamp. If it ts big, ὦ would push ‘him into 

the $é¢rrace without having ἴδ. commit ihimself -s: LEY 

wsent:for (N. -Y, ‘publisher ‘ Fortune 7 Pope * (most *Influential 

Ttalo-American in Our. Town) to ‘help, greet Ttely's President- 

᾿ Scent. ... ΤῊΣ ‘Russiarmada ‘of: ships that “removed” .the 
hmnunttions stockpile “‘Sromi: Cubaxtook ithem 16 Algeria;.one 
of ror “Bess false triends.? in δ" Fo gna τῷ +e ity φμαβκυμαιρωσημερπαι, 

Lobe 

Ι route: <the “Reports «may. confirm) .was ito ‘have “pes inte 
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The Washington Poet ond seen 

Times Herald 

The Washington Dally News . quae 

The Evening Ste μααατασατντντνιι».. 

New York Herald Tribune ὑνπαππνιτα 

New-York Journgl.American κατωναύν 

‘New York Mirror καὼ 

New York Gally News amc 

New York Post " 

The New York Times 

The Worker 

The New Leader 

The Wall Street Journal 

The Nationg! Observer semen 

Date 



—_— oe ae! 
LBJ'S TOUGHEST ecpponents: (itom. the US. Senate | 

i down) tmanimously agree: “If he ‘gives you “his word he 
never breaks it” .. . His pet ‘tv relaxer: *Bonanze” .. » 

Gamblers think they've found a way to beat the gov't ban 

,on gaming boats. ‘They plan miniature cities ‘built on. steel 

| and concrete piers. The first may be in shallow water outside 

᾿ the Somile limit off Key Largo, Fla... « Mrs, Emest Borgnine 
(actress Kay Jurado), whois unlatchihg ‘him, is reportedly 
making “funnies” to “H’wood .chums-about-his next bride, 
‘Ethel Merman. This xnust be a mew shortcut to. athospital. 
| sae GOPolitical leader Richard Lewisohn (and Board Chair- 
Iman of Venus Pen & Pencil) and his wife have the Apart- 

ache... EX-NYC Postmaster R. Schaffer and vhis: spouse 

are getting thelr-mesl at‘separate addresses, too y .sHarlem 

society ts elucking about the surprise divorce ‘of the Dy. ΟΜ, 

Hollomans. She is concert lark Charlotte “Holloman ‘who 
told it to 4 Juarez, Mexico magistrate . . . Bing’s-ex-dghtr-_ 
in-law Sandy Crosby’s ‘top’ secret ἐς a-H’wood businessman, 

‘ ' - ~~ 

THE SINATRA kidnap case buzz: ‘That one of the cast 
; (mot yet named) is wearing a cementesult, G-Men: doubt it. 

ον Michigan ‘socialite Sylvia “Bigelow Houghton ‘and realty 
exec Richard Gordon wed Feb.«1 at St. ‘Thomas’ here. Her 

| pater is "Mr. Biz Steuben Glass and director of US, Steel 
|. . Selig Adler, 2 Mirror ed, has,an editoyship at Show 

maga». The swank spot Chambord-Cote’ Basque ‘landlord 
and’his wife are.as-far apart as a. Quarter-After-Nine. 

GINGER ROGERS’ husband, ‘Wm, Marshall (he -won 

an $800,000 judgment against the Errol Flynn estate.in ‘the 

West Indies), plans building a movie-ty studio at Jamaica— 
‘75 minutes from the Roney-Plaza .. . ‘The colm’s new. King 
| Features branch: The Journal in St. Thomas, Virgin Islands 

|» +» Fight fans who think Liston will win by “merely. leaning” 

on Cassius are wekoome to this: “At, gomg-time ‘Liston ἧς 

expected to weigh 215-—Clay 212... . Tuesday, Weld’s favorite 

date here fs 2 Wall Streeter +. . Best' word-wedding-of ‘the 

week (thanks to Charles MeDaniels of the Hearst Promotion 

Statt): Zanzibarbarians . .. Eddie Fisher's top rival-in: the 

Girl Dept. was Knocked Cold-in Shepheard’s byrea-husband, 
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Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted 
to him. by:radio. 

On 1/27/64.transmissions .were heard -by the Bureau's radio station 
at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies, but no messages were 
‘transmitted. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

2- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw). 
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27/64 

AIRTEL REGISTERLD 

DIRECTOR, FBL (105-78927) (100-428091) 

“SAC, NEW. YORK (105~36402) (L00-134537) 

SUBJLGT: ALEKSEY M. KOLOBASHKIN 
IS = R- SHUN | 

OL0, | a : 

ay . 
| ἣ 

ὔ feNYairtel to Bureau and Chicago, 10/24/63, ca@tioned 

as above, reflecting,on page 9 thereof, that ALLKSEY KOLOBASHAIN, 

NY 094-S%'s Soviet. contact, had requested that the latter 

furnish names and addresses of three reliable waite 616 ΕΝ 

Americans, in the 20-30 year age bracket, progressive but not | 

associated with the Communist Party, the purpose being that the ” 

Soviets desired that these individuals “work with we." ΕΝ a 

By airtel 1/24/64, the Bureau requested that Kew Yoric — 

communicate with the Chicago Office to determine whether πος 

CO 5824-S* has any suggestions in regard to this operation and 

ice has any knowledge of a suitable & 
whether or not the Chicago Off 
candidate for the operation. ; M 

ἐᾷν BUREAU ͵ΌΟ (105-78927) (RM) “3 

: €019100-428091) ἃ 
2 = CHICAGO (105- (6.5 ἘΠ) ™ 

. (L-134-46-Sub B) a. 

L=- NY 134-92 (tiv) (41) ᾿ 

bo Mi, δι - N¥ 100-13463 1 | 

at Ne: 428 09/- Ξ 
ACB ims NOT RECORDED | | Ἑ 

oO (11) | 167 Fee 3 1964 
— > ---- = 



ΝΥ 100134637 

| It ig requested that the Chicago Office consult 

CG 5824-S* regarding this matter and advise Bureau and 

New York. : : 

ΝΕ The Bureau, in the referenced Buairtel, pointed 

out that the Bureau considers this operation of extreme 

importance and requested that all action in this matter be | 

expedited. As the Bureau also pointedout, the Soviet request ; 

of NY 694-S* for the names of individuals to work with the | 

Soviets presents ἃ unique opportunity for exploitation, and ι 

no effort should be spared to insure the success. of this matter, 
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1/24/64 

Δ = Mr, Baumgardner 
λ ~ Mr, Linton ι 

Airtel 1 ὦ Mr, Ryan : | 

! ( " Tos, MAC, New York (1058-36402) PERSONAL ATTENTION \ 
(100~134437) | \ 

From? Director, FBI Sa | 7 (100~488091)) 

ALEZaRY x. 

\ 

XOLOMASHEIN 
Σ SECURITY -- R -- ἈΝΌΝ 

s BECURITY ~ C 

ReBuairtel 1/16/64 instructing you to afford your iumediate and continuing attention to the matter of 

NY¥let 11/14/63 ssrested| 556 Ὃς 1 (forner 
as ἃ possible candidate ΓῚ . ἔπ @ failure of NY 694-86 to approve 

fer this operation, you κα 1t ® informant rogerding the possibility of using Promptly advise au of the comments of the ormant. in regard te together with your recommendations. 

It in reiterated that this operation is considered ὸς by the Bureau of extrene importance and you are urged to expedite your action, The request of the Boyiet contact of NY 694~8% for the names of individuals to work with the Ν Soviets presents 2 unique opportunity for us and you should Ὁ spare no effort to insure miccess in this matter, ςς 

“eo Lob “2 [616 ~ 
NOT RECORDED | ~ 

SEE WOTE PAGE TWO 167 FEB 3 1964 
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Aivtel to New York 
ALEKSEY ΚΝ, 
108..78937 
801. 
100~-428091 

| It is suggested you communicate with the. 
‘Chicago Office to determine if CG 5624-B¢ haz any 

. suggestions in regard to this ‘operation or if the 
Chicago Office has knowledge of a. suitable candidate 
for the operation. 

NOTE: 

The Soviet. contact of NY 694-S* has requested 
the informant to furnish him the identities of three 
individuals. to “work with. us (Soviets)." We have worked 
out a plan to refer individuals in our control to the 
Soviets through NY 694-8* but the firat candidate for 
referral was not approved by the informant. This matter 
is being followed clozely inasmuch as the Soviets have — 
indicated a desire to receive the names of individuals 

to be used. by them soon, | 
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Membrandum 
TO | DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 1/21/64 

SA me C, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) | i er se ΝΣ 
SUBJECT: 

; 1964, CG 5824-S* forwarded to 
City the original of a 17-Page | 

4a a ‘item issued by t Committes Against Nazi. Criminals __. 
if - » «and Naziism in Americas— htstter was furnished-to ες 
a JACK KLING, a leading ‘functionary of the 
7 CP of Illinois and a person active in Jewish affairs 

‘in the Chicago area. CG 5824-S* felt that this item 
was of possible interest to the Soviets and, accordingly, 
NY 694-S* was to convey it to the Soviets at his next 
Solo contact. 

On January 1 
NY 694-S* in New) 

Prior to the submission of the foregoing item 
to NY 694-S*, the Chicago Office had accéss to it and 
made Xerox copies. Accordingly, there is enclosed herewith 
for the Bureau and New York one copy (Xerox) each of the 
above-noted iten. 

For the Bureau's information, the Chicago Offic 
has received several additional copies of this item from ofl 
other sources and dissemination of its contents has been 
made from the substantive case file, Committee Against ᾿ 
Nazi Criminals and Nazlism in America, 

The above is for the Bureau's information. 

Qin | | | 
A ὥς (Enc. \ . é Ὁ 1) (RM) 

New York (100-134637) (Enc. 1).( Info) (RM) 
‘1-Chicago 

RWH: MDW ᾿ BED eck 
(4) excros . HEC TN 

pay gy ESE WE 
foo #2 fog) 

oe 
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OUTE IN ENVELOPE ! 

Date: 1/22/64 
a 

f 
4 ge 

Transmit the following fn 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Via. AIRTEL REGISTERED 
ee « (Priority or Method of Mailing) 

( 5 : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) τὰ 
FROM EW YORK (100-134637) | MO So] 

if? 
‘SUBJECT: ey" I hk. (BS 

A | 
Is-C 

RéNYairtel, 1/15/64, captioned "SOLO, IS-C," which 
states that on 1/15/64, NY 694-S* received via radio a ciphered~ 

{| , -coded message, instructing him to meet with his Soviet contact 
Η ‘at the "Berkman" rendezvous at 6:00 p.m. on 1/21/64. [μι {Ὁ 

and be NY 694«S* advised SAS ALEXANDER Ο. BURLINSON 
DIC L___,___]" 1/22/64 that pursuant to the above 

nstructions, πα met and conferred with ALEKSEY M. KOLOBASHKIN 
at approximately 6:00 p.m. on the evening of 1/21/64 in the 
vicinity of the ''Berkman" rendezvous. NY 694-S* gave KOLOBASHKIN 
two rolls of microfilm. containing partially-coded messages, 

| the plain fext of which is set forth below, In chose ‘instance 
\ where the/ message ws also > cipher dq, oF message : will be preceded | ΩΝ, ΝΟΣ 
ΧΡ Ae ΠΣ .“ 

 "(490-428091) (Ene. 2) (Ra) κυ, 
 curcaco (134~46-Sub-B) igh) (Enc. a 

1 ~ NY 134-91 (INV) (41) REGS 
1 =~ NY 100-84994 (GUS-HALL) (414). ised ANTS ip ESE, 
1 ΝΥ 105-36402 (ALEKSEY-M, KOLOBASH IN) (suf ae, 
L - NY 100-134637 (41). 4: - 

WGC:msb ow Vavugectven.* 14 JAN 23° 54 
(10) ΝΟ 
α « χμμώ 

" 

loll ta Bole k ἀν δὰ WE. | 
ai fist \v¥G [} roe « 
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Approve 7 2» WD we Sent WWM Per sh ν᾽ ( 
65 FEBA A Sy ὯΝ Agent in Charge : 
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(1) “To Central Committee, Communist Party of the 
= - ‘Soviet Union 

- "These ‘notes compiled by Morris Childs on Gus Hall's 
report on economic situation and trade union struggle 
against poverty made by Hall December 20, 1963 at’ 
special National Executive Committee, CPUSA meeting, 
These notes are for your reading and not for 
publication; they, may be published ων our CP δὲ ἃ. 
later date." 4 

The notes referred to in the above message appeared. 
on the microfilm immediately after the message. A photostat —. 
of the notes 18 furnished herewith for the Bureau. They were ὁ 
made available by CG airtel to NY, 1/13/64, captioned SOLO, 
IS-C. " 

(2) "To Central Committee, Communist Party of the 
ΕΝ ~ κι ‘Soviet Union 

“The following is from Morris Childs." 

aa Set forth after the, above message on the. microfilm | “was a document issued by thy (Comal thee. ὦ Nazi 
“a in the, Uni : A photostat is enclosed 

“herewith for the. AGreau, "The original item was furnished 
New York by CG airtel το NY, 1/13/64, captioned "SOLO, Is-c." 

Central Comittee, | τὸ ν (3) "To/ Communist Party of the Soviet ‘Union : μὴ 
~~ . Ν ΞΜ 

hae 

, As you. know everen has -been in the fh. Wid ‘forefront of the st le for Negro rights and Vy “ his arrest and trial seem to have been settled; 
We think that he may now be in a position to accept . 
your invitation as guest to aoe for himself and 
others, | | 

ould you please let us know ‘immediately af your ᾿ invitation was mailed to him? ἘΝ 
meus Hall" 

. 2. 

1 . 5 



NY 100-134637 — 

Reference is'made to NY airtel, 12/16/63, captioned 
"SOLO, IS-C," page 2 of which reflects that NY 694-s* on 
12/16/63 received from the Soviets a ciphered-coded radio 
message stating the Uzbek Society for Friendship and Cultural 
Relations is sending to Reverend Galamison an invitation for Seven persons to visit different places in the USSR. 

(4) "To Central Committee, Communist Party of the 
- - «Soviet Union 

"We have been seriously contemplating that Lf an 
invitation for a trade union delegation for May 1 
18 sentito USA that this delegation be of responsible, 

_ important trade union leaders who would come not 
only for May 1 but to study the positive effects 
of automation in USSR and other socialist countries 
and to the enrichment of the working class and the 
state as against the negative effect that automation 
is having now against the working class and trade 
union movement in USA. Your reaction to this 
regarding such a delegation is most important to 
us now, May we receive an answer from you \ 
immediately on this. 

"Gus Hall" 

(5) ** "To Central Committee, Communist Party of ‘the 
~ - «+» «Soviet Union 

"Please transmit the following message for me to hoe Henry Winston. Convey to Fidel Castro my best oc!" ἢ personal wishes and 6180 best wishes of our ΟΡ, ¢ | Also when talking with him to stress the importance er yh o£ a closer relationship between our ‘two CP's, 

"Gus Hall! 

~3- 
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NY 100-134637. 

| “Reference is made to NY airtel, 1/6/64, captioned 
"SOLO, IS-C," which states that NY 694-S* had received a 
coded-ciphered radio message on 1/16/64 which had been sent 
by the Soviets, The message was to GUS HALL from ‘HENRY WINSTON 
‘and noted that WINSTON had talked in Prague, Czechoslovakia, 
with RODRIGUEZ. In reply to WINSTON's proposal to address 
‘the American people suggesting normalization of relations 
between Cuba and the USA, RODRIGUEZ promised to convey the 
message to FIDEL CASTRO. NY-694-S* advised that message #5 
as set forth above is in answer to-WINSTON's message to GUS HALL. 

(6) *** "To Central Committee, Communist Party of the 
a «a «4 «Soviet Union | : 

"Please transmit the ‘following ‘to Henry Winston that «Ὁ ὦ ; fem oe Μὲ are in full agreement that ‘he not return until Re" oh June. A detailed legal tetter written by John Abt 
ΟΝ is being mailed to Winston. 

yw "Gus Hall" 
(1) wee ἢ ἢ 

\\ "Your message postponing our meeting of the 14th 
_ ‘was sent to me 24 hours late, 

"Brooks"! 

ReNY airtel, 1/15/64, captioned "SOLO, IS-c," which 
‘states that on 1/15/64, ‘NY 694~-S* -received-via radio a-ciphered~_ 
‘coded message advising ‘him that because of ‘bad weather the 
Soviets would not be able to meet with him on January 14, 1964, 



NY 100~134637 

(8) "To Central Committee, Communist Party of the 
« »- +§Soviet Union 

"This is an answer to the following doc οομποας which 
we had received through other channels/Hefity Winston. 

"We ask that a complete answer to this be postponed 
for a number of weeks since we are not certain at 
this moment whocthe individual is who says he is in 
charge of the World Council of Peace work. We may 
know once having contacted Dorothy Healey. 

"These answers would also involve the questions he 
raises such as personnel, location, and liaison. 

"Gus Hall" 

Immediately after the above message on the microfilm 
was a photo of a memorandum cosicerning the appointment of a ΄ Uf 
Ὁ, 8. secretary to strengthep\World Council of Peace work with 
the USA. A copy of this memorandtm was furnished to the Bureau 
as an enclosure to NY airtel dated 1/13/64, captioned "SOLO, 
Is-C." It is set forth on the second page of a letter from 
HENRY-WINSTON to GUS HALL dated December 20, 1963. 

eee ταῖτρ ἐπ eT 

(9) "To Central Committee, Communist Party of the 
~ - ‘Soviet Union 

"The following document was also received through 
other channels, coming from Henry Winston. So to 
clarify the question involved we are sending back to 
Winston the copy through you, 

"While we agree to the importance of a peace conference 
er meetings between the USA peace organizations and the 
Latin American peace organizations, I am sure you will 
understand that at this partidéular time such a 
conference will be untimely. It may not be understood 
by large sections of the American people due to the 
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"1964 presidential elections in the USA; and in the 
last few days there has arisen a most serious 
problem with which we are confronted, regarding 
Panama versus USA situation. For the time being 
this is our answer. Will appreciate your giving 
these answers to Henry Winston who in turn should 
transmit to World Council of Peace. 

"Gus Hall" 

Immediately following the above message on the yop 
microfilm was set forth.a, photograph of a document cationed yt 
"World Council of Peace Inte institute for Peace, ,.-.-α 
and the 1964 election aign."” A copy of this document was 
furnished to the Bureau and Chicago by NY airtel, 1/13/64, 
captioned "SOLO, Is-c,"! 

(10) “To Gentral Committee, Communist Party of the 
« -« + Soviet Union, from Morris Childs 

"In ἃ secret meeting with Gus Hall on January 7th 
he told me:the following: 

| Our CP considered the statement made by/Pay] 4.€SLandh_ 
ve "5 wife upon ἢ d Rob ' ᾿ Nol / pon her an eson's réturn to 
we! SA to have been a very good statement. As a γ3 result Hall and a number of others feel that it is pi 

| (o_o very important to keep ROBESON's name before the 
American public. As a result CPUSA considering 
possibility of sendin 's family, _ 
either Robeson's wife on tour 9". 
of the country to talk fo the people. would pay = 
individual's expenses. 

“Both Hall and Claude Lightfoot think there could 
be a very rapid improvement in the state of Robeson's 
mental condition now that he is back in USA. They 



NY .100-134637 
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"noted that a number of qualified people feel 
that his mental state had resulted in considerable ' 
degree to depression caused by a 'guilt complex’ 
‘based on his ‘desertion’ of the civil rights effort 
and of his people when he left USA. ‘Now, since 
Robeson is back in USA and can speak for his people, 
some believe that his mental state will improve τ᾿ 
rapidly." | : 

(11) "To Communist Party of the Soviet Union 

"Thank you for message regarding $30,000 which we 
“are to receive in middle of January. We want ‘however 
to again ask you if it would-be possible to increase. 
‘the number to $50,000 as respectfully ‘requested on 
December 6. ΝΣ 

"The purpose of this emergency was explained to you 
then. While the ruling of the court on the Me Carran . 
Act case was a step leading to a possible big victory, 
we emphasize that it is illusory to expect the end 
o£ prosecutions. ! 

"1, ‘The Government may still appeal against our CP. 
They have another 15 days to do so, 

"2, Where are still 37 Mc Carran Act cases pending 
'in the court including the case against myself and 

' . Ben Davis. | 

"3, Because of the events in Latin. America and the 
beginning of the 1964 election campaign, it is urgent 
that we carry through the tasks we set ourselves, 
We want to emphasize that time is of the essence, 

"With warn fraternal greetings. 

"Gus Hall, CPUSA," 

rd 7 -- 
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(12) "To Communist Party of the Soviet Union 

‘We want to thank you for sending us the press 

translations. In 1963 we received no basic 

documents..except those that Morris Childs arranged 

for in conversation with you. These were promptly 

| received like Issue #14 and others. We hope some 

mh ‘special attention can be given ‘to sending such 

| type of translations.of important documents not 

usually included in the press ‘translations to us. 

‘with thanks and warm fraternal and comradely 

greetings. | 

' “Gus Hall, CPUSA” 

(13) "To Henry Winston : 

‘your New Year's greetings received. Many thanks. 

‘Paul Robeson did not make a statement on January 1. 

"Gus Hall" 

(14) "sister Helen next. 
~ « δὴ next." 

j 
H 

ἢ ᾿ The above message refers to the next drop and the 

next meeting place through which NY 694-S* may make contact 
with the Soviets, | ee : 

i εἴ 
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a 

‘KOLOBASHKIN in turn gave to NY 694-S* a book of 
‘matches within the cover of which was a strip of 35mm microfilm 
containing a partially c coded message, the plain text of which is 
as follows: 

"To Gus Hall from Henry Winston 
# 

(My best. New Year regard, 1 came -back from. my trip. 

"1, I met Rodriges in Prague. He promised to render 
assistance to Beatrice Johnson, ‘In response to our proposal 

1 ‘tion of the relation between Cuba and the USA. Rodriges said 
δ that he would tell to Castro about it, and it is possible, 

Castro would make such ‘proposal in his speech January 2. I ask 
to pay special attention to it. 

yy In the near future, it is possble straight from France 
ΕΝ Jiaat intends to make a trip to the USA. He asks to 

i ΕΣ 
trade union leaders, 

assistance to him to arrange some meetings with different | 

3. German comrades acceped my proposal to postpone the 
discussion of the question about the printing equipment, I have 
some doubts in acquiring such an equipment in the GDR. Besides, 
German comrades concider that the american equipment is better _ 
than german one. They are ready to discuss this question in 
future. 

πᾷ, German comrades ask to send to ‘them the material which 
.they asked anyear 880. 

5S, They agreed to admit Lumer's son to the ‘from the 
first.of September or earlier. 

"6, It is necessary to decide without delay the question 
about ‘the Worker's correspondent in Budapest. My suggestion~ 
‘Grace, a 

.9-᾿ 

Υ about the appeal to the people of the USA concerning the normaliza-_. 
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"7, Former american comrades in Poland ask to help them 
to get pensions. 

8. Gomrades who are in socialist countries accumulated 

party fees. They should like to transfer them to the Party and 

ask how to do it. 

"9, Robson intended to publish a New Year statment devoted _ 
the question of the struggle for peace. 

Minston 

‘So National Committee, CPUSA io, 

μι, In according with your request since 1964 Mejdunarodngp 
kniga will buy books fro International . publishers in total sum 

startet Pea mF 

of $5,000 yearly on it's choice. 

"2, Weinstock applied ‘to us through ovi assy, 
ith the request to allow rf 
to go to the USSR for one year course of ἴδ. 

Russian language. We ask your opinion on this question, 

“Central Committee, Communist 
‘Party, Soviet Union" 

With respect to the above message, the message in 
item 1 above was furnished in substance to NY 694-S* on 1/6/64 
by the Soviets in a coded-ciphered madio message as-reflected 
in NY airtel 1/6/64 captioned, "SOLO; 15- οἷ". 

With respect to item 2, according to NY 694-S*, 

LOUIS SAILLANT is General Secretary of the World Federation 

of Trade Unions. 

It should be noted that previous SOLO correspondence 
has reflected that the CPUSA is interested in acquiring printing 
equipment in the German Democratic Republic. 

Concerning item 4, NY 694-S* advised that he does 
not know the material to which reference is made. 

- 10 - - 
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NY 100-134637 

to NY 694-S*,refers to 
who, as previous correspondence 

has reflected, the CPUSA desires to attend school in the German 
Democratic Republic. 

Concerning item 6, NY 694-S* advised that he does 
not know the identity of a "GRACE" who is being suggested by 
WINSTON as correspondent for "The-Worker' in Budapest, He 
Stated that possibly CG 5824-S* may be able to identify this 
individual. . 

With respect to item 7, NY 694-S* advised that he did 
not know the identity of the "American comrades" to whom WINSTON 
referred and made the same comment concerning the comrades 
mentioned in item 8. 

ROBBON mentioned in item 9 refers to PAUL L ROBESON, SR. 
who recently returned to the United States, 

NY 694-S* advised that the WEINSTOCK to whom reference 
15 made in the last item refers to LOUIS WEINSTOCK and the WILLIAM 
ALLEN to "The Worker" correspondent in Michigan, 

NY 694-S* advised that he was instructed by KOLOBASHKIN 
to meet the latter on January 31, 1964, at 7:00 p.m. at the Cypress 
Hill Station of the Jamaica Line of the BMC subway at which time 
KOLOBASHKIN would give NY 694-S* $30,000 for transmittal to 

. the CPUSA. KOLOBASHKIN also imtructed NY 694-S* that on 
Wednesday, January 29, 1963, the latter should attempt to transmit 
test signals using his walkie-talkie equipment. 

KOLOBASHKIN referred NY 694-S* to an article appearing 
in the January 21, 1964 issue of "New York Times", page 12, 
reflecting that a special training program to prepare Negroes 
and Spanish speaking Americans for diplomatic and consular 
assignments would be offered next summer at Howard University. 
He stated that the Soviets were requesting that it be arranged 
that as many of “our young people” as possible be encouraged to 
participate in this course. Xerox copies of the above-mentioned 
article are enclosed herewith for the Bureau and Chicago. 

᾿ 

- 11- 
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Domestic Intelligence Division 

INFORMATIVE NOTE 

These are 5824's personal 
observations for the information 
of the Bureau and no dissenina~ 
tion is contenplated. 
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_ Memorandum 
‘DATE: 1/22/64) 
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During the occasion of ny iast contact with DAE 4 
CG 5824-S* on January 17, 1964, the informant, myself, and 
‘the contacting agents engaged in a general discussion. 
During the course of this discussion, CG.5824-S* made a 
number of comments, solely on his own and based on opinions 
and conclusions which he arrived at from his years of 
experience in the communist movement and from current inter- 
Provation of the communist press, both Soviet and non-Soviet. 

Miss Gandy. 4, 

Set forth in the attached page is the essence of 
CG s824-S*'s remarks, These are being furnished only as it 
15 felt they might be of some interest to the Bureau and are ΝΣ 
not being set forth at ‘the request of CG 5824-S*, | 
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» 
CommentS_of CG 5824-s+ 

a I do not believe that the present trip of Premier 
“Fidel Castro of Cuba to the Soviet Union was made for the 

purpose of dealing with the Panamanian situation. From my 
reading of the Russian press, it appears that ‘the Russians 
may be trying to cut off a trip by CHOU En-lai of the Peoples 
Republic of China to Latin America. Apparently, they must 
feel ‘that in order to accomplish this they must get Fidel 
to come out for them. It is almost certain that the Russians, 
after séeing what has happened in Africa, do not want to see 
ἃ Sinilar triumphant tour made by CHOU in the Latin American 
areas. 

In addition, I think that another subject which 
might be up for discussion between Castro and representatives 
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union might be the recent 
Venezuelan elections. In this regard, I recently noted that 
Issue #12 of "International Affairs," an unofficial Soviet 
political publication printed in Moscow, for the first time 
had an article on Venezuela and the guerrilla war. Gus Hall, 
General Secretary of the Communist Party, USA, had also 
apparently seen this article and considered it a "lousy article" 
because it encouraged guerrilla war, It is my conclusion that 
this article must have been published due to pressures on the 
part of the Cubans who were attempting to get some support for 
their policies. However, I also believe that perhaps during 
the current discussions between Fidel and leading Soviets, 

jthat Fidel will probably be told as long as you got a weight 
around your neck for exporting revolution, it would not be 
possible for the Soviets to defend you. 

In addition, I would also like to be certain that 
you know, from a complete review of the Soviet press and 
translations to which I have access, the Soviets are at this 
time conducting no polemics whatsoever with the Chinese. 
\However, the reverse is not true and polemics on the part of 
the Communist Party of China against the Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union are continuing. 

Another pertinent point which may be of interest is 
the fact that the day after the Panamanian crisis broke, MAO 
Tse-tung, Chairman of the Central Committee of the Communist 
Party of China, made one of his rare public statements in 
which he supported the movement of the Panamanians, One should 
not forget that such a reaction on the part of MAO may cause 
the Russians, out of necessity, to start acting a little tougher 
in their own right against the imperialists. 
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ReCGairtel dated 12/18/63 captioned as above and 
enclosed informant's statement entitled, "Literature Problems 
Taken Up with Representatives of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union, November, 1963," 

On 1/22/64 CG 5824-S* furnished SA RICHARD W. HANSEN 
| with a typewritten letter dated January 3, 1964, which was 

directed to PAVEL{CHUVIKOV, Director, Foreign Literature 
Publishing House; ΟΥ̓. from JI Αὐαιενν “"THe~complete text 
‘or this letter was as follows: 

"COPY 

INTERNATIONAL PUBLISHERS 

New York, N. Y. 

January 3, 1964 
ἢ 

Pavel Chuvikov, 
Director, Foreign Literature Publishing House song 7 
1-278 Moscow - [ -- γι») 
LOB Per. 2 REC- 2 [Zo #2 809/ 35} ἌΝ 

Re: I-48/1364 . 
m2oFEB} 8 Ι964 

gira, (RM) ws | 
New York (100-134637) (Rit 1) (Info) tery me 

1-Chicago 5 - 
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"Dear Comrade Chuvikov: 

"It again becomes necessary for me to return to the question 
of royalties, since this is an exceedingly ‘pressing matter at 
‘this time. I understand fully that the USSR is not a member 
of the international copyright agreements, and asstmes no 
obligations under them, But.in the past, and also currently, 
your publishing house acknowledged and today carries through 
certain obligations, with respect to authors. Thus, in the 

‘past, you have transmitted author's fees directly to us for 
the books of William Z. Foster, Victor Perlo, Harry kK. Wells, 
James 5, Allen, the Labor Research Association, and others. | 

_We have contractual relations with all our authors covering 
such fees. The authors are fully aware of these provisions. 

{of ‘their contracts, and are in agreement that their fees be | 
transmitted directly ‘through International Publishers, — : 

"To consider only very recent books, which I'understand you , 
have translated and published, author's fees are expected on 
the following: 

THE ALDERSON STORY by Elizabeth. Gurley 
Flynn 

. MILITARISM AND INDUSTRY by Victor Perlo 
HISTORY OF CUBA AND ITS RELATIONS WITH 
THE U.S., 2 volumes, by Philip 5, Foner 
LABOR FACT BOOK 16 by Labor Research 

, Association 
‘FAILURE OF PSYCHOANALYSIS by Harry K. ἢ 
Wells 
THE FOREST by William Pomeroy 
A STAR TO STEER BY. by Hugh Mulzac: 

"In addition, there are books of recent years which you have 
‘published and for which no author's fees were received, 

"Also let me point out that you regularly translate and publish 
the works of most of our authors, much ‘more so than those of 
other publishers. We initiate these works which are so valued 
by you, work with the authors, do considerable editorial work 

ι 
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"to assure the best possible book, make the large investment 
in first publication, and must wait for sone years before 
this capital can be returned through sales of the edition, 
We must thus count heavily upon suksidiary income, in which 
the principal part is played by our arrangement with ‘the 
authors to share their royalties and fees from editions 
abroad, Your own use of our works is by far greater than 
that of any other country, | 

"It seems to me that these matters go far beyond obligations 
under international copyright agreements. These works would 
not be available for foreign translations unless we prepared, 

edited and published them. And there is no other publishing 
house in this country that can or would play that role. 

"We are approaching the point, I am afraid, ‘where it will be 
questionable that we will continue to play this role unless 
ὃ are able ‘to share with our authors the fees from foreign 
translations -- for the simple fact that we will not be able 
to continue oux present pace of publishing. We ‘have already 
had to withdraw from our Spring 1964 publishing program a 
number of books of great interest and importance, ‘which would 
have been of. special interest to you as well. 

"In the past, it was your practice to correspond with Mr. 
Trachtenberg about the books on our list, and discuss such 
books as you have decided to translate, JI find it regrettable 
that you have not continued this practice during the recent 
period. It is only by chance that we learn that you have 
published one of our books, Obviously, this is not conducive 
to cooperative relations, which, for our part, we are most 
willing to establish, | 

"Only recently, we were ‘very much embarrassed when the American 
Publishers Council sent to us the Russian edition of History 
of Cuba, Volume I, by Foner, which the U. 5. Embassy in Moscow 
had purchased Out of funds made available by American publishers. 

"Again, let me urge you to give the most serlous and immediate. 
attention to this problen, | which, I repeat; has become extremely 
urgent. 



CG 134-46 SubB ' 

"With best wishes for the New Year to you and your colleagucs, 

"Cordially yours ° 

"James 5. Allen" 

The letter furnished by CG 5824~-5S* had previously 
been furnished to him for information and review by NY 694-S* 

who, according to CG 5824-S*'s understanding, had received it 
from GUS HALL, General Secretary, CP, USA. 

ev Source then noted that the contents of this letter 

\ indicated that HALL had apparently discussed with JIM ALLEN 
\ the results of conversations that CG 5824-S* had with the - 

Soviets on the matter of literature in Moscow during 11/63. 

ἱ while he was engaged in the 14th Solo Mission, The results 
\ of these discussions with the Soviets in Moscow had been 

furnished to GUS HALL in 12/63. 
wi 

The letter which was originally furnished to CG 5824-S* 

py NY 694-5* 15 being returned herewith to the New York Office 

for transmittal to NY 694-85, + 

res) 4 5824-S* noted that ΝΥ 694-S* should in turn transmit 

this letteri to the Soviets during his next Solo contact in New 

York. 

| “In addition, the source suggested that NY 694-5* 

| attach to this|lletter a brief note to the following general 

; effect: : 

Central Committee, CPSU 

Dear Comrades: - 

Here is a copy of a letter prepared by Jim Allen, 
As you can see, the problems taken up by Morris Childs have 

not been satisfactorily resolved dn keeping with the needs 

of our publishers, 

With warm, fraternal greetings, 

Gus Hall | 
General Secretary 

= 4 - 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau and the New York 
Office 1s one copy each of a newspaper clipping from the 
"Chicago Daily Tribune,“ Chicago, Illinois, dated January 
23, 1964, captioned, "Links Leader in Zanzibar to Soviet 
School," 7 

The above~noted clipping was called to the atten- 
‘tion of the Chicago Office by CG 5824-S* on January 23, 
1964, and at this time he made the following comments con~ 
cerning “ 

é 

Cuneta “A [IBF ce ago when in ‘Moscow and while ‘in the 
company ‘of CLAUDIA JONES, a former CP, USA leader who had 
‘peen deported from this country, he had occasion ‘to meet 
LILLY, at the residence of JOHN PITTMAN, then the 
Moscow correspondent of "The Worker." At the time hoe met 
her he learned that she was the daughter of an American 

-~Negro who had left the United States to come to the Soviet 

TU RWH: MDW 

Union in the 1930's, Her father reportedly was an expert 
. on the growing of cotton. Since Tashkent, the Soviet city 

in which GOLDEN claims birth, is in the cotton growing area 
of the Soviet Union, and her father being an alleged expert 
in the growing of cotton would have undoubtedly settled in 
this area, this would account for the fact she noted she 
bad been born in the Tashkent area. At the time, it was 
apparent that GOLDEN was a well educated and highly intelliggn 
person, Little else was learned of her or concerning her ati/ 
this time. 

Subsequently, during other visits to the Soviet 
Union it was learned that HENRY WINSTON, a Vice Chairman 
of the CP, USA, who is now temporarily residing in Moscow, 
maintained contact witH!GOLDEN. ‘In addition, JIM JACKSON 
has indicated that he had met ‘her during his trip to the 
Soviet Union. It 15 also known that she is acquainted with 
both JOHN PIRRMAN and bis wife MARGARETE and that subsequently 
GOLDEN apparddtly became acquainted with the new Moscow corre- 
spondent of "The Worker," ART SHIELDS who is now 5 sre 

6s ἀπέ 1 1) (RM)REG 2 / Gi 22 Ἵ ο 773 τ- 
I-New York (100-134637) (Info) (Enc. 1) Git 

}-Chicago | oN, αὖ), φατε [ὃ 4 ee 
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CG 5824-S* furnished the above as he felt this 
might be of interest to the Bureau. He could furnish no 
additional information regarding GOLDEN. 

Il 



FO-350 (453.62) 

(Mount Clipping in ὅρος Below) 

“SThe' Soviet: et Unkin Was coe of 
trem tirst”. 

: diplomatic recognition ato: the 
‘bnew “regime :in! Zanzibar, ‘ Cor. 
réspondents «of: Tass,- the ‘ offi- 

"the < Communist: party - organ, 
are among the few ἢ newspaper- SOVIET: SCHOOL =a men: still’ ‘filing: ‘Teguatly from 

= INS ΒΑ TimesChicosa Trituag Service} || 

‘#MOSCOW, .. δὰ an, 22¢XAbdulla 
inti vice pre: 7 

be "AnthFeddal: Government. 

at Patrice *Lamnumbastnver | nent was Cantos έν ον 
sity: ere “a : regim: to 
ork information came: trom t pew. 8 Inlehded 
8.20 ὙΟΤΑΒΕ" assert » that. "she whe "his vwvite, ‘The is; to. those who till {t, > Invests 

woman, | Mrs.: 

reel an exclusive interview wid the the 

ea pea dipo mothe yvand -wid: ‘gratitude : for et: Ῥ 

ἐ friendship ‘betiveen our iW 
untries. and’ between ‘the 

Soviet Uaion snd all of Africa.” 
‘Named: for . Congolese: 

““Lamumba ‘university, (named | 
forthe islain : first: premfer: of 
the Congo, was founded ὃν the 

i" ad ‘Born'ta Tashkent. 
“Mrs, "Golden τ sald she.was 

| born in Tashkent and became 2 

᾿ς se Pee Ἢ "Golden sald shi retained 
her. maiden’ | name,’ as do, many 
soviet-Wwormen who marry? for- 
elgnets:“ She :Saidishe? ‘WAS: ἃ 

‘graduate of Moscow university, 
‘fand ‘now, works: at’ the ; Soviet feu 

‘Africa dnsltute i 5 38 expert on 

: cial press agency, and Pravda, . 

Jand to the peasants. that} 

| Russians:’a “little smore than ἜΜ. 
“years -ago,: Hanga>must ' ἐ ἐἐ 7,714 4 δή | have ‘left: the - university ‘last : 

year, . The ~' first | graduating — ema 
will receive its degrees in 4 4 ψ 

the summer of 1965. ᾿ δι ᾿ | 
“The woman said:her parents (2: 
came to the Soviet Union from 

indicates page, name of 
newspaper, chly and state.) 
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To 

[I nirector BUPILE #...1O00r 280 Θ.. μι — 
Att. PT RLU PIE OLVI OUT CTECUT OTE cat ui are 

"" COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
Co ao eee Title INTERNATIONAL “RELATIONS : 
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(Co) se, Remi let. to hegat,” Parts, "1-12-59, Pe 
CT cc. issemination of Security-Type Information 
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COV Cer ke cssssssssssseseeseneee 

Ν ACTION DESIRED 

[J Acknowledge [[_] Open Case 
(__] Assign......Reassignuu.us [ _-] Prepare lead cards 

Bring file | ne. Prepore tickler 
Call me [|__| Recharge serials 
Correct fawn} Return assignment card 
Dead ine ..ccsssssssencctsueassescernoons Return file ~ 

[_] Deadline passed [___] Return seri σὺ ; XG 0F f “— 
ΓῚ Delinquent [Γ΄] Search and MAM RECORDED 
[__] Discontinue [__] See me 22 

Expedite (__] Send Serials ΓΕΒ 5, 1364 
File ΝΟ ΤΎΒΒΟΒΙ 

[__] For information ((__] Submit new charge-out 

[_] Initial & return | Submit report by ssacscscseseasens 
Leads need attention | Type 
Return with explanation or notation as to action taken. 

On 1-27~6), one copy of LHM enclosed with BUlet | 
1-21-64, in the captioned matter was personally 
delivered to Assistamt Commissioner FR. W. 
Bordeleau, at which time he was advised a 
the lines set out in paragraph two of B 
1~21-6), YW 
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τὸ ἰ Mr, ἣν C, SulFivan DATE: January 10, 1964 ὑπ 
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: + Ζ My, Belmont , rote staeaiiteaiotets 

FROM ἢ Mr, Fy J. Baungardneryij/ Mx. Mohr Teves Bett meeree 
Mr. Sullivan 1 GARY ae μαμμονς 

a 

‘CG 5824~-S*, as an official representative of the Communist Party, 

Mr, Callahan 
Mr. Baumgardner fat Pet et pe μα ert t SUBJECT: 

E RNAL SECURITY — COMHUNIST 

“A hieany Ty , 
This is to recommend incentive awards and commendations 

for sustained above~average performance in the continued operation 
of CG 5824~S* which culminated in the outstanding success of Solo 
mission 14. 

SYNOPSIS; 

AS a result of sustained above-average performance and: 
neticulous planning on the part of the personnel responsible for . 
this operation, CG 5824-S* successfully completed Solo mission 14 
to the Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia during the period 21- -63 to 
12-2-63, This'mission has provided us with extremely valuable 
intelligence information pertaining to current developments in the 
international communist movement. During the course of this mission, 

USA (CPUSA), heid confidential discussions with top Soviet and Czech 
officials.. The fact informant was present in the Soviet Union at 
the time of the assassination of President Kennedy and was able to 
convey immediate Soviet reaction was of utmost importance. We hav 
been able to expeditiously disseminate to high-ranking officials 
of our Government much sought-after intelligence data covering 
such matters as: status of Soviet-Cuban relations; verification of 
the deepening of the Sino-Soviet rift; the furnishing of arms by 
the Cubans to Venezuelan revolutionaries; Chinese arming of 

᾿ xevolutionary groups in many parts of the world with Soviet manu- 

Enc 

factured arms in order to embarrass the Soviet Union; reason why 
the Chinese cancelled a million dollar loan to Ghana; -connections 
between Lee Harvey Oswald and the Soviets; political and economic 
conditions in Czechoslovakia; Soviet scilentigic assistance in 
nuclear research given the Chinese which resulted in China's first 
experimental atomic reactor; conflict between the Communist Party 
(UP) of France and "World Marxist Review't (international communist 
Ona n); response received fron North America by Soviets as result 
οἱ broadcasts by Radio Moscow; current status of leading Soviet 
oiticials; activities of Latin America CP's; political conditions in 
jigerias steps taken to improve relations between CPUSA and the 
Castro regime; activities of Henry Winston, CPUS! Vice “mens 

100-4280 wey, fil 13. [pe “28 f ΟἽ ἰ 3s" iG Sin 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan τ 
RE: .SOLO 
100-428091 

who has been residing in Russia since 1961, and many other items of 
vital interest. In addition, informant obtained a copy of the 
recently published "Program of the CP of the Soviet Union and the 
West.” 

The suddenness of instructions informant received from the 
CPUSA to depart on this mission. involved numerous problems relating 
to his preparation for the mission, In addition it was necessary 
to overcome the extremely apprehensive position of informant's 
wife who was reluctant to allow informant to leave from a security 
as well as a health standpoint. 

OBSERVATIONS: 

Information obtained from this mission is of inestimable 
value not only from an intelligence standpoint, but also in assisting 
high-level Governnent officials in determining what our country's © 
current and future relations will be.with communist nations. This 
high volume of detailed information was not available through any 
other source. It has not been obtained to this extent by any other 
intelligence agency and represents a most outstanding achievement. 

RECOMMENDATIONS : 

(1) That: Chicago. SA's Richard W. ‘Hansen (contacting § SA 
for CG 5824-S*), Carl 'N. Freyman (Field Supervisor), an 

alternate contacting SA) as. well as Stenographer 
be afforded recognition in the form of incentive awards for 

their roles in the successful culmination of Solo mission 14. 

ΒΡ 

Ip TC 

(2) That Chicago Stenographer| cena he 
afforded a letter of commendation for having assisted in the 
handling of the stenographic work connected with this mission. 
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(3) -That Seat of Government Stenographer 
receive an incentive award for the key role she played: in 

the success of this mission, 

bg 

ΤῸ 

(4) 1 . ‘Wiliijam'G, Shaw ) 
and Stenographer receive | 

individual letters of commendation for having made valuable 
contributions to the success of this mission. 

| 4 : 
1G 

ADDENDUM. DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION. JANUARY 14, 1964. 

[3 

I -recommend Section Chief Fred J. Baumgardner also 

for a letter of commendation. He has been supervising this : 
over-all highly ‘sensitive and delicate operation from its inception 
and on each trip has ‘had much to-do with its success. 

wes 

᾿ every; 
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ADDENDUM ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION SRB: ert 1- .15- 64 | 

i 

From information furnished’ by SAC, Chicago, and Domestic Intelligence Ϊ 
Division, it is apparent that Chicago.and SOG personnel have:continued to perform out- ἢ 
standing services.and-overcame unusual difficulties encountered with this most important | 
informant's 14th SOLO mission. Extremely valuable-intelligence information pertaining 
to: current developments in the international communist movement not otherwise avail- ᾿ 
able was‘obtained'by this informant during his visit to the'Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia. : 
It is therefore felt that key personnel are deserving.of special recognition in the form of 
incentive awards. These include SAs Hansen and Boyle, Supervisor Freyman and. Stenog= ' 
raphey___ of the Chicago Office and: Stenographer[o— ὦ] Domestic Intelligence |... 
Division. Although SA Boyle was censured on 1-2-64 in.connection with another matter =. 
‘he did contribute substantially to ‘this operation, It is felt that he, as well as‘Supervisor 
Freyman, should receive an incentive award but.in a lesser amount than SA Hansen who 
is directly responsible for the handling: of'this‘informant.in Chicago. Recommendations τ᾿ 
made by. SAC regarding the informant have been'handled separately. 

BUREAU.RECORDS: | τ ἢ 

The:services of each of the following have been generally satisfactory during | 
the past-three years and they were rated Excellent on their last performance reports. | 
All of:the agents.are completely available and their overtime has been satisfactory. There 
follows additional specific comments regarding each during-this period. a 

εἶ 

SA Hansen. EOD 8-22-49, Grade GS.13, $12,880. Commended once, once through his SAC - 
and received three incentive: awards, No censures. 
SA Boyle EOD 11-22-54, -Grade.GS 13, $12, 880. Censured- and placed: on probation 4 
12-27-60 for failure:to adequately supervise clerical employees in his Unit. On 2-1-61 
censured-and ordered under transfer from the Laboratory.to Chicago for poor judgment [ 
in making allegations against.an Inspector. Removed from probation 7-18-61. Censured . 
on two other occasions, the ‘last on 1-2-64 for errors ἰὴ ἃ memorandum he prepared'of 
information received from a confidential source. Commended once:and received two 
incentive awards. 
SA _Freyman EOD‘2-2-42, Grade GS 13, $14,420. Censured’once, commended on four 
occasions-and received four incentive awards. 
Miss[__]EOD 6-7-51, Grade GS 5, $5810. No censures, one commendation and | 
recej e.incentive awards. ᾿ 
Mrs EOD 8-17-59, Grade GS 5, $5170. ‘No censures, one commendation and _ 
received six incentive awards. 

lbs τ 
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It‘is also felt that. commendations are warranted for other personnel who =>’ 
worked-on this ‘important matter and these include Steno j , Section. { 
Chief Baumgardner, Supervisor Shaw and Stenographers Domestic’. 

᾿ Intelligence Division. 

| RECOMMENDATIONS: 

(1) That SA Richard W. Hansen be approved for‘an incentive award in the 
amount of $200. (Amount.recommended 15 in-line with previous awards. granted for 
similar performances.) ἡ Qeort! Al . 9} oti ‘hen 

: ) : a ῥ ἐᾷ yp fo 
pr 

(2): That Supervisor’ Carl 'N. Freyman and SA’Walter A. ‘Boyle, Chicago, each 
be approved for an ‘incentive award in the amount of $150. (Amount recommended is in 

line with previous.awards granted for similar performances.), 5.) 

᾿ preted ῥ. bur d Lhe , “ 

βου Gurl Eli yp 

PERMANENT BRIEFS OF PERSONNEL FILES.OF THOSE RECOMMENDED FOR INCEN- | 

TIVE AWARDS ARE. ATTACHED, 

- 3b = 

f 
atk 

| 
i 

: icago Stenographer'M nd SOG Stenographer 7 
ach be approved ‘for δὴ incentive award inithe amount.of: $125, h 

(Amount recommended is in line with previous awards granted'for similar performances.) 
i 

' 
1 



Menorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 

RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

DETAILS: 

SAC, Chicago, by letter and. Form FD-255 dated 1~7-64 

recommends incentive awards for SA's Richard ἢ. Hansen (contacting 

Agent), Carl N, Freyman (Field Supervisor), and Walter A. Boyle 

. (alternate contacting Agent) based upon sustained above-average " 

performance and the overcoming of unusual difficulties in the 

successful culmination of Solo mission 14, SAC also recommends 

incentive award: for Stenographe based upon her 

sustained above-average performance in e1iiciel handling the με 
° In voluminous stenographic work connected wit I bic 

addition, SAC recommends that Stenographer be 

given an individual letter of commendation for having - gently 

performed her duties as an assistant to 

The Solo operation pertains to the extremely covert 

liaison activities performed by CG 5824~S* and NY 694~5* between 

the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), and top officials of other 

Communist Parties Of the world. 

14th Solo Mission 

As a result of sustained above~average performance and 

meticulous planning on the part of the personnel responsible for 

this operation, the exemplary performance of CG 5824-5% culminated 

in the most important results that we have obtained in the continued 

solidifying of the informant's position asa negotiator for the 

CPUSA ‘with the Communist Party (CP) of the Soviet Union. Informant 

greatly enhanced his position with.Gus Hall, CPUSA General Secretary, 

by successfully negotiating with the Soviets in matters relating 

to financial assistance for the CPUSA, This accomplishment will 

enable us to continue the Solo operation. 

This mission was effected to the Soviet Union and 

Czechoslovakia during the period ll~l-63 to 12-2-63 through most 

difficult and trying circumstances, ‘The mission was made arduous 

due to the suddenness of instructions received by informant | 

fron Gus Hall who ordered informant to leave immediately for the 

Soviet Union for the purpose of determining the present status of 

the Sino-Soviet dispute and to negotiate for funds to finance 
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the CPUSA's subversive activities during 1964. While in the Soviet 

Union, informant conferred at length with leading officiais of the 

CP of the Soviet Union. As a result of these conferences, 

informant obtained verification of the continued existence and 

deepening of the Sino-Soviet rift which was verified through 

confidential documents made available to. the informant from the 

files of the Central Committee, CP of the Soviet Union.. The data 

dnfornant obtained from these documents is of inestimable value in 

that they reveal firsthand factual intelligence data concerning the 

nature, scope and depth of the Sino-Soviet rift. In addition, 

the informant was able to ascertain that the Sino-Soviet rift is 

so deep at the present time that no international conference 

of all CP's is in the immediate offering nor for a considerable 

period in the future. 

Informant was ‘present in the Soviet Union at the time 

of the assassination of President Kennedy. He was able to obtain 

firsthand information relative to the Soviets' reaction to this ' 

tragic event. Informant learned that the Soviet Union iumediately 

following the news of the assassination was placed on a seni- | 

war alert with Soviet officials fearing that some irresponsible 

military official in the United States might direct missiles at 

the Soviet Union. Informant was also able to ascertain that 

Lee Harvey Oswald was persona~non-grata in the Soviet Union and 

had left the Soviet Union on his own volition. This information 

confirmed the results of our investigation of Oswald relative to 

his connections with. the Soviet Union. 

In addition, informant provided us with detailed infor- 

mation on the following matters: status of Soviet-Cuban relations; 

information that the Cubans had furnished arms to ‘Venezuelan 

revolutionaries against the will of the Soviet Union; data regarding 

a conflict between the CP of France and the "World Marxist Review," 

theoretical organ of the international communist; Chinese arming 
of revolutionary groups in many parts of the world with Soviet 
manufactured arms in order to embarrass the Soviet Union; the 
reorganization of the Council of Mutual Economic Assistance 

(designed to promote economic cooperation among socialist countries}; 

economic and political conditions in Czechoslovakia; activities n 

of the CP's of Chile and Uruguay; reason for cancellation by the 

Chinese of a million dollar loan to Ghana; response received by 
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the Soviets from North America as ἃ result of breadcasts by 
Radio Moscow; Soviets’? refusal to acknowledge Nathan Gregory 
Silvermaster (headed espionage group in the United States during the 
1940's) during his recent visit to Moscow; discussed with Cuban 
official in Moscow relations between the CPUSA and the Castro 
Regine; presence in: Moscow of leader of CP of South Africa; political 
‘conditions in Algeria; current status of leading members of the 
Central Committee, CP of the Soviet Union; activities of Henry 
Winston, CPUSA Vice Chairman, who has been residing in Moscow 
since 1961; obtain a copy of recently published "Program of the 
CP of the Soviet‘Union and the West"; information concerning the 

, Soviets’ interception of a letter written by Gil Green (CPUSA 
functionary) to Winston concerning the Sino-Soviet dispute in which 
Green took a position in opposition to that of the current CPUSA 
kine; and many other matters of vital interest. 

Informant examined official Soviet documents revealing 
that the Soviets as early as 1958 had given the Chinese atomic 
energy information which laid the foundation of the atonic 
industry in China. He also ascertained from official Soviet 
documents that it was through Soviet scientific assistance in 
nuclear physics research that the erection in 1958 of China's 
first experimental atomic reactoxy and cyclotron were accomplished. 

This mission resulted in the dissemination to high-level 
Government officials of the most outstanding information available 
in the communist national and international field. This data is 
vital in shaping United States foreign and donestic policy. The 
fact that informant was in Moscow during the assassination of 
President Kennedy and was able to convey immediate Soviet reaction 
to this tragic event was of utmost importance. 

Problems Successfully Overcome in Connection with. this Mission 

Due to the suddenness of instruction to informant from Gus 
Hall, informant had only two days to make many important decisions 
relative to travel plans and deciding whether he should take ‘his 
wife on this mission, Contacting Agents spent many hours above and 
beyond the normal work day in assisting informant make the necessary 
nseparation for his mission, 

Once the informant made the decision not to take his wife, 
; WAS mecessary for the contacting Agents. to ‘have informant's 
...%6 consent to allowing informant who was in very poor health to 
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proceed on this mission. This required several meetings with 

informant's wife in order to instill trust in the mind of informant'’s 

wife relative to the security of the Solo operation. 

In addition, during the time informant was on his mission, 

‘there were no communications fron informant concerning his security 

or physical welfare. As @ result it was necessary to make frequent 

contacts with informant's wife to mitigate her fears. 

Upon ‘informant's return to this country from his mission, 

the informant for security reasons found it necessary to land in 

Los Angeles, California. It was necessary for the contacting 

Agents to spend long hours debriefing him at his point of arrival. 

This debriefing was done under most trying conditions because of 

the poox physical condition of informant aggravated by his extended 

stay in. the Soviet Union. As a result, data furnished by the 

informant was given in a most disjointed and disconnected fashion. 

requiring extensive interviews. It was necessary for the 

contacting Agents to exhibit considerable skill and patience in 

carefully extracting the valuable intelligence data from informant. 

Role of SA Ransen 

‘ SA Hansen is responsible for the immediate handling and 

day-to-day operation of CG 5824~S*, He has consistently provided 

the necessary initiative and alert handling of this informant 

which hae been vital to the over-all success of this operation. In 

addition to overcoming the difficulties inherent in this conplex 

operation, SA Hansen was faced with an unusual situation involving 

the mitigation of the fears of 4nfornant's wife who was extremely 

reluctant to permit informant to go on his mission in view of his 

yoor health. SA Hansen played a major role in convincing informant's 

wite of the security of this operation and assisted informant in 

peking the necessary travel arrangements. At the completion of the 

o4ission, SA Hansen had the primary responsibility of debriefing 

“wformant to ootain voluminous valuable information expeditiously 

under extremely, adverse conditions, The skillful and adroit 

senner in which SA Hansen discharged: his responsibilities in this 

cxeration is certainly worthy of recognition. It is recommended: 

ΔῈ he be afforded an incentive award, the amount of which 15 to 

be set by the Administrative Division. 
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Role of SA_Freyman 

CG 5824-S* was originally developed by SA Freyman in 

"42, Since becoming a field supervisor in the mid-1950's, SA Freyman 

aa eontinued to supervise the overall operation of this informant 

the Solo case. He has continued with contacts of the informant 

id bas collaborated with the contacting Agents in connection with 

tua ¢nnumerable problems which arose in connection with the handling 

“nd guiding of the informant. SA Freyman enjoys the conplete 

confidence of informant, and if it were not for the guidance which 

SA Freyman gives, the informant's activities would probably not be 

nearly as productive or effective. The extremely apprehensive 

position of the informant's wife from a security aS well as a health 

standpoint was in large measure overcome through the supervisory 

assistance of SA Freyman., SA Freyman has performed his ‘responsibilities 

in an exemplary manner and at a personal sacrifice. it is recommended 

that SA Freyman ‘be afforded an incentive award, the amount of which 

is to be set by the Administrative Division. τ 

Role of SA Boyle 

SA Boyle is the alternate contacting Agent for CG 5824~5* 

and due to the complex nature of this operation he has been engaged 

almost totally on a day-to-day basis on,matters relating to this 

case which includes the operation of the Solo cover company. 

SA Boyle materially assisted in preparing informant for this 

nission as well as successfully resolving numerous emergency=type 

problems, which were extremely important in assisting the 

informant's wife to overcome extreme apprehension concerning 

informant's mission both from a security as well as a health 

standpoint. SA Boyle assisted SA Hansen in ‘the debriefing of 

informant. In this capacity long hours were spent obtaining the 

information during interviews which were most difficult due to the 

fact that informant was in poor health and was relying, for the 

most part, on memory. It was necessary that the Agents explore 

his memory to assure all information was obtained, After the 

anformation was obtained, SA Boyle assisted in correlating it and 

extracting the pertinent portions to be prepared for submission 

to the Bureau. The outstanding work performed by SA Boyle merits 

recognition. It is recommended that SA Boyle be afforded an 

incentive award, the amount of which is to be set by the Adninistrative 

Division, 
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Role of stenographer] 

MissL___]is the principal stenographer to whon 411 

Solo information has been dictated. She is one of the most 

experienced and trusted stenographers of the Chicago Division. 

Her performance has been outstanding and she has conscientiously 

given of her tine during weekends and at night where necessary 

in order to expedite the submission of Solo information to the 

Bureau. She handles a large volume of dictation in a minimum of 

tine with ninimum supervision and correction. On her own volition 

she conpiled file numbers and other background information concerniny . 

hundreds of individuals on whom xeports are submitted, This —_ 

greatly assisted the reporting Agents, In addition, she has taken 

steps to broaden her knowledge of Marxist-Leninist terminology by 

yoading certain basic material which would be of assistance to 

her. s is indicative of the attitude and cooperation of 

MLS Her overall sustained above-average per ance 

aprants recognition, It is recommended that Miss be afforded 

.. S§ucentive award, the amount of which is to be set by the 

igainistrative Division, 

Role of Stenographer Miss| 

uiss[____] volunteered to handle the overflow of the 

Solo work in November, 1963, at the time when one of the stenographers 

assigned to this operation resigned. She has diligently assisted 

in transcribing the material from the 14th Solo mission.as well 

as other material being currently furnished by CG 5824-S*, She 

is an outstanding stenographer and has an outstanding attitude 

toward her work. She is fully conscious of her responsibilities 

inh this very sensitive material, It is recommended that 

Miss be afforded a personal letter of commendation. 

ay C3 

Seat of Government Personnel 

SA William ἃ. Shaw 

SA Shaw is the Supervisor to whom this case is assigned. 

He has sustained aboveeaverage performance in the handling of the 

innumerable details of the case. He was primarily responsible for 

analyzing, digesting, evaluating, synopsizing and disseninating 
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the heavy volume of pertinent data obtained to high~level officials 

of the Government, taking particular care to insure that the 

information disseminated was in such form that the security of the 

Anformant would not be jeopardized. In addition, SA Shaw incorporated 

the outstanding data developed by the Solo operation into a bries 

used by the Director in briefing the President of the United States. 

In view of his outstanding contribution to the success of this 

operation, it is recommended that he be afforded a personal letter 

of commendation. He is not being recommended for an incentive 

award in view of the fact that he has received two such awards within 

the past six months. 

Stenographer Hrs. 

urs.[ _]is considered one of the outstanding stenographers 

of the Domestic Intelligence Division, She' handled the major portion 

of the stenographic work incidental to the Solo operation in a 

highly commendatory manner. The information developed by CG 5824-5%* 

necessitated its dissemination on a high level as expeditiously ἃ ,.. 

possible and her performance in this regard was handled in faultless ,.. 

fashion, Her accuracy, attention to detail, and outstanding "" 

devotion to duty result in a most efficient performance, which 

saved extremely valuable time. Her work was particularly noteworthy 

in view of the many foreign names and difficult Marxist-Leninist 

terminology involved. Her services are worthy of special recognition, 

and it is therefore recommended that she be granted an incentive 

award, the anount of which is to be set by the Administrative Division. 

Stenographers] —idandfCCSCSCid 
MissL___] and uiss{___]handled the overflow of 

e the Solo work at the time Mrs. cane 211 and was on sick 

leave for two and a half days. These stenographers displayed 

exemplary cooperative attitudes in the expeditious handling of με 

this material. Their accuracy and neatness in transcribing the 7... 

Solo information were outstanding and resulted in —| ΕΝ 

of ς ὁ time. It is recommended that Miss and 

Miss be afforded personal letters of commendation. 
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SAC, Chicago (134-46 Sub 3) 1/31/64 
EX- 103 RE . 

Director, FBI (100428001935 7 or, Shaw 

30L0 
INTERNAL, SYCURITY -. ς 

Reurairtel 1/24/6 
information pertaining to 
mail carrier who delivered. to: 

rector dated 1/13/64, and| 
in order that. ‘the Bureau 

on these individuals, 

Butiles eh no ddentitiable Σ yeferences 

It will not ‘be necessary for your office to 
take any additional action relative to referenced. matter, 

NOTE; 

CG 5824~8* successfully completed Solo Mission 14 
in December, 1963, A letter of appreciation dated 1/13/64 
sent by the ‘Director to the informant was mishandled by the 
Mail Room, Instead of being forwarded as an enclosure to 
a letter to the SAC, Chicago, the letter to veareier δ. be 

secur 
y. to him and delivered by mail carrier 

| In order to ascertain if informant's 
as been jeopardized by this aption. cuca ββϑιεῖο ἐλ Ἢ 

‘oe Per his 
s are negative. 

to check its indices on 
‘Chicago's indices on these individua 

ats Ἵ ᾿ | «77.1.0 " 
᾿ 

iu 7 ( ὡς 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

ἨΩ͂ 

IbTC 

in δ 
non-communis t vatfidavit on 2/21/62 at the Chicago ΟΞ 

Indides of the Chicago Office w 
to fiable references to 
and utilizing background information from the 
Post Office records, 

The records of the Chicago Credit Bureau, Inc., as 
caused to be checked by IC on 1/24/64 revealed 

erse information under the name 

This check d reveal previous reside 
as and 

a Re en δὴ ale Soi See eigen ke 

pn 1 egestas alg 

Due to a five day backlog in criminal checks with thes 
Chicago PD, the criminal check on these individuals will be b7C 
submitted with a subsequent communication. 

cme of the nature of the Bureau inguiry, no copies 
of background were sent to Detroit and Philadelphia 
as the Bureau airtel indicates that the background data was 
primarily to be utilized for search of Bureau indices, 
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ReBuairtel 1/21/64, 

JULIUS SZEKELY, Foreman, Personnel Section, U.S, Post 
Office, Chicago, Illinois, made availgble oy ison 

64 the hilowing data concerning 

eninge on pare ml 
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1 = Mr, Belmont Tete ae 

FRQM : Mr, F, J, Baumgardn ὟΝ 1. -- Mr, Sullivan Holnes meee | 
| 1 = Mr, Baumgardner GOOEY meneame 

1 - Mr, Branigan 
SUBJECT: lL - 

NITERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST 
Mr, Shaw 2. 

On 1/21/64, NY 694-85: met with his Soviet contact, “1:4 

Aleksey M, Kolobashkin, Third Secretary, Soviet Mission to the 
United Nations, NY-694~S* gave Kolobashkin the following pertinent 

messages from the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), to the Communist. 
Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), τς y (CPSU) F aoe | 

Funds for the CPUSA (Ra, ROME”) 

Message expressing thanks to the Soviets for consenting to 
send $30,000 to the CPUSA, The message requested that this sum be 
increased to $50,000 for emergency expenses to cover McCarran Act 
prosecutions; events in Latin America and the beginning of the 1 q. 
election campaign, S) 19° 

Kolobashkin orally advised he would meet NY 694-S* on 
: 1/31/64 at which time he would give informant $30,000 for transmittal 

to :the CPUSA, 

‘Comment: This additional $30,000 will bring the total’ / 
funds furnished to the CPUSA by the Soviets | 

: since 1988 to $1,679,991, ERS 

™ Message/that Gus Hall,~CPUSA General Secretary, feels it is 
[very important .to keep Paul ‘Robeson's name before the American public, 

In view-of this the CPUSA is considering financing a speaking tour 
‘of the country by either ‘Robeson's wife‘or son, Hall noted that 
"qualified people" feel that ,Robeson's mental state had resulted in 
considerable degree to depresSion caused by a “guilt complex" based |. 
on his "desertion" of the civil rights! efforts, and, the’ Negro people 
when. he left the United States, Hall indicated‘ dw! that Robeson is 
back ἀπ the United States and can speak for the Negro people some 

people believe ‘his mental state will improve rapidly. 
a a . j 
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Comment: The WFTU is a comnunist~dominated international 
trade union organization, 

Foreign Affairs Scholar Program 

Kolobashkin orally advised that the 1/21/64 issue of 
"The New York Times” contained an article disclosing that a special 
training ‘program to prepare Negroes and Spanish-speaking Americans 
for diplomatic and consular assignments would be offered during the 
Summer of 1964 at Howard University. He advised that the Soviets 
requested that it be arranged that as many of “our young people" 
‘aS possible be encouraged to participate in this course, 

Comment: | The above-mentioned article discloses that 
18 Foreign Affairs Scholar Program designed 
‘|to increase the number of Negroes and members 

of other minority groups in the Foreign Service 
of the Department of State is belng financed 
mainly through a $600,000 grant ‘by the Ford 
Foundation, The program is open only to Negroes, 
‘Puerto Ricans and Mexican-Americans, It was 
‘noted that there are only 19 Negroes among the 

' ‘3,700 Foreign Service officers in the State 
‘Department, 

ACTION: 

That the attached letter be sent to the Department of State 
with copy to the Central Intelligence Agency, 
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Comment: Paul Robeson, noted Negro singer and apologist 
for the Soviet Union, recently returned to the 

f{ United States from an extended stay abroad, 
‘He had been confined the last few years to a 
|. sanitarium in England, reportedly suffering from 
‘a mental .condition, 

Conference Between Latin-American and United States 
Peace Organizations oo, ΝΕ 

A message stating that the CPUSA is opposed: to a conference 
between peace organizations in the United States and Latin America 
because such action may not be understood by large segments of the 
American people due to the current Panamanian: situation and the 
forthcoming 1964 presidential elections, 

May Day Trade Union Delegation to the Soviet Union 

Message stating, if the CPSU sends an invitation to the 
CPUSA requesting that a May Day trade union delegation 6 sent to the 
Soviet Union, that this delegation be of important trade union. leaders 
who could study the positive effects which automation in the Soviet 
Union is having against the negative effect that automation is having 
against the trade union movenent in the United States, 

Kolobashkin gave NY 694-S* the following messages from the 
CPSU to the CPUSA, 

International Publishers 

Message stating that the Soviets will buy books from 
International Publishers in the total sum of $5,000 annually, 

Comment: International Publishers is a CPUSA publishing 
house located in New York City, The CPUSA has 
been negotiating with the Soviets in an effort 
to have them purchase books from International 
‘Publishers,,. 

World Federation of Trade Unions .(WFTU) 

Message that Louis illant, General Secretary of the WFTU, 
intends to visit the United: in’ the near future, It was requested 
that the CPUSA assist Saillant by arranging some meetings with trade 

union leaders in the United States, 
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(4 TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

XK FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) ; | ὁ \ 
\ gy rf 

SoLo ys 
¥S-< Ὁ ί. ) A. 

j 

a Neda” a ee 
ReNYairtel dated 1/22/64 relating to meeting 

with Solo contact by NY 694-S* on 1/21/64. Porte 

In regard to the microfilm messages transmitted | 
Ve: ! by HENRY STON to GUS HALL received by NY 694-S* on Fay 
a 1/21/64 ' his Solo contact and contents of which are av 

set forth on pages 9 and 10 of reairtel, CG 5824-S* made 
the following comments which he felt should be made avail- 
able to the Bureau and NY 694-S*: ᾿ mo 

In regard to item #74), page 9, relating to the 
: request of the German comrades that they be sent the material 

they asked for a.year ago, 5824-S* stated the following: 
| Seater UaTTy PAETY OF GERMA 

What the rman comrades) desire here is the 4 
identity of people in the U.S. whomthey might contact and ) 
who would be willing to say "a few good things" for the GDR’ ἡ 
particularly on normalizing relations between them and the 
U.S. and who would speak out against the resurgence of anti- 
Senitism and fascism in West Germany as well as in the rest 
of the world. 

rr tt 

In connection with this same item, CG 5824-S* 
| noted it might be well for NY 694-S* to point out to GUS ! 
. HALL that recently material concerning thayCommittee Against 
| Nazi Criminals and Nazism in America had veén sent throug 

cot pas. to the Soviet’ comrades” and that they probably did 
. f. BASS ot this intormeXT03 on Ἐπ the SUPG. Therefore, 1 Ν 

νά @ ae (RM) Ὁ 55 - Q 0 . BE 
New York (100-134637) (Info) Ov ,O 
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CG 5624-S* believed that NY 694-S* might desire to send an 
additional copy of this material through the Solo apparatus 
to the Soviets with the request that they transmit it to 
the German comrades, 

In regard to item #5, page 9, t ot 
the German comrades had agreed to namie | 
school, CG 5824-S* noted that NY 694-S* should know the 
#ollowing: με 

When GUS HALL was in Chi pace during early 1/64, »’° 
‘he noted _ xe ly Spoken to and that HY 
had said now had a job and was not interested 
in going To | owever, HALL indicated that possib, 

eyents may change this ‘situation, particularly ‘i 
loses his job or if lie finds he is not satisfied ᾧ 

‘In regard to item #6, page 9, suggesting that HALL 
make a decision without delay on the question of "The Vorter" 
correspondent in Budapest, CG 5824-S* noted the following: wa λα 

LAIR, head of the ἰῷ undoubtedly GRACE Let, who 
resides in Budapest. ἘΣΤῸΝ 

In regard to th Budapest correspondent of "The 
Worker," HALL had du his January visit in Chicago noted 
that the name of XARRY Kallas had been removed from "The 
Worker" masthead aS Budapest correspondent, and he 15 no longer 
considered as holding that position. However, HALL did not ' 
Specifically note that GARDIS had replaced him and her name 
does not appear on "The Worker" masthead... , 

In regard to item #7, page'10, concerning former 
Americans in Poland asking for help on pensions, CG 5824-5* 
noted the following: 

He, himself, is not sure who these people are 
specifically and if they are to do anything, theynecessarily 
will ‘have to have these individuals’ names. To assist them 
in tonnection with Party pensions would require the CP, USA 
sending detailed biographies concerning each of these individuals 
noting that they are old-timers and trustworthy people in good 
Standing ἀπ the CP, USA. In each case, the Polish United Workers 
‘Party would have to be respectfully requested if they might see 
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their way clear to include such individuals among their working 
‘Class and that they be given Party pensions, 

In regard to item #8, page 10, concerning comrades 
in socialist countries who have accumulated Party fees and 
desire to submit them to the CP, USA, CG 5824-8* made the 
following comments: | 

For NY 694-S*'s Adnformation and poesibie ‘discussion of 
this matter, he should be aware that in order to get such funds 
to the CP, USA, each party involved would have to be contacted. 
ArrangementS would have to be made with such parties for the 
various individuals to make such contributions, to convert such 
contributions into foreign currency and ‘then arrange some | 
channels by which to get this money to the CP, USA. In each . 
case the specific party involved would have to be contacted and 
individual arrangements made with then. ' 

᾿ In connection with the overall contact of 1/21/64, 
CG 5824-S* noted that in his opinion the Solo contact of 
NY 694-S* should at some meeting in the immediate future be 
‘orally told that the Party apparatus should not be allowed 
to be used to handle personal business for HENRY WINSTON. 
CG 5824-S* noted that the Sovicts had previously noted as much and 
this was the ‘reason why he personally brogght back during the 
course of his last Solo Mission certain letters and other items 
that WINSTON ‘had desired submitted to the Party. The communication 
apparatus, in the opinion of CG 5824-S*, should be limited solely 
to official Party matters between ‘the cP, USA and the CPSU, He 

' suggested that NY 694-S* might desire to. give some thought to ‘the 
foregoing. | | ΝΕ ' 
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(Type in plain text or code) 

AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL 

Via. (Priority or VWethod of Wailing) 

| ( TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

| Re Chicago airtel 1/24/64. 

Φ 
ῃ 

1/31/64 
Ne i re a le i ὑππτμα 

The records of the Bureau of Records and Communica- 

on 1/31/64 failed t 
ornation under the names 
with the background as 

νὰ ugk Bureau (RM) 
~ Chicago 

RRG: mec 

(4) 

Department, as caused to be checked by 
an | 

and 

ascertain n 

f 
CA 

οὗ /ov- 43.9 foro 

eX 103 

8 Approved: SAYS“ Mi 77. Sent 
5 FEB τ sad al AGent’in Charge 

>. FEB i tg! 

nnn) Μ βες 
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Date: 1/27/64 

Transmit the followi in 
ns (Type in plain text or code) , 

via ATRIEL 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (105-204821) 

From. : sac, ΜΕΝ yorx[ |S 
SUBJECT: FEDORA 
oS αὶ 

go 

Ξ, 
“5 Re NY investigative airtel, 1/27/64, ma | 
2 ___.IN VIEW OF THE HIGHLY SENSITIVE POSITION OF a EXTREME CAUTION MUST BE EXERCISED IN HANDIING ΝΕ INFORMATION ur iN. COMMUNICATION, AND NO ACTIO an ‘SHO TAKEN WHICH WOULD POSSIBLY JEOPARDI 
SECURITY OF THiS SOURCE OR REVEAL His IDENTIIV. το τ 

on 1/24/64, as interviewed by 
sas VINCENT J, CAHTLL τ, MORRIS, JR. 

the course of this interview the informant 
furnished the following information: 

~ Bureau (RM). 
~ Washington Field (65-8670) (RM) 

2 - New York (INV) ‘i -((ἃ $07]- 

ἜΣ chm NOT RECORDED 
167 FEB 11 1964 

oe ee 8 

Approved: 7 Sent___M Per 
pecla n - Charge 

PY 
65 FEB 94 1964 

omcmatrmpin /OS-/OY §//- 7225 



# 
- 

ame 

on 1/22/64, 
return to ὁ 

11/20/63, contained Information 
including the fact that he is a 

at Moscow University and was formerly 
» but is now only an agent. 

| an employee 
of the 8 ; ormant 
accompanied o Kennedy International Airport, 
where at ap ely 7 p.m. he boarded SAS fli OxLmA 
Paris, France mant said that while h 
were int ST informant learned that 
intended to spend approximately three days 
France, in order to visit with many of 

. din the Prench 
told the infor 

ν ions fo visit his various friends 
in Paris, and he said that his sch e, during his visit there, will be "heavy", vnen[ = Reparts France 

directly to the Soviet Union. Informant said 
ad been in the US for approximatel 

s having arrived here in the company of 
regarding whom the informant has previously furnished 

rmation. 

ris, Ὁ 
8, 

and the informant were with 
» snformant also learne be ’ had turned over bic 8 report which he had written while in the US, whic bu7D report was concerned with background data and information 

on some 50 physicists and othe S working in the : physics field. Informant aid] pas been working 

Ter 



wa 

Ld 
5 ς΄ ἰδιχάπς his stay in the US and it 
was because ὦ 9. that he had turned over the report 

ormant said Lt wa erstanding 

at report 
an 

andle 

informant stated that while was in 
the US he spent most of his time at where 
he was doing research work, but that also while here 
he madé many visits to numerous US laboratories and 
universities which are engaged in variou ects in the field of physies. Informant 2 nn“ well 
known as a physicist throughout the entire world, 

informant dhe thought it was interesting 
to note that eee not work at NY University 
on the weeke Uxing his stay here, ani on many 
Saturdays he appeared at the Soviet Mission, 136 East 

‘order to deliver numerous reports 
Informant said he had personally 

ome to the Mission many times on 
S purpose. He said he had also seen 
photographing some of the material 
had furnished to him, Informant said, 

however, that he was not in a position 2 to 

furnished tof yt CH furnished to 

The Mosnat card on maintained 
in the NYO reflects that he | 
Faculty, ‘Moscow State University, purpose or trip: research. 
He arrived in the US on 10/28/63, 

= Su 

b7D 

56 

ΤῸ 

Ἂ 

b7D 

bie 



One Connection of 
Turned Over to Informan 

On 1/23/64, when the informant was in epee 

ane 
on, he had a conversation with 
of the Sclentific and Technica 

nt said that when STB) of the KGB NY R 
he had this talk with 

had turned over to 
| tod the informan at he 

is report with some interest trying to decide to whom, 
been reviewing 

loyees of the STB, he should assign some of | 
onnections. He said there was one individual 

on this list whom he thought was very interesting, and 
after thinking about this matter for some time had decided 

this connection " τὸ the in“cxvrant for handling. 
assured the informant that this would be “easy work", 

nd would not take much of the informant! ume, nor present 
any problems for him, Informant said | 
considered assigning this indivi 

8 8 no knowledg 
decide at the informant 

@€ the one to handle 5. connection, 

informant said that at that time he requ 
to show him the name of this connection of 
aid so nt observed the following 

information in report concerning this individual: 

Info ἃ he also observed t this. 
works at NY tof oT 
of the Department o 

mie 



In connection with this woman, Lear Stated 
25 a Negro a mately of ὅσο, 
aid that whil was in the US there 

were a number of occasions when there were performances 
in NYC by Soviet actors, nd other performers, 
Informant said that whe became acquainted 
with he cultivated her friendship 
giving her fre ‘these performances. 
said that when told her he was departing the 
US to return to the Soviet Union, she Indicated to him 
that she was most unhappy to hear this and requested 

to introduce her to someone at the Soviet Mission 
who .WOo be able, in the future, to give h 2 

formances of Soviet artists. told 
that he had a friend at the Sovie ssion 

who was ἃ sclentist and he would most definiscely instruct 
this friend to get in touch with aerv by velenione and to 
arrange to give her_sickets whenever fov.et portorners τ 

in NYC. said that “ahs worm had requested 
to ve cortaln tiat his fetend vom the Soviet 

ssion make the Yrirst telephone cali. to her at her office 
and not at her home. 

allowed him to look at 
orc which contained 

Dales He said he had. only 
a brief opportuns.ty to do so;and during west of tais time 
he was ousy copying down her nare and telepnone numbers. 
He said he was not able at that tin to see very much 
concerning other individuals who were listed or referred 
to in this report. He said he did see it indicated in the 
report tha eels this woman could be very 
valuable to the Κα, and would most certainly be abie, 
if she desired, to furnish much information that passes 

ΗΝ hands Bs oe of 
fd of the 

“5- 

Info 
that portion of 

ID 



ormant said he does not know whether 
shed any information to the 

ro in the past. He said he will 
make every ind out about this, however, 
and it is quite: e that he will be able to do 
80 inasmuch as [fies decided that he will work 
with her in the 8. 

ormant to immediately get in touch with 
advise her that he has tickets, and accompany her 

o the various performances in order to gain her friendship, 
and possibly gain her cooperation. 

Totorr before he ΘῈ the 
US, .promisec a 6 would send i.cr some 
classical records and records of Polk sonre 
from the Soviet Union, Informant said that fof 

[ —_lexpiainea to the informant that when 
Soviet performers arrive in the US in the ithe be ee 

1 be expected to furnish these records to 
when they arrive in the US. 

Other Co 

nt said that while he yas briefly looking 
his at no hat tained 

the name of the f the 
Department at NY University. ormant 58 e wa 
able to de e what comments were made by 
concerning In repiy to a x 
said he dt see th 
report. He noted that 8 4 
at NY University and was ormerly contacted by 

IbG 

Ib VC 

IbID 



informant said it is his own opinion that e from ‘the 
ency has been in.contact with ince 
left the US, He said he has not come into 

Of any. additional information regarding 
Since he last talked to interviewing agents: 

Informant sald Lt is quite possible that some 
time in the near future he be ‘aliowed to see the 
entire report prepared ‘by . He said if this 
opportunity does present @ will make every 
effort to furnish all details he - can get to interviewing 
agents. 

1, 

CL ———— — 

: Informant said pat when he. was paticing | to 
ee ας 128 6, a 

present. ‘did not think Lb would be 
ἃ good 1665 6, took-over this assignment 
because he knows n ng -about ‘solid state physics. 

Iso said that he expects to return permanently. 
to the Sovlet Union in approximately September, 296}, 

Informant said rned! tron} 
in the past that this 18 second | 
US,. and that during this Signment he met have 
been in the US for four ye or September, 1964, 
Informant said that whil e US during 
‘his first visit his wife died an immediately 
returned to the Soviet Union. 



One of His Agents 

| On 1/23/64, informa 
equipment room talking to 
this equipment for the 
while he was talking to 

Β ΝΥ Residenc 

an employee of the Political Branch ὁ é KGB NY Residency, 
and who works at cretariat, came in and also 
began to Info | ἃ that in his 
presence ured over to @ Glary which 
appeared to have approximately 1 in it. Informant 
said this diary measured approximately 5" by 8", had a 
hard green cov ch was written “Diary 2964", 
Informant said fupen receiving this diary, 
immediately le @ technical room nformant said ‘he 
has become quite a close friend of [faring the 

5 and he made £t a point a 5 time to ask 
hat the diary was for. He said he felt he 

this with .compl because he trusts 

ΟἿΣ 
and feels that wo suspleious 

5 curlosity. Inrormant said replied that 
this diary had just been received at the Residency 
from KGB headquarters in Moscow, said that 
while the diary was in Moscow the Division of Operation 
Technique had "treated" a-number of the pages of the 

that ὃ o sed for secret writing. 
said that 41} present this diary to 

S agent for his use In writing secret messages curing 
the current year. 

150 told the informant that 815. 
agent ὁ who was in fact developed by 
has been using secret writing techniques for the past 
nine months, Informant stateal— ἠοξτουοὰ no further 
information regarding ‘this matter, an formant, even 

-8- 



tiough a: good friend ας did not wish to BIC 
pursue the matter any further as he felt 1t might 
exhibit -too much curtosity on his own part. 

“Informant said he will attempt to find 
out more about this in the future if a suitable 
opportunity presents Ltself. 

rnd 
and 

on 1/23/08 Snformant was talking ο 1 
ΜΝ Τ᾽ the KGB space at the Soviet Mission. 

ormant has previously Ss an 
employee of the STB and or Amtorg 
Trading Corporation (ATC 
while they were talking, 

said that 
told him 

in the strictest confiden 
of ATC wlil arrive in NY to repla 

a new 
ο6 him wher 

goes home 964, “on vacation", | 
| a Σ᾽ assured him that he 
to the US after 

ἢ return De 
5 vacation, bu said ne has b7C 

that he will most definitely no DID 
identified his replacement as 
employee of the Sclentific Directorate ὁ 

KGB, and who formerly worked very successfully in 
Vienna, Austria, 

Informant said he recalls furnishing some 
information vegarding this matter to the interviertne 
agents in the past. He s 8 ot surprised to 
hear this information fro inasmuc 
eee “ν᾿ among KGB employees In NY that 

as felt to be working poorly in ὁ 
country in connection with his intelligence activities, 

9. 



e mea over $50,000 n 

to CP, USA 

On 1/24/64, informant me 
in the KGB space at the Soviet Mission 
conversation with him. Informant said 
to be in a happy fra ἃ, in fact, sa e is 
feeling quite well, Dee ἤοὰ the info a 
"some days ago" he αὶ > USA, $50,000. 
stated that this operation w LY ap eID 
KGB headquarters in Moscow. (57 the informant ὁ 
that at the present time the Soviet Government feels that pic 
diplomatic relations between the US and the Soviet Union | 
are very | are, in fact, continuing to 
improve. aid Moscow is very afraid that 
if the Snould make any arrests in connection with 
the Soviets furnisiiing funds to the CP, USA, that it would 
have widespread repercussions and could adversely affect: 
diplomatic relations. ale that row this 
reason KGB headquarte Ἢ resent time insisting 
upon keeping a tight rein upon all “such operations so 
that nothing will happe hamper Soviet~ 
US relations. a ot the informant that 
‘when he turned Ὁ 5. money to the CP, USA, he 
worked alone, but was most careful and circumspect 
in his handling of the operation, 

Additional information obtained during the 
interview of 1/24/64, will be submitted to the Bureau 
by means of a separate airtel. * 

-10- 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

| (ὃ MemorandumBQUIE IN ENVE 
: Mr. W, C, surnive Νν 

FROM : Mr, J, A, Sizo 
wet 

BERNAL SECURITY - C 

DATE; 1-31-64 

ee | 

“Tele, ROOT μων. 

' Holmes cacao 

Gandy nearer 

ASAC Don Roney, New York Office, telephonically advised 
Night Supervisor A. J.. Decker, Domestic Intelligence Division, at 
8:50 p.m., 1-31-64, that NY 694-S* met during the evening of 1-31~64 
‘With his Soviet contact and received from him $30,000 in cash to be 
turned over to the Communist Party, -U SA, 

ASAC Roney advised ‘that the Bureau will be furnished an 
airtel setting forth: any additional data of significance developed 
by NY 694-S* during this contact with his Soviet source; 

ACTION: 

For ‘information. 

rw’ 

- Mr, Belmont 
- Mr, Sullivan 
~ Hy, Baumgardner 
- Mr. Shaw 
- Mr, Decker 

xf 
aspesaay “ 

(6) em FEBY 1964 

Fed peed ad fed ped 

) 
XK 

[00-42 § 09 1- Bod 
52 ἘῈΒ 96) 

ene Β 

| ~ ᾿ 

F 

! 
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ὡρτίοδας FORM MG. 215 1 Sate 106 
MAY 1902 EDITION : 
GSA GEM, AEG, νῷ, RF ' ΦΌΝΟΝ 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Woht econo 
\ LAS DET μωσωσνινανωνινν, , 

ἀἸαδαὴ -πωνσαενπωωνω Memorandum pouté IN ENVELOPE == 
We. C. Sullivan | DATE: Egbytdry 1, 1964 sateen 

. br genre an 

Ἅ - Sullivan. tie Ron FROM GF, J, Baungardnere τ, 1 - Baungardner ote ππστονταν, 
- 1 - Ww | 

L- Shubatt | 
SUBJE Gro 

C) 

65 FEB? 1964 

ENFERNAL SECURITY = Ο (MM, A, fs γῴωο 

At 4:10 p.m. 2/1/64 Special Agent in Charge Marlin Johnson 
of the Chicago Office contacted Extra Duty Supervisor W. F. Shubatt. 
Johnson stated that in view of illness CG 5824-S*% had not contemplated | 
traveling to New York during this weekend.: Johnsonsstated, ‘however,. 
‘that NY 694-S* had informed :Gus Hall that CG 5824-S% would be in ! 
New York this weekend. Johnson stated that in view of this developmenti 
CG 5824-S% would depart Chicago: at approximately ὁ jp.m. 2/1/64 by air 
and would arrive in New York at approximately 8:10 p.m. 

| CG 5824-S% will contact Special Agent Alec Burlinson in 
New York City upon his arrival. 

ACTION: 

_ Assistant Special Agent in Charge Donald Roney, New York 
Office, was teleponically advised of the above information at 5. p.m. by 
Special Agent Shubatt. Above for your information and record purposes. 

100-428091 

meagan 2 

Wis 
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ΝΣ 

ἃ UTE IN ἙΝῚ ® PE 
nie py! 

ΕΣ 2.-δ-64 

| 1 - Me, Torrillo 
Airtel «1 ir. Shaw 

Yo: BAC, New York (100~134637) 

: Director, FBI (100-428091) 

u BECURITY ~ C 

Reurairtel 1-27-64 captioned "Fedora, Internal 
Security-R" which discloses on page ten that on 1-24.64 
‘Aleksei Kolobashkin told| omit "some days ago" he 
gave the Communist Party, | » $50,000; that this ΟἿ 
operation was specifically approved by KGB headquarters in 
Moscow; and that when he turned over this money to the CPUuUasA, 
‘he worked alone, but was most careful and circumspect in the 
handling of the operation, 

As your office is aware, NY 694-3* met with 
Kolobashkin on 1-21-64 and gave Kolobashkin.2 coded message 
expressing thanks to the Boviets for consenting to send 
$30,000 to the CPUSA, but requesting that thie sum be 
‘increased to $50,000 to cover emergency expenses of the 
CPUSA, Kolobashkin orally advised that he would meet 
NY 604-8¢ on 1-31-64 at which time he would give NY 694.8% 

$30,000 for tranamittal to the CPUSA, Kolobashkin met with 
WY 694-8* on 1-31-64 and delivered to NY 694-8* $30,000, 
‘The 1-31-64 delivery of funds by Kolobashkin to the CPUSA was the 
first such delivery of funds by him since 6-11-63, 

It 1s noted that your office has not afforded the 
Bureau the benefit of your comments ions as to 
whether the informatio v has been 1570 
garbled; as to whether has possibly been given 
false information; or as fo whether this alleged transaction 
actually occurred, aa thy . ΛΩΝ 

» 

4 

Δ - 105-104811 (Fedora) aos 1 Ot, rh Ak 

ORDED COFY Fitep IN /g (7 

Tele, ROOM mime 60 ς . | \ | 

EG SFEB tho. οἷο SY τεμξτύρε ort CI) 



Β ‘ ᾿ 

. 

ι 

Ἐν 

i 

Airtel to New York 
BOLO 
100-428091 

should be recontacted promptly, 
commensurate with the security of informant, for additional 
details concerning this alleged transfer of $50,000 to the 

SA “some days" prior to 1-24-64. Any investigative 
action taken by your office relative to t t be 
afforded meticulous care in order to afford and 

694-8¢ maximum protection, Suairtel setting forth. DID 
ΧΟ of your efforts to resolve this matter along with 
your observations and recommendations concerning any 
additional action which may be warranted, 

In the future when subaitting information such as 
set forth in reairtel you should include your comments as 
to the action your office contemplates taking to resolve this 
matter. 

Reairtel set forth information furnished by L_] | 
concerning a variety of matters, including information that 
informant recéiyed on 1-24.64 from Aleksei Kolobashkin, 2 Third 
Secretary, Soviet Mission to United Nations, that Kolobashkin 
“gome dayS ago” had given the CPUSA the sum of $50,000. We 7p 
are aware that the CPUSA, through NY 694.S**’contact with * 
Kolobashkin on 1-21-64, requested $50,000 and that Kolobashkin 
on 1-31-64 delivered to NY 694-S* the sum of $30,000, However, 
we are not aware of the alleged transaction whereby Kolobashkin . 
gave $50,000 to the CPUSA some days prior to 1-24-64, 
New York failed to submit its comments or observations relative . 
to this alleged $50,000 transaction, and therefore, we are Ἧς 
instructing New York to take the necessary steps to resolve 
this matter,. 



τοὶ MC, Now York (100-194630) | _ _ 
Chicago (134+46-Sub 8B). ' ᾿ 

om Director, wer (100~429091) 

. 0), SECURITY - Ὁ | 

ReNYairtel 1/27/64. (copy to Chicago) and CGairtel 
1/31/64 (copy to-New York) which pertain to the assignment, 
given HY. at fend by his Soviet contact _fnat partioly of Nour 
young people" as possible be encourag ο΄ cipate 
the Foreign Bervice Scholar Program. 

δ“ The Bureau will reserve any opinion in referenced 
matter until after NY 694-8* and Οὐ 5824-8* have had an 
‘opportunity to personally discuss the assignnent given 
ahd 694-88 by his ‘Soviet contact, 

” Te Bureau should. ‘be promptly advised as to the 
results of NY 694.8. ‘and οὐ 5824-5* ‘discussion of this matter. 

aa 

See memorandum Baumgardner ‘to W. C, Sullivan, dated 

7 1/4/64, game caption, WGS:eeb, 
! = :eeb (Ody f) _ 

TNE 
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MAY 3962 20ITION 
OSA GEN, REG. NO. UF 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum poytp IN ENVELOPE 
TO : Mr. Ἢ, Ὁ, Sullivanjo? NN DATE: 1/30/64 

3 ΜΝ 

Δ - ‘Mr, ‘Belmont Trotter — 

OM -: Mr, F, J. Baun er 1 “- Mr, Mohr Tele 8 — 

(4 we 1 ~ Mr, Sullivan Gandy sermaguanenon 

oe 1 ~ Mr, Baumgardner 
SUBJECT: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 1 

FUNDS 
INTERNAL SECURITY -- COMMUN tO 

- Mr. Gurley ry 2 arkreq 

= ἡ 
On 1/29/64 Congressman P, Lipscomb (R-Catifordia) 

requested information of the Director concerning certain-financial 
assistance by the Soviets to the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA) 2! 
Specifically, Congressman Lipscomb desired to know whetiek’ or-+pot 
he Communist Party of the Soviet Union was supporting the CPUSA by 
rofits the Soviets made on food parcels sent from the Jnited-States 

to individuals behind the Iron Curtain by friends and refhtixes, 

so financed, From time-to time there has been information that the 
Iron Curtain: countries levy a high tariff on all packages received 

y by individuals in their country from sources outside their country, 
This, however, has been in the nature of taxes, the ultimate dis~ 
position of which is unknown but which in all probability go into 
the various treasuries of the countries involved, 

mda} 

[, We have received no information that the CPUSA is being 

As a matter of information, CG 5824~S* in late Decenber,. 
1962, and early 1963 advised us-of conversations held with Boris ‘N, 
Ponomarev, a member of the Secretariat and head of the International 
Department of the Central Committee, Communist Party, Soviet Union, | 
Pononarev pointed out that the funds given to the Communist Parti 
outside of the socialist world are drawn from a common fund.conty4 
uted to by the individual Parties of these socialist states; 
in the two years preceding December, 1962, the Communist Party/o 
China had not contributed any money to this fund, whereas in 

et 

earlier years the Chinese had contributed up to 15 per cent ofAhe 
fun This information, of course, was developed during one of our 
highly a clandestine Solo missions, 

YANG SUR There is attached for the use and information of the 
2 abe ctor a blind memorandum in accordance with the reguest of Congress- 

man Lipscomb, ΒΕ. [σὺ “Yo$-04) ἀνῇ, πο - 42804 

ACTION: ἢ Υ. 22 Ὲ8 10 δδ4 
For Bhs son and! use of the Director, 4 ut 6 , 

᾿ ; it μ᾿ “" i! ᾿ ΧΆ, F κ 

Enc, - 
ι Fe A q v4 
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January 30, 1964 

1... Mr, Belmont 
1 ὦ Mr, Mohr 

| | 1... Mr, Baumgardner 
COMMUNIST PARTY, USA Δ - Mr, Gurley 
FIMANCES 

Ι . 
I ι i ll 

No {ntornation has ‘been received that the. 
Communiat ‘Party, is supported by the Communist 
Party of the sas nion by profits made on food 
parcels sent to individuals in Russia and other Soviet~ 
bloc countries by friends and relatives in the . eo 
United Staten, 

NOTE: 

‘See memorandum Baumgardner to W, C, Sullivan, 
dated 1/30/64, captioned "Communist Party, USA, Funds, 
internal Security “- Communist," LTG:rba, 

al 

LTG:rbm 
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ΠΟΤ ΤΕ ΤΟ BUTE Ty NEE rey 

FET AUTOMAT c DECLAS =r! ATION GH 

DBETE Le-30-203 

Les RQUTE TE IN ENVEL@PE 
ett 

The Attorney General | February 10, 1964 

Director, FBI i — ir. Belmont 

| - 1... Mr, Evans 
1» Mr, Sullivan 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~.C 

1 = Mr, Baungardner 

Ἣν letter to you dated October 30, 1963, contained 
information that the Soviet Uzbek Society desired to invite 
to the Soviet Union a delegation of seven Negro leaders, 
‘and that the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) had 
requested the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), to furnish the 
names of the Negroes to be included.in this delegation. 

e CPUSA has recently advised the CPSU that the 
Soviet Uzbek” Society should send to Reverend Milton A. 
Galanison an invitation for a Negro delegation to tour the 
Soviet Union. 

Reverend Gelamison is pastor of the Siloam 
Presbyterian Church, Brooklyn, New York, He is also the 
Chairman of the Mew York Citywide Committee for Integration 
and played a leading role in the recent boycott of public | 
achools in New York City. He is known to have been in 
contact with CPUSA officials relative to racial matters and 
is highly regarded by the CPUSA leadership. . / 

μα ἦΤ. 
The above information was supplied by sources = ον 

which have furnished reliable information in the Ἐ, να 
Because of the sensitive nature of those sources t μὲ ᾿ 
communication has been classified : 

100~428091 . 

wf 

ie) 
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Ly β δ,-- 1... The Deputy Attorney General 
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‘ Φ : ᾿ Φ 
1% . 

μεν ; ῃ 

|. The Attorney General _ 

NOTE: ! “rE 
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Classified ' because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could ‘reveal the identity 
of the source {ΝΥ 694-S*) who is of continuing value, and 
such revelation could result in exceptionally’ grave damage 
to the Nation, ; 



Bulky Exhibit - Inventory of Prope equirec as Evidence 
FDs192 (Rev. 32+5+58) 

τ 
Pate 1,2 

LX Check, when submitting semiannual inventory, if na previous correspondence with Bureau, 

Field Division 

| 100-428091 | CHICAGO 
' 7) Tithe and Gharagter of Case 

Oso» FUNDS 

Pate Property Acquired Source From Which Property Acquired 

10/31/63 CG 5824-S* 

Location of Property ot Bulky Exhibit Reason for Retention of Property and Efforts Made to Dispose of Same 

LaSalle National 
Bank Vault . ᾿ς Securit 

Deseription of Property or Exhibit and Identity of Agent Submitting Same 

$62,000 in various denominations ~ held LaSalle National Bank. 
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: recently advised the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), that the 

ROUTE IN ENVELQPE,
 a 

OH ARTHOR > FROG: 

FET AUTOMATIC DECLASSIF ΩΝ en 1E 

BATE Li-30-Z01] 

TOP-SECRET 

: a E 

The Attorney General February 10, 1964 

Director, FBI 1 ~ Mr. Belmont 
J - My, Evans 

it~ Mr, Ῥατιίνδῃ 
ει δ ὦ Mr, Baumgardner COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS yee 1 ~ Mr, Shaw 

INTERNAL SECURITY ~ 

The following information supplied by sources 
which have furnished reliable information in the past is 
being brought to your attention ἋΝ Ὁ matter of possible 
nterest, 

The Communist Party of the Soviet Union (cpsu) 

soviet All Union Central Committee of Trade Unions desires 
to invite a delegation of American trade union leaders to 
‘Moscow, Russia, for the May Day celebrations, The CPSU 
requested the CPUSA to furnish the names of the trade union 
leaders to be included in this delegation, 

In connection with this matter, the CPUSA is 
known to have previously suggested to the CPSU that Ὁ May 
Day trade union delegation composed of important Anerican 
trade union leaders be invited to the Soviet Union to study 
the positive effects that automation in the Soviet Union 
is having against the negative effects that automation is 
having in the trade union movement in the United States, mo { 

Fat } 

᾿ mw OS Li 
Because of the sensitive nature of our sources! 1 & | ' 

this communication has been classified "Top-Seeret,” 0 = 

100-428091 . 

Δ. The Deputy Attorney General 

SEE NOTE PAGE TWO 
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The Attorney General 

NOTE: 

See memorandum paumgardner to Sullivan dated 
2.6.6 captioned “Bolo, internal Security-Communist" 

seeb. 

Classified ‘Top-Secrst" because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could reveal the identity 
of the source (NY 694.S*) who is of continuing value, and 
such revelation could result in exceptionally grave damage 
to the Nation, 

i 
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ΝΣ V4 our EN ® 
᾿ ον “πος τὸ ENVELOPE 

Date: 1/30/64 

4 Transmit the following in 
(Type in ploin text or code) 

AIRTEL — REGISTERED Vig 
. —— ' fa. (Priority or Method of Mailing) | Ι΄. 

᾿ Ἔα, μα τα teed ie hee ΔΩ eB ὑπαδ τρνᾷ Ανηα ἀνᾶν᾽ tora aay lank iA eh ‘it πάπα, ‘ont i ey ee See a sn ecm tm i rm Ln a τ 

( 70 : ΦΙΒΕΟΊΟΝ, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: ben) YORK (100-134637) , | et | ’ MY 

SUBJECT: Boro Ν ' 
Ga 

Ἐπ UL): Sm Ζ 

Hy 
ReCGairtel, 12/13/63, captioned as above,. reflecting 

tthe following: 

When: MORRIS CHILDS departed for the Soviet ‘Union in 
early November, 1963, he carried with him instructions from 
GUS HALL, General Secretary, CPUSA, that he should attempt to 
make some inquiry ‘into the possibility of :the CPUSA's securing 
from thg-German Democratic Republic (GDR), through the cooperation 
ΟΕ the{Socialist Unity Party of een (SUPG) , some new printing — 
equipment. In late November, settee e in Prague, Czechoslovakia, whi 
CHILDS was in contact with NO REED, CP of ‘Canada _xepresenta- “tive ‘to the "World Marxist Review," the international theoretical 
organ6£ the-world’ Comiunist movement, with headquarters in Prague 
At this time, FREED noted that he was going to the GDR for an ἡ assembly sponsored ‘by the SUPG on 12/8/63. in view of FREED's 7’. 
contemplated travel, CHILDS made arrangements with him that when 
the latter-was in the GDR, he would take up with the SUPG and 
the GDR representatives the matter of possibly making available 
German printing equipment to the CPUSA. 

pe 

_ On 1/30/64, there was received at a mail drop seinen ‘by the NYO for NY 694-S* a letter a5 the Chadian CP, 
- Ὁ συ “FA YOT/E« | “ Si δ (100-428091) (RM) / 42 7. Af 1 = CHICAGO (134-46~Sub-B) (AM-RM) pt ME SS 1 - NY 134-91. (ΙΝ) Δ) -- 

1 = NY 100-134637 -(41) δ 8 Ji 
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EEE 
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NY 100~134637 

enclosing a message from NORMAN FREED to NY 694-S*, FREED 
enclosed with his message a document written in Gexpan, the 
author of which, according to NY 694-s*, is (FNU}A"FLORIN,"' 
head of the International Department of thé*téntrat Committee 
of the East German ΟΡ, The pertinent part of FREED's note 
to NY 694~-S* was as follows: 

"The enclosed is self-explanatory (after translated). 
As you know I visited the NDG and discussed with them the 
enclosed matter. I was at a disadvantage as I could ‘not 
say exactly what was required. If you would advise me as 
quickly as possible exactly what is required then the 
matter can be finalized in a short period 6f time, 

"They were very sympathetic and were ready to give the 
matter favorable consideration once it 15 known exactly 
what is required, I am leaving for a couple of weeks and 
hope that upon my return the information will be -here 

, 80 that the matter can be finalized." 

The letter in German, as translated by a translator 
of the NYO, is as follows: ' 

"Berlin 12/30/63 

“International Relations Department 

"Comrade NORMAN FREED 
c/o 'Problem of Peace and Socialism! 
Prague 

"Dear Comrade FREED 

"Unfortunately it is only today it is possible to 
give you more precise information about the machines desired 
by you, because in the meantime another complication has 



NY :100~134637 

"appeared, We found out that not all machines desired 
by you can be delivered directly, because there exists 
an agreement, for Canada, between our foreign trade firm 
dealing in printing machinery and the firm F. 8. Tanzer, 
Ltd., 588 Eastern Avenue, Toronto 8, Ontario. Because 
of this agreement, we are forced to deliver, via.this 
‘Limm, the following machines: | 

"Fastening, -hooking, pinning | 
machine without attachment About $3,500 - 4,000 US 

"Assembling and 
composing machine ὦ tt 7,500 - 8,000 US 

| OO “Wire stapling machine W 700 - 800 

| "The exact agent's delivery prices are not known 
| ' here. Therefore the prices quoted above are only estimates, 

| We also draw your attention to the fact that we have here 
no knowledge as ‘to the. stock of machinery of the Εἶτα, 

| whether you can buy from the, warehouse, or whether all 
machines delivered up to now have already been sold (buy 
through warehouse or wait -untilit is ordered i.e. they have 
no clear idea of what machinery is on hand) neither can we 
ascertain from here whether a 'pro-forma' business can be 
done with this firn.,. 

7 "The following machines can be delivered from here 
directly by us; ' : 

"Fast printing machine About 7,:760 US Dollars 
(Mechanical press) & 10,500, 16,200, 7,325 

"Cutting machine _ About 7,325 

"We again draw your attention that a quick decision 
is required regarding the desired machines so that these | 

ial 



NY 100-134637 
t 

‘may be delivered possibly in April or May, 1964, because 
‘the delivery of all types is extremely limited. — = 

. "Due to the fact that we can clear up any 
_ possible ‘price arrangements or other negotiations only | ' 
when we have a precise knowledge as to the desired | 
machines, it would be best if we would first receive 
the reply from the friends and would communicate then 

' once more, | 

“With socialist greetings, 

"'/s/ FLORIN" 
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Bulky Exhibit « Inventory of Prope Gi scvired as Evidence " Φ 
PD«192 (Rev. 13.5.49) Date 2/1/6 

ΓΞ Cheek, when submitting semiannual inventory, if no previous correspondence with Bureau 

Field Division ‘Bu 100-428091 " 
Tithe and Gheracter of Case Oa ee 

C2 sor) 
Ψν 
j 

NEW YORK 

‘Bate Property Acquired Source From Which Property Acquired 

2/13/62 NY 694-S%# 
‘Location of Property or Bulky Exhibit Reason for Retention of Property and Efforts Made ta Dispose of Same 

‘VAULT TO ΒΒ RETAINED AS POSSIBLE EVIDENCE. 

‘Description of Property or Exhibit and Identity of Agent Submitting Same SA ALEXANDER BURLINSON 

(1) One phonograph case - empty. 

00a A 2727) 
NOT RECORDED 

11 FEB 1+ 1964 
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AOPTIOHAL FORM NO, 16 ® ® 

ie 
δ NITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum ‘OUTE IN ENVE 
TO Ὁ Mr. W,.C. Su a DATE: 2/4/64: 

- Mr, Belmont Tron 
- Mr, Sullivan feiss Foam ans 

~ Mr, Baumgardner Cesty, 
FROM. : Mr. F, J. at 

; ~- Mr, Branigan . 
SUBJECT: - Mr, Shaw 

NPERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST if 

This relates to suggestions by NY 694-S* as to the handling 
of a request made by his Soviet contact on 1/21/64 that as many of 
“our young people" as possible be encouraged to participate in the 7 
Foreign Affairs Scholar Program at Howard University designed to 
prepare Negroes and Spanish-speaking Americans for diplomatic asgign- 
‘ments, 

“ky 

My memorandum of 1/27/64 pointed out that NY 694-S* met 
with his Soviet contact, Aleksey M, Kolobashkin on 1/21/64, Kolobash- 
kin advised that the 1/21/64 issue of "The New York Times" contained 
an article disclosing that a special training program to prepare 
Negroes and Spanish-speaking Americans for diplomatic assignments 
would be offered during the Summer of 1964 at Howard University, 
Kolobashkin stated that the Soviets requested that it be arranged that 
as many of “our young people" as possible be encouraged to participate 
ἀπ this course, This information was disseminated to the Department 
of State and the Central Intelligence Agency by letters dated 1/28/64. 
The above-mentioned article disclosed that a Foreign Affairs Scholar 
Program designed to increase the number of Negroes and ‘members of 
other minority groups in the Foreign Service of the Department of 
State is being financed mainly through 2 $600,000 grant by eA 

μὲ at a dat ed 

Foundation and is open only to Negroes, Puerto Ricans and Mexican- 
Americans, ᾿ 

: NY 694-S* has suggested that he advise Kolobashkin that the | 
above-mentioned assignment "is being taken care of." He further 
‘suggested that, instead of his seeking individuals to attend the 
Foreign Affairs Scholar Program, the Bureau "hand pick" its. own 
sources to attend, 

ες When our sources have successfully completed the course of 
study, ‘NY 694-S* suggests. that he would then identity to Kolobashkin 
our sources as being the individuals: informant had.chosen. NY 694-S* 

ῃ δι Sonornedsd to σοξυ] |Gus\#all, General 
Secretary, Communist “Partys! USA" ( PUSA), withUrespect τὸ this matter. 

“8 ‘the suggestions made pytnkiest si yore tatbhllubtwitn 

“ 

CG 5824-5*,. CG 5824-S*, tough. generally with NY 694-5*, 
was of the opinion that Gus Hall cannot be ignored on this matter, 

Were ed, RNAP” TAT OP Ey lk, 
| mimesis 
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Baumgardner to W, C, Sullivan 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

CG 5824~S* pointed. out that a similar request might be made through 
other CPUSA functionaries who have regular contacts with United 
Nations personnel of communist-bloc countries, In view of this, 
CG 5824-S* feels that it would be best to furnish the information 
to Hall, .CG 5824-S* pointed out that the total responsibility for 
carrying out the assignment made by Kolobashkin could seriously 
jeopardize the security of the Solo operation if anything adverse 
developed concerning any of the Bureau sources completing the Foreign 
Affairs Scholar Program, However, if Gus Hall was aware of Kolo~ 
bashkin's request and.sought some of his own candidates and NY 694-S* 
discussed with Hall informant's efforts to secure candidates, the 
burden of responsibility would have shifted to Hall, CG 5824~S* 
would like to think this matter over some more and discuss it 
personally with NY 694-~S* prior to making a final judgment... 

SAC, Chicago, feels that there is considerable merit to 
NY 694-S*' suggestion but agrees with CG.5824-~5* that Gus Hall should 
be apprised of this request because of the possibility that this 
information might subsequently become known to ‘Hall... SAC, Chicago, 

|aiso feels that a joint discussion of this matter between NY 694-S* 
and CG 5824-S* should be held before any formal recommendation is |’ 
made, 

OBSERVATION: 

The suggestion of NY 694-S* that we utilize our sources 
has merit in that it would broaden our coverage in the intelligence 
field as related to Soviet espionage. However, since the security 
of the Solo operation is at stake, this matter must be handled most 
carefully. CG 5824-S* is in New York at thepresent time and will 
have an opportunity to discuss this matter with NY 694-5*, 

RECOMMENDATION: pw 
That the attached airte? be sent to New York, with copies 

to Chicago, advising that the Bureau will reserve any opinion in 
this matter until after NY 694~S* and CG 5824~S* have had an 
opportunity to personally discuss the assignment given NY 694-S* by 
Kolobashkin, 

we ae i ας 
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‘UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Belmont 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPES 
TO : Mr, Conrad Per DATE: February 5, 1964 ey 

Tavel ρριασαιαναυκααιοιναὐποπώπιταν! 

Trotter al 

- Tele, Room euerrremsity 

SL aero 

SUBJECT: 
(y INPERNAL SECURITY - C : 

| Captioned case involves the Bureau's:highly valuable confidential 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving: communications transmitted 
to him by radio. 

‘On:2/4/64 transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio station 
at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies, but no messages were 
transmitted. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

2- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr.:J. A. Sizoo, Mr...W. G. Shaw) 

i 
(9)‘ 

Sa TWEE oo 5 [0K 
\ “1 rh rode ‘rey 
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22 ΕΒ 101964 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 16 
519-104 

UNITED STATES cov@@meENT Φ 

onan um 

to : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE! 

er rromM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637-Sub A) [Fee © asm τα 

WW 

SUBJECT: ΟΝ 

at 

Remylet 1/3/64. 

The records of the NYO reflect the ΠΝ . 
-§ transactions regarding SOL0’ funds» as reported by NY 

during the month of January, 1964; 

_ $258,595.00 (ἡ | 

Credits 

on hand 1/1/64 
Received 1/31/64 

Debits 

1/21/64 to or 
GU ‘Lor: ᾿ ᾿ 
"Political Affairs" ᾧ 1,000.00 
Pamphlet distribution 
containing HALL's report 
to the NEC meeting held in — 
December, 1963 2,000.00 

| ᾧ 2,000.00 

1/31/64 to GUS HALL for Nationalh == 
Office expenses $10,000.00 

Total debits: 

Balance: 

2/4/64 

$228,595 .00 fl) 
30, 000,00 

$ 12,000.00 

- $246,595.00. 

+ OD /0o- F2€04/ eld: 
- Bureau (RM) RE 3, 
- Chicago ., 134- 46-F )(SOLO ) (RM) τὰ.- Wh 

1 - New York (134-91 τὴν )(#41 
1 - New York 190°128801 ) 
1 - New York (#41) 

igpmen) Hews yes sa who) 
Yo of 

65 FEB 13 1964 TAS Rly 

5 FEB 1064 
CPUSA-FUNDS-RESERVE FUNDS ) 0241} 

YP ὦ» 



| | translation from the German 

DIRECTOR, FBI (62~1077) | : 2/6/64 Ἂς 

| ADTRNTION: FEI ANNEX 
SAC, WFO (66-2384) | νι | 

| TRANSLATION MATTERS ed, “δ᾽ re 

ReBulet to WFO dated 1/15/64, requesting full 
rman language of Pages 93 through | 

137 of a book entitled "THE PROGRAM: oF THE ‘CONKUNIET 
PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION AND THE... 

BE 

Requested translation is herewith: transmitted 
to the Bureau, attention FBI Annex. ‘The original 
enclosure is herewith also returned to the Bureau, 

Coipuresu (ines. 5) 

AGC: mew . ΝΕ ᾿ | 
(4) 

eh 
‘ ; 

ΝΜ 

ORIGINAL COPY FILED IN bs a8 LE 7 fo a 

ες fot ( “- if , /) ‘f— a 

POT Bas | = 

syRE τος NOT SOT RECORDED — 

a 162 FEB 20 1964 
ie eee | elite ee 
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Co m Mea Pea 

Xn what international situation will the society | 
develop itself in the next twenty years? Which social 
aystem, which class, will be predominant in the world arena? 

Representatives of both camps of opposite 
Adeologies answer the question in different ways. 

The opponents of comnniam hope that capitalian 
will rule in the following years and decades, that the 
balance of power will turn in their favor and thus it will 
be able to force its will upon other nations.: This is the 
thinking of the people in Washington and Bonn, among the 
NATO nations and aaong the leading organs of the European 
sconomlo community. It is no coincidence that iamediately 
following the adaptation of the new party program at the 
Twenty-Second Party Congress of the KPDSU, the great plan 
of President KENNEDY, appeared the so-called counterplan 
of the NATO (which set as its goal the increase of the 
national industrial production by at least fifty per cent 
by 1970 of ite sixteen NATO members) δὰ well ag other 
plans of the West. The reagon for these measures arg 
obvious: to hinder the success of communism which 
presently finds itself in an evolutionary utage, 

An editorial in "Newsweek", January 29, 1962, 
(page 34) commenting on these new plans conceded readily 
that the attempts by President KENNEDY, the United Statea 
of Anerioa and Western Europe to form closer ties as well 
as to create a more solid economic basia for their Atlantic 
partnership, asiounta to nothing more than an anawer by the 
Weat to the Twenty-Year Plan embodying the comuunistic 
ascendancy, which plan waa adopted by the Twenty-Second 
Congress of the Soviet Comaunist Party. . 

Thia along sufficiently demonatrates whom the 
initiative in world politics befite. τί befite the wee 
of ascending order ~- the socialists with their laws of 
peace and brotherlinesa, In the coming years and decades 
the influence of the sccialiet syéiten upon the rest of the 
world will sake iteelf felt more and nore, 

ENCLOSURE 
fi oo, Wy “4 fi : / i αν 
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Along what lines does the influence of communism, 
which has been evolving in the UDSSR, makes itaelf felt mont 
atrongly in the rest of the world? The successes of the | 
UDSSR and of the entire sogialistio system influence the 
international development, espesdally, hecause the achieve- . 

- genta of the scolaliatic nations are mighty factors in the 
establishing of peace, 

| Many bourgeois ideologists in the West, and 
ly in the United States, talk, when they mention 

the future, mostly of preparation for war and the prep- 
aration and unleashing of rocket and nuclear destruction, 

Here are some exaaples that may be found in the 
book bearing the pretentious title "The Fabulous. Future; 
Anerioa in 1980" ("The Fabulous Future, Awerica in 1980," 
New York 1956, page 27), DAVID SARNOW, the Prosident of 
the American Breadoasting Corporation (one of the leading 
atrategiats of the anti-Soviet psychological war), repeatedly 
prociaing in his book the following main objectives of the 
ruling cirolea of the United States of America for the . 
eowing twenty to twenty-five yoaras 

_ "Whatever we ahell attempt te do within 
the next quarter of a century in order to lessen 
and to eliminate the Soviet danger will be 
fruitless, wmless it will be sided by appropriate | 
military power . an offensive δα well as a 
defensive pover, traditional, δὲ well as atonic - 
power, Aa far δὰ an offensive power ia concerned, 

‘the method utilized in bringing about destruction 
bacomes much more important than destruction itself, 
Hecatse of this, the ieportant elenents at the 
present are diatance, speed and accuracy with which 
these explosives may be carried te their destination, 
This forces us to concentrate out best brains and ail 
of our energies to create long-range missiles which | 
are capable te guide themselves to the destination, . 
This requires ~~ and thie does net tolerate any. 
delay ~~ that we give priority to the creation of 

«ὃ ὦ 
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mel ding long-range miselles also referred to aa 
phe ohe nere eS eT te PAS misgeiies. We need a. " 
tremendous program to assure us of auch an advantage — 
and such superiority." 

A deatruative world war .“ that da the 
NZabulous future" for which strategists of Mr. D, ? 
SARNOW"a type are preparing themselyes, Unfortunately, 
one is forced to observe that many of these suggestions 
are heing aupported by sertain U. 8. Governnent officials 
in Washiagton, — | ᾿ μος 

Thera is ne lack of prophesies present in the 
United States that humanity, during the coming ten or 
twenty years, must fase the possibility of a third world 
‘wir, HENRY LUCE writes cynically, in his article "Reflection 
About the Year 1990" which has been published in the sane 
book, about the view that in the following twe decades ἃ. 
third world war will start! Here are his “observations: 

“By 1980 a third world war either will 
Already have broken out or have passed over us, 
Even when this unusual war will comeence, ἐξ will | 
be of some duration, What pin is aiready planning... 

There will be a restoration, By 1960 there will be 
present Ὁ sort of a unanimous werld order." 

What is one able te say to such ἃ viewpoint? 
Devlarations for the inevitability of « thermonuclear war 
are not rarities in the Atlantic camp, We resesber similar: 
“works” which have stirred wpa lot of dust during the past, 
yoars aa for example the books of ἃ, KAHNG “About Thermonuclear 
War" and Thoughts About The Impossible" whieh were financed by 
the Rand Corporation (which in turn ia closely controlled by 
the leadership of the United States air forces), Oy the 
work of W. SCHLAMMS "The Borders of Wonders" in which he 

- justifies an completely acceptable and normal the destruction 
Of at least three-hundred-million people in the fires of a 
thermonuclear war. Such provocative thoughts are not at all 
unusual anong the "model perfeet" big powers of the Free 
World, especially the United States and West Gerzany, 
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Yes, going even further, very influential elroles 

in the Weatern World are steering toward a course which helps 

᾿ dndoctrdnate the people of their countries that the possibility 

and the inevitability of 4 third world war are ever present. 
Yan't the atomic psychology which ia being constantly incited 

οἰ evermeam evidence of it? Or the hyaterical and provocative 

τς gampaign to build atomic shelters whieh ruin further the - 

already tattered nerves of the simple American? And ‘the 
views of people Tike (ROCKEFELLER, GOLDWATER and their likes, : 

that missiles and atomic war are allegedly nothing special 
and that it is now tine to think about the creation οὗ. 
peconatruction plane of the American economy immediately | 
after a theraonuclear catastrophe? Aren't thease and other 
suck expressions of opinion te be heard from tine to time 
in Washington about the “preventive nuclear wars" evidence 
of this? ΝΕ 

GOLDWATER, HENRY LUCE, DAVID SARNOW and other 
radical right wing politicians give the impression when 
they talk about a preventive thermonuclear war that they 
would be able to create a new world ordex upon the amcking 
ashes of today'ta civilization, It is their dream te force 
the eapitalistic syatem upon the people in the countries 
where the scolaliatic systen exiats today, 

These hopes are in vain] Sueh doctrines as 
*iberation™, "massiys retaliation; or "deterrents", etc, , 
names used by the Atlantic strategists for their restoration 
of oapitalian in the socialistic atates, are doomed to 

* 

At the present the balanes of power situation in 
‘the world ἀπ unfayorable for eapitalian, Thia should be 
realized by those in the West who are rattling their arne 
and continue to believe in a “policy of aggression.* 

: Nowadaya war is not inevitable. Jt λα without 
doubt, thet the coaminiata are cognisant of the threat of 
war by the aggressive and militariatic clreles of the 

 Awperialista, but they are of the opinion that « world 
war ta not necessary and they are attempting to eliminate 
war entively from the lives of people, Even though the 

᾿ς πω ΕἸ ad 
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nature of imperialiam had not changed, (ef which fact we 
aré well aware) and even so certain circles anong the 
NATO Matiens continue to prepare plans for a new world 
ywasssore, there are forces in the world today which are 
capable cf stepping auch insane ailitary plana of the 
inperialiats, ; ; 

. What are these forces? By what means te the 
auperiority of the freedom loving canpe eassured over the 
aggressive campa? The main neans are as followa: 

1, ‘The growing power of Russia, which after 
haying obtained world leadership in solence and technology 
yas thrown into the soalea of battle to maintain and ε 
atrengthon peace; ᾿ ΝΞ ΞΟ 

2. The solidification of world brotherhood of 
the acolaliste states who are ready to deatroy the dark 
plana of the lspertaliatic aggressors; 

3+ The, creation of a nighty international 
peace front which would represent the will of two-thirds 
of husvanity since the nations of the young national atates 
of Asia, Africa, Latin America and the nations of the 
socialiat canp share the same interests, namely, the 
defense of freedon; 

| 4, The growdag activity of the working classes 
.and of the masses of the capitalist nations in battle 
againet the threat of thermonuclear war, 

ἮΝ, 8, KHRUSHCHBY in hie address at the 22nd Party 
Conference of the KPDSU pointed out the moat important factors 
which will ensure the supremacy of the peace loving camp: 
"These are the main powers of the present which are hindering 
the chance of war, Already these powers are immeasurable, 
They will be even mightier tomorrew. The oarrying through 
of oie ecthen te plana of the mooiatiat nations will serve 

wtr en these powers,.: The carrying out of our progran 
according to outlined plang, will bring about a mightier 
saterial foundation on which the defendera of freedom may 
PORT eas 

‘ 

: 

᾿ ΟἿ» great ‘party, which haa edopted its new progran, 
openly declares to mankin! that ita main goal in foreign 
politicos in not only te avoid a werld war but also eliminate, 
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during this generation, the remetéeat possibility of happening - 
in our society. (Ν. 8. KHRUSHCHEY, the Program of the Communiate, 
Mowoow, 1961, page 122-123), 

| Ever aince ites adoption by the 22nd Party Conference 
of the KPDSU, the program han demonstrated ever increasing 
influence of tha mighty secialiatic pamps on the international 
development of world situations inoluding the determination of 
the question of war and peace, 

. Whether it be the battle of the heroia eitinens of “ς 
 weyolutionary Cuba or the avecessfil resistance of the Egyptians, 

or the Algerian revolt or the patriotic powers in Guiana, Mali, 
Ghana againet the offensive of the international inperialiata, 
whether ἀ be a battle for far reaching socialistic upheayel 
An many other nations of Africa, Asia, or Latin America) none 
of theae happenings can be understoed without the analysis of 
‘the colossal effect the achievements of the secialistic world 
syatens had on mankind, 

| This process of transfornation of the sectalistic 
myatem inte ἃ definite dominesring influence on the: entire 
woolety of the world, is not ἃ temporary ogourrence, but 
rather ia a natural step in the cenpetition and battle 
between the two camps. Bantoally the balance of power 
between socialiem and oapitalian has changed in the world, 
The sopialistia syatem davelaped iteelf inte a definite 
influence on the entire development of soctety, The progras 
of KPDSU seta forth: | 

"The influence of the socialistic world ayasten 
upon the goelal developuent of the spirit of freedom is 
forever growing,..." (Program of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union, Moscow, 1961, page 22). | 

"Under the present cenditions, imperialisn hes 
forfeited its predominance on the international front," 
{Program of the Comuuiat Party of the Soviet Union, 
Moscow, 1961, page 59), 

, It is on these sonelusions, reached at the 26th | 
and 22nd Party Conference, that the new program of the KPDSU 

“θ- 
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dealing with war and the elinination of it, was formilated, 

The most iuportant queation nowadays in world 

politics ia to correctly judge the relationship of the 
classes in the world today and, out of this, to arrive 
‘at ἃ practical final solution. It is no acoldent, that 
exactly thia question hes dn the past been the nuolous 
for an ombittered fight between the two worlda and between 
the two ideologies. 

: The political and military leaders of capitalien, 
anong them in ‘the United States of America, KENNEDY and ' 
MeNAMARA, dn West Germany, ADBRAVER and STRAUS, dn England, 

MoMILLAN, in France, DeGAULLE, and others as well as leading 
efvil sociologists and propagandists, (like LIPPMAN and 
SULZBERGER in the United States, Ἐν ARON in France), are 
attenpting to question the correctness of the sonelusiona 
reached by the Party concerning the basie change in the 
balance of power, They maintain that the balance of power 
in the world again favors the West. ‘However, some of thea' 
were forced, not too long ago, when faced with facta, to 
admit the contrary, namely, that the balance of power has 
net changed in favor of the Weat. Presently they base their 
ebanged argument on the following arguments ἷ 

"They deny that the change of balance of power 
ean not be reversed and that it could not again be in thelr 
faver,." Such statements are expecially characteriatic of . 
United States President KENNEDY and his representatives, 
mo called “brain trusts." R, STRAUSZ-~HUPE, W, Re KINTHER 
and ST, POSSONT in thedr heok entitled, "Forward Strategy 
for Anerlon" gtre atrategic recommendations for turning 
the tide concerning the change of the balance of power 
in the world arena, They adait that the United States has 
ioat its leadership in scene fields but at the sane tine 
demand of the American ruling oireles te maintain a 
oontinnous conflict between the United States and Russia 
to obtain a shift of the balance of power in their favor. 
("forward Strategy for Anerica", von KR, STRAUSZ-HUPE, 
We. Rs XINTNER, ST. J. POSSONY, New York, 4961, page 317). 
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The leading peliticiana and ideologists of modern 
capitalism ignore the most important facts when comparing 
the present balance ef power and the potential pessibilities 
of the two systema, They forget to analyze the development 
and results of the competition between the two camps in the 
field of material praduction, But, especinily, it is in 
this regard, that the change has taken place during the 
econemic contest between the two syatens, Which can readily 
be denonstrated since the Soviet tnien not only surged shead 
of the Voited States and passed it in the economic developaent, 
but also in the total increase of industrial production) -- 
it is exactly this which must be cousidered in the overall 
situation of the class povers in the world arens, | 

, The epporentsa of communise whe would like to de- | 
enphasixe the desirable social economic aspects of the contest 
and the fight between the two systens, have at the sane tine 
claimed shanges in the military power situation. However, 
this claim is net tenable for a long peried of time. It was 
‘destreyed by the werld renowned successes of the Russia in 
its development of the wost moderniatic ballistics techniques, 
aud the Soviet successes in the field of space travel, 

 Hew'mwuch the western propaganda has changed after 
the firat group ef flights by Soviet cosmonauts A, NIXOLAJBY 
and P. POPOWITSCH may be seen in the Zollewing examples: — 

SULZBERGER, LIPPMAN and their celleagues ia the | 
great Ansrican press, #111 boasted in winter and spring of 
1962 about the imprevement of the military position ef the 
United States aud of the alleged better selidarity between 
the Western military powers, etc, ‘They referred to the 
flight of the American Golenel GLENN whe according to the 
werd of SULZBERGER has changed the peychological status of 
the Americans since he had given then the pewer of confidence 
in themselves, (New York Times February 28, 1962), 

| A few mosths later the world found out about the 
successiul flights of "Wostok 3" and Wostok 4", And what 
wore we reading now? The sawe "New York Tines” complained: 
“We ave behind, and even nore than we have thought. This 
does net only cast a shadew ex the reputation ef our land, 
as being the Gne most advanced technically, but alae weakens 
ws in the fight fer the dowination of the minds of ney." 
Kepecially concerned were the editors of the "New York Tines", 
mtating that the Soviet Union is exploiting to ita fullest 
this splendid achievement, by implying that the Soviet Union 
and cousunisw are more superior to capitalies, ("New York 
Times", Adgust 13, 1962), | | 
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It must be emphasized that this great Soviet success 
dn the field of rocketry and in other fields, (which, according 
to the "New York Ties", gives evidence of the nilitary 
supexiority of the Soviet Uaion, which even the "New York Tines" 
admits), is a mighty factor for peace. These sre means which 
will serve to hold the aggressors and serves as an important 
weapon in the prevention of a new world war. The military 
might of the Soviet Union creates a sobering effect on those 
people who would be willing to push mankind into an atomic 
holocaust. ‘The danger of inevitable retaliation cools even 
the worst hotheads and fanatics who advocate a new war, 

As Lar as the Soyiet Unien is concerned, it will 
never use ite nuclear weapons and its rockets for aggressive 
purposes, because war is against the principles of socialism, 

Even the originators of acientific comsunian, 
MARK and ENGELS, were active from the beginning as advocates 
ef peace between the nations, They called war between | 
nations to be criminal madness, They crusaded for peace, 
‘work, and freedom. MARX and ENGELS wrote: "let ua# unite | 
our voices din a unified exclamation of indignation against 
war! . 7 ! 

A great French educator, J. J. ROUSSEAU, who 
reninisced about the plight ef the world, stated that 
personal wealth, which serves as the main basis of the 
capitalistic syaten, ia the most important cause of vars, 
Me looked upon this quest for wealth as the motivating 
factor for war, wurder and wrong. He wrote the following: 

"The first whe got the idea to fence u piece of 
ground and to declare ‘that this is mine’, and who was able 
to find enough niitve people who believed hin, was the true 
originator ot the bourgedis society. Frem how pany wrongs, 
wars and murders, could one have saved wankisg if he had 
only torn down the fences, filled the ditches, and shouted 
to his neighber;: ‘Better not listen to this traiter, You 
are doomed if you forget that the rewards of this world 
belong to all, and that the land belongs to no one, '" 

he idea put forth by ROUSSEAU, that personal 
wealth is the mein reason for war, is entirely cerrect. 

The communists take the view that in order to 
create a world without war, there must be a transition 
of the society as far as the basis for social wealth 
are concerned, It is exactly this socialistic transition 

of seciety which was carried out in the Soviet Union and in 
other socialistic uations, ' 
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Xin the Soviet Union, the owmership of personal 
Property was abolished δα a meana of production, Because of 
thia, the posaibility ef nan explaiting wan wae abolished 
and at the sane tine such antagonian between man wae done 
away with. There are neither ruling clasees, ner ruling 
nationa in the Soviet Union. All humanity, all nations, and 
ali people are equal under socialian, The master of the 
society is the worker, In socialien, the source of well-being 
for all Lies in their work. Jt in well knows that the worker 
in always interested in peace, and that he hates war. Under | 
poclalian the entire population sonsiate of werkera. There is 
& jack of clasnos and other social groupe whe would, fox 
furtherance of their peracnal wealth, engage in an arnament. 
vade and war,, Therefore, sovialien from the beginning 
abhorred war between the nations and was for peaceful, co~ 
existence between nations. | 

Everything is being done in the Soviet Union 
‘that the material well-being and culture level of all may 
be raised extenalyely. 

- boabs, War, which always means interruption 
of peaceful. croative activities of men and utilizes | 
enorsous ancunte of saterials for unproductive reasons, and 
deatroya what hae already bean built, ia diauetrically against 
the main principles of soclalion and coummian, 

it was in the light of these ideas of peace between 
nations that the progran of the Comuniet Party of the 
Soviet Union was created, and adopted at the 2ind Party. Con- 
ference, Everyone who reads this progran is able to sea that 
the comaunista of the Soviet Union set for thenselves peaceful 
and creative goals) they intend within the next twenty years 
te create material surpluses and happiness for 411 mankind, 
For the achievenent of these pregrans, a lasting and strong 
peace is necessary. 

Foace means flourishing fielda, meane that the 
nocialistic sconony ἐπι’ growing, and getting atronger by leaps 
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and bounds, ‘Those big successes, which the Seviet Union — 
has attained during its development, are unseparable 
weapons of peace. 

Why would socialdan need war, especially, when 
during peace the economy grows at an unequaled rate of pace? 
Everyone who ia acquainted with the facta in connection with 
the development of ὑπό Soviet Union will readily adolt that 
socialiaon is economically not interested in war. She abhorrs 
it, because she makes the greatest progress during peace, 

The Soviet Union doas not have any reasons or 
motives in conducting an aggreasive forelgu policy. ‘the 
Soviet Union, which occupies one-sixth of the entire earth, 
pomsess inmeasurable natural resources, The Soviet Union 
does not nesd foreign marketa, aince ahe possesses great 
doneatic marketa. 

Xt is because of thie wa say the military might 
aérvea a6 a sure peace factor in the hands of the peaceful 
Soviet Union and the socilaliatic nations, | 

foday aince the socialiatic camp is the domineering 
force in the world arena, it ia capable of saving mankind 
from war, Tt is able to solve the main disagreements of 
the present « thé disagreenents exiating between the 

 Gatips of the inperialiste and the socialiata - with other 
method than before, when the imperialiate wantdd to force 
their war methoda npon the socialiats during these disagres- 
ments, Yoday the competition between both systens, because of 
the inoreasing power of world socialion hae taken other forma, 
which are more favorable and painless to the international 
‘proletariat. In other words, the international workers class, 
‘the world syatem of socialian, is able to force upon its 
opponents ita will (namely peateful co-existence, peaceful 
@eonomie and ideological contests between both syatens), 
whieh for the workers and all advanced scolaliatic forces, 
ia auch mere favorable than for monoplistic capitalien. 
Tt in net only important that the present mighty socialistic 
canp influences the methods and forma of solying the main 

m of today, batweon scolalism and inperialion, 
‘but alwo ‘the methods and forms for solving other disagreenents 
of modern capitalien, including among thea, the contradiations 
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between the great inperialistia powers themselves, Barlier, 
auch dizagresienta between imperialistic powers inevitably 
ded te war between the nations, Even though inequality 
in the fields of economic and political dayelopment of | 
capltaliem are responsible for the increasing disagreements 
in the impertaliatic camp, further even though the increased 
arnanents of the capltalistio nations, and even though the 
danger of wax la inherent to capitalien, there are powers in 
this world which are able to blook a military conflict between 
then, 

| This again leads. to a further complication of the 
Anner social econonia problens of capitalien, When earlier 
none of the agaresaive and reactionary groupa of ocapitalian 
were able to bring about αὶ world war, these wats served 
the ruling classes of the great capltaliat powers to solve 
aone of their misunderatandings, They utilised war as sort 
of an *escape hatch" from aoonomie orisia, unenployment and 
other troubles, a well δὰ against antagonian of the capi=- — 
taliatic rula, : 

today, these ruling circles of. the capitalistic 
powera must take cognisance of the presence of the socialiatic 
world aysatem and they de not dare to let conflict reach a 
point ameng different world duperialist powers that would 
lead ὅσ ia wiiitary encounter and catastrophe. Because of 
this, of course; the capitaliet syaten haa lost ita so-called 
military “escape hatch,* | 

Of course, the laws of all aociaty, even that of 
capitalian, are objective, However, the Marziats and Leniniste 
maintain that these laws guiding sccdety and their development 
nay be changed without resorting to αὶ general crisis, 

We believe in the theeries of MARX when he discusses 
the posalbilities of altering the lawa of capitalian by the 
introduction of several clrounatances. Now, the presence of 
the world sooial syatem, whith is becoming bigger and bigger, 
is creating a definite influence on the forma οὐ certain 
beliefs of capitalian (ancng thea the belief in militarian 
and the threat of war) and dampens their sphere of influence. 

The well-known English economist, JOHN BATON, Js 
eresting sompletely correst when he atates in hia very int 

book entitled "Soclalia in the Nuclear Agei" 

 «w AZ 
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"The presence of the acolalistic world beside 

that of the capitalistic world changes the political and 
economic situation in the capditalietic world. Our advances 
will @nrich the advances of socialism, and the moet important 

᾿ * factor of these advances ie without question the successes —— 
of the Soyiet Union and of the soolaliatic world syste in 
ite fight for peace and continuous peaceful co-existence." 

the bigger and more far-reaching the successea of 
the world socialistic system are, the better will be the 
possibilities for the working classes of the capitalistic 
nationa to actively discourage aggreseive allitary policies 
by the reactionary groups of the monepol capitalists, Life 
Ataelf underacores the final resolution of the progran of 
the KFDSU; | 

"She mighty meolalist caup, the peace«Loving non- 
socialistic utates, the international workers classes and 
wll, other peace powers are able through wiified attenpta 
to prevent a werdd Warissens | 

"Xt is the historical mission of comunien to 
eliminate the threat of war and to bring about eternal 
peace on earth.” | | 

The greater the succeases of the Soviet Union, and 
other socialistic nations are in building of the naw soolety 
in an economical contest between the two syatens, and in. 
the battle for the prevention of wars and in the achievenent 
of peaceful co-existence, the stronger and more effectively 
will dt influence thea presently devaleping revolutionary 
connuniat movenent in the entire world. Sone of the bourgeois 
ideologista in the West contradict this, ‘hey compare 
artifielal facts which have ἃ constantly changing relation 
&6 each other and which allegedly are tha ones who are the 
moving forces behind the revolutionary activities in the 
world today, They attempt thus to separate the question of 
development of coomunian in the Soviet Union, the fight of 
the sceialistic atates for freedom and disarmament, fron the 
perapectiyes of the revolutionary conteata of the masesa 4a 
the imperialistic nations and from the Jiberation movements 
in Aula, Africa and Latin Auerica, Some even go δὰ far as to 
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naintain that the present course of the Soviet comsunian 
namely in the shortest possible time to create a material 
and technical foundation for comeuntem in the Soviet Union, . 
contradicts other intentions and ideologies of other 
socialistic and communistic nations, | 

Yor example, JOHN XERP ta Preeentay attempting 
in an artiole to prove, that the proxisity of comminian 
within a nation aometines makes ona forget, that the nitinate 
goal of world comnunianm ia the oreation of an Utopia and — 
of course, since communian has nuclear weapons, somuunisn 
may be forced upon the people, thue helying the official 
Soviet prognosis that the nations are chooging conmunisn 
by thedy own will, ("Survey," ΟΣ, pace 23.) In the fore 
going, every aentence is a distortion, 

Firat of all, KPDSU haw never separated the task 
of buliding cormunian within a nation. from ita final goal 
of world communtan, The Soviet commntiata let themselves 
he Zed by two directives put forth by LENIN, Thera are two 
things which must be taken into consideration when one deals 
‘with the suecesa of the acelaliatic revolution in Rusaeia 
and the devalopsent of the proletariat revolution: 

: "Firat, the inevitable influence of car revolution 
on the rest of thé world and, second, the international ——. 
significance obtained fron these experiences, has A 
recurring aspect te it on the worldowide level, Xt is 
exantly what LENIN said when he emphasised that the Soviat 

ence, which was obteined through auch a revelutien, 
Will be the basta upon which the international revolution will 
build dita socialiatio structure” ("Worle of W.I,LENIN," Berlin, 
1969, Velume 37, page 409). Even today, the prophesy of LENIN 
holds entirely true, ‘Today, when the development of the final 

| phase of avolyemant of conmmunian ia taking place in the goviet 
Union, ia the enormow: significance of the experience of the 
Soviet nation and of the Soviet comminl abe apparent in showlag 
the world the ‘way to the future, 

_ ‘Xt 45 evident that while the building of communten 
waa taking place in the Soviet Union, the Seviet soununlata, 
and the workers of the Soviet Union, did not forget their | 
Anternational duty toward the workers of the other nations, 
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They complied with this duty by action and not merely by 
wordg, They shall, in the future as in the past, continue 
to give powerful mipport to thelr comrades in the entire 
world, Zt im avident that this action brings the final goal 
of world commniana closer rather than further frog reality, 

Further, the communists of the Soviet Union do | 
not contemplate, aa some persons like J, KEEF and other: | 
opponents of communiaa maintain, to force thenselyesa upon 
nations and ita people, The comamiata do net believe in 
exporting comunian, In the program of KPDSU, the position 
of the conauniat movement is clearly outlinedt 

HA revolution cannot be wade to order, Yt cannot 
be forced upon a nation, Revolution ds the result of deep- 
rooted inner and international conflict with capitalian, 
The victorious proletariat cannot foree upon the people 
of another nation their unwanted will without 5 undernining 
their own victory. 

Furthert "Wwe communists are convinced that ‘today 
nore than ever before thare exist favorable opportunities 
to win nations in all parts of the sarth for aoclalian 
and communian. An objective international situation has 
been created which facilitates the people to chovse communian 
out of their ewn volition.* ΝΕ 

Why does this situation axisat? Why does the 
Anfluence of the development of communian in the Soviet Union 
continue to grow in the reat of the world? 

The Soviet Union and the other accialistic atates 
influence the workers of the other nations firet of all by 
their example, meaning, the demonstration of their moral and 
political power and their suceesses upon the masses in the 
sapitaliatic world, and especially, with the great achievenents 
of the Saviet Union ain the esenomical finald and in the sphers 
of economic development. 

| the present phase of international development, which 
is caused by the influence brought about by achlevenents of 
the scelaliatic states, is evar inorsasing as far as the pro« 
duction of materiale and the vaielng of the atandard of living 
ia concerned, 
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Bapecially, the above, which is part of the program 
of the KPDSU, is being followed quite closely by the western 
preas, ‘Thig is borneout in an article which appeared in the 
weekly English newspaper Tribune entitled, "Ihe Great 
Strategy of Rusais," In thia article the labor newspaper 
obaerves the following? 

*KHRUSHCHBY believes in theae policies, He and 
hia colleagues are certain that the Soviet Unton by portraying 
the image will be able to influence the world and that it 
will not ba necessary to resort be force. This then is the 
big ateategy of the communists." 

JULIUS voce, a leading thoorigt of the SFI0, in 
referring to the plan of the KFDSU toe budid the highest standard 
of living of the world in the Soviet Union, Α wakes the following 
observations: 

“Once the Soviet Union has reached the American 
standard of Jiving,..«nuneroug visitors will be invited to 
the Boviet Union to ses Por theaselves the aituations they 
will become advocates af the Soviet eyaten and thus further 
Soviet propaganda, Tt is within this facet, that the main 
danger lurks for us." ("Revue Sootaliste," 1962, Nusber 5) 

The international development béara out KHRUSHCHEV 
entirely. He declared at the 23nd Party Congress the following! 

*Communian in ite present atate of svolutien winning 
miiliona of workers for the cause of Marxias and Leniniem by 
thelr exasple, especially, through the example of rapid 
development of production, of the transndous inoreana in the 
standard of living, and the rational culture, and tha adeptation 
of ἃ goal of a peaceful and happy life for the people. 

“The antire process of thie social development bears 
out LENIN's forecast that the victorious scclalistic nations 
will most of all influence the world revolution through thelr 
ability of economic development, The main type of sontest 
between the soolaliatic and capitalistic aystens ia ἃ pesceful 
ecomate contest ,* 

a, 3. KHRUSHCHEY, The Program of the Communist ,™ 

Moscow, 1961, Page 109 
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The radical change in the balance of power in 
the world in favor of scclaliam enables the mighty socialistic 
Caup to serve more frequently aa a protective shield againat 
the imperialistiea attenpts to export counterrevolutions, 
The mocialiatio world systen today is capable of blocking 
international reactiona, to diminish revolutionary powers in 
different nations, no matter how far these nations might be 
from the camps of the soclaliata, The influences, caused by 
the mucceases of the Soviet Union and of the entire sociallet 
camps, are of great aignificance in the fight of the working 
‘Classes and other nations and aleo in the conditions under 
whioh a revolutionary aituation begins and dontinues to 

᾿ Op, ' 

Por the purpose of compariggon, one might recall 
that LENIN, sone forty yeara ago, predicted the balance of 
power in favor of the Soviet Union and ita capability to 
lend support to the proletariat revolution in other nations, 
Ag LENIN in 1919 at thé 8th Party Congress greeted acid 
discussed the Hungarian Revolution, he saidt 

"Comrades » the difficulties of the Hungarian 
Revolution are tremendous, ‘This small nation can be strangled 
much easier by imperialieta than Russia," 

aon’ Works of W, Is LANE Berlin, 1961, Voluse 

At that tine the working olasaes of Ruasda were 
faced with a difficult battle against imperdalistia inter~ 
vention and inside counterreyolutien and did not possesa 
wufficient strength to ald effectively the revolutions of the 
proletariat in other nations. As is well known, the Huigarian 
Revolution af 1919 was atrangled by the imperialists, Alao | 
between the yearaz of 1918 and 1921, revolutions created by the 
workers werd bloodily put down in Germany, Bulgaria, and Pinland, 
in the 30's the international iaperialiats were capable to 
quell revolutionary actions in Austria, Spain, Brasil, and 
other nations, 

Today because of the radical changes λα the balances 
of power of the classes in-the world, ἃ favorable inter ΝΣ 
national gituation has been created which enables the successful 
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development of socialistic revolutions not only in the 
nations of peoples! denocracies but aleo in Latin America - 
for an increase and victory of the revolutionary forces 
an ite fight for Jiberation of the masses in the nations 
of Asla and Africa from lmperlalian, 

Now the new order of scocialianm which is in κ 
state of constant developaent ia not only superior in a 
moral and political regard, (which already was true in the 
firat days after October, 1917), but alao in a military 
vegard and in « number of acilentific and technical fields 
aw well as in the pace of development of productive powers, 
τὸ shall not be long before thea international scolalistic 
moolety will alao surpasa the capitaliatic camp in the field 
of industrial production, 

Today, new conditions have developed which favor the 
effective fight of tha working classes in yeaching their goal 
and theiy ultimate goal, How anal] the chance of success for 
the forces of dnperialian are today to export counterrerolu- | 
tions, is shown, f° Jtgtance, by the failure of the inter- 
pational preventive measures taken by the ruling cireles of 

α U. 8, ἮΝ " : 

How greatly, indedd, has the world political situation | 
changed in the last few yeara! The ὕει Si Marines were able 
without repercussions to quell revolutionary activities by 
the masees in Latin America during the 30's and 40%. Evan ἃ 
short time ago, in the firat hal? of the 50ta; Washington 
‘waa able through mercenaries to intervene against the developed 
patriotic powers of Guatesala. 

However, after 1954 the balance of power in the 
world ham changed, The pewer of the Soviet Unien, the 
socialistic world camp, and all revolutionary and anti- 
imperialiatic forces have grown enormously) thus, being | 

_ @apable to stop anti-reactionary adventures directed againat 
_ the peaple by international impertalian, 

t 
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The fruita of their battles for the development of scodialien 
are becoming sommon property, Because of thia the Cuban 
mashes continue to realize nore and tore what socialiaa 
ia and how dts ideas may be more easily put to use. 

"Thig entire cosplex of objective inner and outer 
factors is the main reason for the quick devyelopaent of 
the Cuban Revolution and ite rapid commencement of the 
development stage of socialian,* 

("Problems of Peace and of Socialian,” Booklet 10, 
1961, Page 862.) . 

Naturally, the Marxlat ~ Leniniat ie well aware 
that no matter how great the influence of the achievenenta 
of the socialistic society might be upon the development of 
thé revolutionary movensnts in other nations, a socialistic 
revolution is not automatic or apontanecus and cennot be 
brought about exclusively by influences generated by outer 
forces. The fight for vyietory of soclalian in the capitalistic 
natiens can only be successful threugh carrying on an active 
battle by the working masses in the capitalistic world itself, 

At the same time, one must not forget the new 
development of the Last few yearay namely, the change of 
the balance of power in the fight of the international 
working classes agaixat imperiaiim and for « revolutionary 
transformation of the world, 

the KPDSU characterized the new phases ef development of 
international revolution as follows: 

WAt the present tine, a more favorable international 
situation has developed for the revolutionary world movement, 
This has heen brought about mestly by the growing power of 
the social system and ita influences, ‘The exasple of 
socialian creates a graat. influence upon the people and .con- 
verta them into active fighters for the viotery of the new 
erder. The nations which chovse revolution can depend on 
the support of the socialiatic nations againet any atteapt 
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The Cuban Revolution which quickly became ἃ 
aocialistic revolution is the firat conpletely victorious 
revalution of the masses on the American continent. Ita 
pace of development has, in a large degree, been influenced 
by the international situation, because the socialistic 
syatem has become a definite power in the international 
development of thia revolution, 

In regarda to the aignificance of tha successes 
of the socialiatic world canps in cennection with the 
Cuban Revolution, BLAS ROCA, a member of the United 
Revolutionary Organisation of Cuba, aaidt 

"the dealding Factor which determines the way 
and the derelopant κάρα ef the Cuban Revolutdad to the 
onduranee of tha ‘pecialintio easp and the solidarity and 
help whish Guba wet piven'by whl the. sickabsetie nations, 

- "Without ‘the socialistic camp, without ite preaant 
strength, without its influence, which 1t exercises in 
practically all fields, one ia wuable to imagine the deyelop- 
ment and continuation of the Cuban Revelution, 

"No revolution in Latin America waa abie to show 
_ wach progreas heretofore. Revolutions now are capable, as 
Cuba readily exemplifies, to develop at a rapid pace, 
without. requiring a longer period of traneition of the 
widdle classes <« democratic syaten, by being able to turn 
from the task of fighting for freedom and land reforme to 
socialistic endeavors, Soodalian ig not a figment of the 
imagination but ta reality, which the entire world la aware 
of and which manifested itaelf in the tremendous economic 
and cultural successes of the soclalistio natiens including |. 
the successes of the sputnike δα well as the coamic flights 
of GAGARINS and TYTOWS, NIKOLAJEWS and FPOPOWZTSCHS, BYKOWSKYS 
and TERESCHKOWAS) the Cuban masses mora readily recognize the 
necessity and the advantages of a socialistic ayatem, because 
soolalien wilk enable us to strengthen our national freedoa 
and to hasten economic deyelopaent, to abolish uneaployaant, 
te continue to raise the living and cultural standaris, and 
+o improve the well being of the people, 

the experiences which the Soviet Unied gathered | 
during the tast forty~three years are madeavaiiable to us. 

"ὧν Ag ~ 
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by the reat of the world to cause a counterrevelution, 
And after haying achieved this new acciety, they can count 
on the help of all sccialistic nations," 

ὯΪ, 5, KHRUSHCHRV, The Frogram of Commniste,* 
Moscow, 1961, Page 113.) : 
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— and culture, greatly lighten the daily battle of ¢ 
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COERCIVE CONCESSIONS | 

The achievements of the Soviat Union and of the otha sihelalistio statea in the field of economioas politics, 
he workers | in the capitalistic nations for the achtevenent of their aconomic and social demands. | 

Aiveady during the first years after the victory of the socialigtic revolution in Russia, many ruling efroles in the western states saw themselves forced to talce certain | preventive measures Lnasmuch as they were fearing a revolutionary movement of the working classes in their nations.. They were Lorced to make concessions to the working classes in such fields as wages and lorial Logislation, which the worker previously was unable to achieve, One is well awara of how long the proletariat of the ¢apitalistis nations fought for an eight hour day, for unemp1 nt compensation, and so forth. However, only after 0o eben, 1917 was the. battla of the workers in the western natilons rewarded with success, 

| in sonnectien with this, PIERRE PATHE, ἃ French writer and author of the book entitled "SZasays about the Soyieb Phenomenon,” made the following observations! 

"Since 1917 the world has made progress... The presence of the Soviet world alons, no matter how one might hate 1t, has generated an influence upon the old regime... the western nations are developing today under olrounstances, which are vastly different, because of the extatence of the Soviet system, 

"The entixe world system was shaken by deep changes. The existence of the Soyiet Union haa created a steady pressure upon the economic and soolal donditions of bhe west, ; 

"As the yourig Soviet state announced the ight 
of the workers to welfare relief in case of alokness and old age, no such thing extated in the west. It would appear Feasoneble that the western worlds, because of their riches, should have taken the initiative in the above. However, what changes have taken place sines thenf{™ (P.-C, PATHE, "Esa suy le phenonene sovietique," Paris, 1959, Page 219, 220, 231) 

As a matter of fact, the sooialistic achievements of the Soviet working olasges as reflected dn the vatping 
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of their living atandards and welfare arg the main notivating factors in the viotorious battles of the worieing classea of many oaplitalistic nationa, In the yeara of 2936 and 1937,, the working classes achieved an inorease in ‘Wages, a decrease of working hours, paid vacation, and ao on. , 

Also, in the U.S, the woxicing classes gained a pension systen, 

A certain amount of improvement in socialistio legislation in many nations, during the middle lol's, after the defeat of Pascism and in face of a mighty decrease in the workers movement, may be acoredited, to a great degree, to the methods put into practice earlier by tha BoyLet Union. In England, for example, the Goyexment waa forced to initiate social seourkty. Under the pressure of the masses, the ruling olasses of land were Yorced to provide δ national health plan whioh inoluded a cextain amount of expense-free medical treatment. | : 

The Follovd ng figures bear out the changes caused by ‘the Ostober vevolution of 1917 4n the capitalistic world. Before the great socialistic Ootober revolution, only afew oapitaliatio nations had sectal security, Today there ἀπ a pension fund for old ages in case of disability, and also for he loss of the head o Tamily in 38 nations, worlaten sompensa- tion in 7 ateates, and ‘Unesployment sompensation th 20 atates of the capitalistin world, . 

_. ("The Workers Movement in the Capitaliatic Nations," 1999-1961, Goverment Press, Department of Politieal Literature, Moscow, 1961, Page 11:72) 

Greatast successes were achieved by the workers! movement during the past Lew years in sone of the nations. of the went because the Soviet Dnion became inoreasingly 

diverse social penefits, Thus, a short time age, because 

capitalistic worlds dealing with pension plans, Inthe . U.S.A. workers wers able to achteve a Lew years ago dia~ ability pensions beginning at the age of 50, In Italy 
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after a hard-fought battle of the working class, incomes 
were increased. Τὺ wes thers also that several monopolie 

were forced to grant other concessions. . 

As the successes achieved by the Soviet Union 
fov ita workera became ever greater in western nations 
the capitalists saw themselves forced to cover up great and 
flagrent exploitation methods, Because of this, in the 
last few years mahy companies in the nations of western 
Europe, in the U.8,4., and in Japan initiated a so-called 
Labor relation systeuj which are to create a link with its 

company and awake an interest by the workers in its company 

' and management. 

Lollowings | 

The well-known English economist and bistorian, 

Ἐς CARR, disagrees in the same way with the methods desoribed 
aboye dealing with covering vp of exploitation in the capital- 

datio countries as with the more soolalistlo states which have 

So-called economic development "plans." CARR observes in his 
book entitled, "The Sovlet Impact on the Western World," the 

"the fact that new we have become so-called planners: 

4s direct or indirect xresult of ‘the, dnfluensé of the Soviet 

yethods, | 

", , . after the nationalization process the Soviet 
Union utilized other methoda to increase workers! productivity, 

anong them was the way of setting 2 5081 fox the -worker « ὁ ὁ 

The British dischyered during the wax how valuable a propaganda 

progran waa, in which the worker exactly knew the meaning 
and the reason of his work, in ihoreasing workers! productivity. 

| "thie soclaliatis contest made it necessary for — 

the West to employ new methods for raising workers! produot- 

ivity » « « The Western capitalists becama convinced from 
studying the exemple of the Soviet Union that non-economic 
Jnoentiyes ave also very inportant in the raising of workers! 

productivity, 
ες 

ΟΠ ‘Whether it be the influence of Marxism or that of 
the Soviet Union or whether it be the growing political aware- 
ness of the existence of an unprivileged olass , . ον today 

the economto bases of the woolalistic order are given, greater 
than ever, exphasia,” (Ἐν CARR, "Ihe Soviet Impact on the 
Western World,” London 1947, Pages 20, Bs, 89) 
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CARR desoribes the economics influence of the Soviat 
Union upon the remainder of the world by Yaing the word 
“planning.” However, the soolal influence of the Soviet 
Union ds signified in the nationalization of private industries, the participation of the worker tn the diraction of the 
industry, eto.s, and these facts have become dnoveasingly 
opular ano nis the workera of the West, As faras the ὁ deologioal influence of the socialistic system 18 concerned, 

it is borne out by the fact, that in the West ὁ moze and more 
enphasis 4s being placed won the "little meh which, accord~ 
ing to CARR, "is an outgrowth of the influence of Marxian 
and the Soviet Union with theix emphasis on the awlt of the 
proletariat," (2. H. CARR, "The Soviet Impact on the Western World," London, 1947, Page 99). ‘hia ig the way in which 
the achievements of the Soviet Union and of other soclalistics 
nations influence the economic, politiesl, and deological 
conditions under which the worlcing classes and its organtze- _ 
tions are fighting in the oapitelistic nations, 

. the ayer-growing power of the soolalistic aysten 
will shable the working olass to obtain many more economic 
and sooial concessions from the monopolistic working olasa, 

the program of the KPDSU emphasize that "the fear 
of revolution, the successes of the sootalistio nations and. 
the pressures. brought about by the workers movement are forcing 
the ruling olassea to make concessions in regards to wages , 
working conditions, and social reforms." ("Bropram of the Coumuniat Party of the Soviet Union, Moscow, 1961, Page 36), the great socialintic achilevesenta of the workers of the Soviet Union and of entire soclalistic society, especially , 
those of ending the Loitation of people by other people and of — . 
unemploywtent, the shortening of the workday, the inerease of 
wages, and the increase in housing, serve to sreate δὶ gantic | 

as - exemple fox the working glasses of the sapitalists, 1 
because of this, that the workers are demanding wore vadLoal 
social and economic reforms rather than being satisfied with 
sualler improvenents. . : 

The histoerta achievenents of the Soviet Union and 
of the socialistio nations encourage the workers of the 
imperialiatia nations to increase theix political Mght 
ageinst monopolies, Tharks ta the mighty scolalistic system 
the working classes in some capitalistie nations are able 
to obtain advanced laws which are unfavorable to the 
monopolistio aystem, It is a fact, that the creation of 
such laws cause, bitter opposition in the finaneial clroles. However, ΔῈ spite of all this, the movement cannot be halted. This ig bore out by the hard political Mehta which have 
developed on behalf of such reforms in the last few: years Ln italy, France, Japan, and other nations, 
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Phe Collapse of Colonialism" 

The program of the KFDSU regards the problem of the 
developriont of the national liberation rovolutions olosely 
connected with the successes of the socialistic world systen,. 
There 1s ho doubf that the breakup of the shameful system of 
colonialism hag been caused by the tremendous growth of world 
soclalisan. The soclaliatio ayaten guarantees, now as ever 
before, the young sovereign states atrong Utical support 
in that it aids opposing aggression from all sides, 

| > Within this framework, the unselfish economic ald 
of the Soviet Union and of the other nations of the soolalistic 
system play a very important part. The olese cooperation of 
the Soyiet Union with the developing nations of Asia, Africa, 
and Latin Amevica is ever increasing, In those nations about 
100 Smportant industries, reseaxch centers, and other develop- 
ments were built in 1962. The Soviet Union has granted more 
than two-billion rubles sredit to these nationa. This Soviet 
oredit is being utilized according to the conorste agreements 
entered into by these nations for the development of Andustry, 
power plants, trensportation, communication, agriculture, the 
development of sanitation, and oulbure, as well aa for the 
development of wnique national abilities, Thus, bacomes the 
Soviet oredit an important factor in the finaholng of the 
peoplets esonomy in these nations, 

No conditions, whether they be politioal or 
economio, are made in giving the Soviets help. Certain 
Weatern powers require for aiding hotions that they join a 
military block ox at least follow ἃ solidified forelaen policy 
course, Where δυο demands are faced with an energetic ᾿ . 
opposition, the economic agreements are brought into play, as | 
Yor instance, the demand of "shecking™ of the economts project, 
which in reality is a direct intervention into a nation's own . 
nffaira, As a condition for grenting credit, many times it. 
ia demanded that private capital match these contributions. 

The Soviet Union is against such prexia, She never 
asks to participate in the Lloitation of She nation's resources, 
which have been discovered with the help of Soviet experts. 
Neither does she ever ask to share in the proceeds of an industry 
which has been built through its help. Ali suoh industries, as 
well aa its manufactured goods, belong entirely te the land from 
which they originate, : 7 

Soviet oredit 185 not purdensome and ta Maually The 
paid back within ten to twelve years and carry an interest of 

only about 2.5 per cant. . ᾿ 
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Ro satlaty this extended sredit, the Soviet Union 
Goss not require the repayment Ln icind but vather offers the 
opportunity for the borrower to pay back in its goods. 

| All of the above give the Soviet aid a character 
of unified economics cooperation, The Soyiet Union is helpful 
in developing the oreation of the newly developing nation's 
own industries and these in turh furnish the Soylet Unton 
economically important raw products, agricultural products, 
and eveh industrial goods. : 

| The economle cooperation of the Soviet Union is 
' edvantageous to the devel ing nations for the following tow reasons? 1) They are utilizing the unselfish Soviet help} 
2) They are able, thanks to thia help, to ward off any 
ἀπο στὰ δ stio assaults, It happens often today that young 
nations, whioh value their independence very much, turn down restrictive conditions and tun to the Soviet Union for help. 
Thus was the sas with VAR, whose goverment turned down _ 
certain conditions of Western nations and is butiding the 
Agsuan-Dam in cooperation with the Soyiet Union. 

| in the Weat, the motives of the Soviet Union are 
not always interpreted correctly. Some people who are 
accustomed to the exploitation poliotes of the impertalists 
nations attempt to find-some selfish motives in the actions “ἊΝ 

ΠΩΣ the Soviet Unton. These viewpoints ara very much exploited | 
by opponents of commniam, They spread the lie that the 
Soviet aid of the national liberation movement has hidden 
goals, such as export of the revolution, the forcing of its 
own Yegime upon a nation, ete, They emphasize this lie 
especially in the nationa of Asia, Africa, and Letin Amerioa, 

However, the Soviet Union does not entertain 
selfish interests, The help extended by the Soviet Union to 
the developing nations ia of a friendly fraternal nature and 
4s approved by the solidarity of the oppressed people of the 
ne ὯΝ καὶ 

| Colonialism has xetarded the development of entixe continents and has been in general ἃ retarding force, The 
elimination of colonialism in mors than forty nations of 
Asie and Africa has led spproxinately 100 million people te 
oreative cocupations whieh benefit the entire world, ‘The 
vemaing of the colonial system which are still very active, 
continue to retard the development of these hations, It 18 
because of this that the Soviet Union energetically advooates 
the abolition of the colonial systen, 
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Furthermore, colonialism continually breeds way, The agression against Egypt, the foreign intervention in Gebanon, Jordan, Congo and ube were caused conolialisn, Which attempts to hindor. by any means the fight of the young netlons for freedom and independence, Politios dealing with colonization and the diyision of colonial territories were the causes of both World Wars. Byen today, reasons for many tense world situations are saused by colonial polities. The nations realized fron expexience how great the danger WRB » that a rolotial war sould evelve into a new world war. 
As long aa the eolonial system and colonles exist, RO Permanent peace may be achleved on this earth, People will not be able to sleep poavefully as Long as the doperialistic forces axa attempting to indlude these backward nations into Β military blog, or to oreate in these nations military bases, because ei) of these nations will counter these attempts of dimperialian with force, Only when all the dependence of ali nations wen each other shall be terminated; only when 41} Yelations with all nations shall be on equal bases, only then shall, the great danger of military confllet be ternlnated in @ World, —_ . 

It de this thought whieh motivates the Soviet Union in helping the nations of Ania, Africa and Latin Amextoa in theix fight agatnat solenialien. | 
These poltoles are widerstood and have won endorse~ ment in the nations who hayes juet recently atarted on the Yoad of independent development, This da one of the moat Lportant factors which aids in the spreading of the ideas of sootaléan and oconuunian, 

| 

Without doubt λὺ 43 Indfoative of the present times when several leading heads of state of the young nations of Asia and Africa, Aneluding Indonesia, Tndda or ne take a definite stend tn regards to the principles of soclalism, Many of these are using more and more the soolalistio Marxist term nology, This sen be readily understood, Some of them entertain scolaliatio bellefe which ave not ddentioal with the Marxist-Leninist Ε conception of sostalian, However, most of these politiotans are sognimant of the tremendous popularity of the sosialiat tdeas among the masses. This polularity continues to grow with the great successes and achievements of the Soviet Union and the boclalistia world syatem, | Oo 
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| Quite enlightening are theo statemonta of the 
Brazilian ex-president JANIO QUADROS, who in no way can be 
considered as having sympathy for communian, In an article 
which appeared in an official United States publication 
"Foreign Affairs" in the fall of 1961, he adaitted the 
following: 

"The power of attraction of the conmunistic world, 
of the comunistic methods and of the spirit of the conmunistic 
organization upon the nations who only a short time ago have 
shakon the capitalistia yoke, ia no secret to anyone. Generally 
the weakly developed nations including also the nations of 
Latin America, are not able to resist uuch attraction. One 
mist not forget--that during the fight fox independence the 
nations of Latin America in the last century were inspired by 
liberation movements whose origin may he traced to the French 
Reyolution~-the new nations of Asia and Africa had a new vave 
of hope which wag created by the socialistic revolution in 
Russian, and which inspired all the suppressed classes and masses 
of the entire world,” (Foreign Affairs, October 1961, Page 24), 

The fact that the ideas of socialism continue to 
make an ever increagging impression upon the nations of Asia, 
Africa and Latin America is being notioed by the opponents of 
communisn in the ieading Western nations, In «a Senate report 
of the United States under the title "Ideology and Foreign 
Affairs" the following ideological and political happenings in 
the economically weak partes of the world are being dincussed: 

"In all of the new nations, the idea 15 being pursued 
that only the socialistia form of society ig able to cope with 
the problems ahead in the future." (Ideology and Foreign 
Affairs, Washington, 1960, Page 76). 

Along the same lines writes the official publication 
entitled "International Affairs" published in Lenden. In an 
articla in the beginning of 1963 entitied, "The Cousunistic 
Influence Ypon Weat Africa," tha following wae observed: "The 
Africans are ready to utilize the Marxist doctrine to solve 
theixy economic and political probleas,." (International Affairs, 
London, 1962, Numbex 2, Page 168), 

The more the ideas,o2f scientific communian put forth 
by the KPDSU Program, 8*@ put to work by the Soviet people, 
the more will the revolutionary influence of these ideas effect 
the nations of Agia, Africa and Latin America, 
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These factorg are causing the opponents of cosminisn 
great concern, and in. sonnection with the rapid growth of the 
Soviet industrial production in the last few years ALEC NOVE 
in hig book entitled “Communistic Economic Strategy" writes the - 

following: 

. "It ig without doubt that these successes in 811 
fields will have a detrimental effect, The relative increase 
of the industrial might of the Soviet Union will serve as a 
zood example for other nations,..the greatest paxt of our 
probleas lies in countering the psychological influence of the 
Boviet achievements upon public opinion in the developing 
nations." (A. NOVE, 'Communiatic Reonomic Strategy, Soviet 
Growth and Capabilities, USA, NPA, 1959, Pages 50, 64). The 
magnitude of paychological influences, of moral and political 
influences of presently developing communis, is continually 
growing with regards to the nations of Asia, Africa and Latin 

TACH.« 

_ This is not only caused by the influence which is 
oreated by the successes of the socialiatic ayatem, These 
nations are also of the opinion that they best be able to 
solve their problems of econosics and socialiam along non- . 
Oapitaliatic lines, These young nations are economically a 
decade behind the times. 7 

Capitalisn today hinders the econonic and socialistic 

progress, In the weakly developed parts of the world live two~ 

thirds of the entire population of the capitalistic world. 
However, they develop only one-half the entire industrial 
production as well as the production of important materials 

and less than one~twenty-fifth of the production metal industrial 
goods of all capitalistic nations, In most of these nations the 

average national income per person iz only a fraction of the 
average income of the leading imperialistic nations. Their 
average is lowex than it was in the developed nations prior 
to the industrial revolution, 

_, hese facts readily reflect that existing economic 
backwardness over the centuries cannet be eliuinated without 
causing a break with capitalisn. 

As a mattex of fact aftex having achieved political 
independence, most previously oppressed nations, have experienced 
a certain amount of increase in their development pace. Before | . 
the Second World War the gross national product of these nations 
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amounted to only one per-cent but currently it already amounts 
to four pex-cent, This was effected by the national liberation, 
the elimination of an ecoriomic form of colonial exploitation 
and the weakening of the economic position of private capital 
in these nationg, Also the help received from the socialistic 
Nations 15 of great significance, However, under the present 
pace of sconomic development in the nations of Asia, Africa, 

/ and Latin Awerica, it is impossible to catch up with the century 
old backwardness, In order to reach the industrial production 
Plateau in the leading capitalistic nations, these nations 
011] need about 70 to 80 years and 17 one takes into account 
the fact that these nations have twice as many people with 

twice the birth rate as in the capitalistic nations, the above 
period must be extended many fold, ᾿ 

| Thus the wain tesks of economic and social develop=- | 
ment in the nations of Asia, Africa and Latin America cannot 
be solved by capitalian, 

These once colonial powers are atteapting with all 
their might to continue to keep these nations in the capitalistic 
economic syatem. It is because of this fact that the social- 
igtic development gannot be spontaneous. This development 
requires a well-planned activity on the part of the democratic 
powers, The EPDSU Program clearly atates that the fight for 
the noncapitalistic development is carried on by the working 
classes, the people's masses and the general democratic 
movenont, and reflects the interest of the plurality of the 

' wa DS. ‘ 

At the present tine capitalien in the economic as 
well as ideological form has lost Zace in front of the people, 
Au the charter of the YAR states, those who continue to advocate 
the Zreedom of private capital and at the same time imagine 
that this be the way to obta&h now results, are mistaken} in 
the nations which were oppressed in the past, capitalian was 
unable te produce an economic upsurge because capitalism in 
the developed nations has created great monopolies which look 

| foxward to the exploitation of ‘the riches of the colonies, 

' The foreign minister of the Democratic Republic of 
Algeria, M, KHEMIESTY, stated in front of the seventeenth 
Us N. Generval Assembly in October of 1962 the following! 

_ “Algeria iu searching for ways ta develop economically, 
The way offered us by the capitalista is completely unacceptable 
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to us. ‘Capitalian does not allow ita people to keep the 
fruits of their work and achievenents. Algeria will find its 
own socialistic way." ᾿ , 

Life itself demonstrates that the brotherly ties 
between the poeple of the nationa of Asia, Africa, Latin 
American and the people of the socialistic nations are becoming 
even stronger. These ties are based upon a common life's 
goal to fight for freedom, for complete elimination of 
coloniajiiem and for true social reforus. 

SHE FIGHT OF THE CLASSES UNDER PEACEYUL CIRCUMSTANCES 

—-s«s$t Aw indeed strange that the present influence of 
socialion upon the rest of the world, and the victorious battle 
of the anti~imperialistic powers, are taking place in ἃ 

 f*anework of peaceful coexistence of the two systens. 

The advocates of anti-compunisnm maintained that 
the international revolutionary liberation movement could 
ultimately result into a world war. They say that the successes 
of the communiata depend to a great measure on after math -~ 
They say that this 15 evidenced by the fact that the communists 
were unable to realize successes ag long as peace ruled. 
This for example,(is the way it was written in the book 
entitled "The Nature of Communism.” (R. Daniela, The Nature 
of Communism, New York 1962, Page 176) ὁ, ' 

| Bimilay ideas are being put forth by sone social 
democratic theorista. John Strachey, proponent of. the 
present labor wovement, published in the apring of 1962, an 
article which is entitled “The Intentiona of the Communista" 

 gaxrvies ae ite main theme the following: Earlier the 
copmunistic moyenent was dominated by tho belief that world 
wara are inevitable. Now one has put aside this dogua. 
According to Strachey this was caused by the many failures of: 
their proletariat world revolutions, saying that since the 
eruption of the volcano of the October revolution, forty-three 
yeays have passed and the lava has become cold. In cher 
words he maintains that the influences of the victorious social 
Fevolution in the Soviet Union are becoming weaker rvather than 
atronger upon the xrest of the world. When one believes in 
authors like Strachey one would come to the conclusion that 
not the basic changes in the balance of power and the enormous 
achievements of the soclaliatic world system but rather that 
dxreaned-up nisfortunes were responsible for the developnent 
of the inter-national reveolutionary movement; which development 
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the communists xyegard aa their wost important achievement in 
the fight for the elimination of war and in: solving the 
problews of the workers movement in the capitaliatic nations 
in the fight for anti~monopolism and so forth. Strachey 
aud the other opponets for the proletariat revolution would 
say that revolutions were always connected with wara and thus 
following thia theory that when the communists advocate no 
war policies they are doomed to failure, | 

: _ The facta againat this, the general increase in 
the national revolutionary movement today had no connection 
with world war but rather developed under the conditions 
oZ peaceful coexistence and peaceful competition of the 
‘two systens, Today, as never before, the socialist proletariat 
world revelution has been joined by millions in Latin America, 
Africa and Agia in the fight againat imperialism. In many 
nations of Latin Mmerica, for example, revolutionary situations 
are vipening quickly which will cause serious social upheaval and 

further give sighty jmpetus to the anti-imperialistic fight 
of the masses. It ie ἃ fact, that for example the Cuban , 
Revolution was the first socialistic revolution in the Western 
Henisphere which took place without a world war even though it 
created radical changes in the world political balance of power 
in favor of socialian. Under similarly favorable international 
situations was the Algerian revolution successful and 
after having paseed ite first atage of its bisth she has 
continued to develop itself. 

' Jt ide gurther a fact that, at the end of the fifties, 
in many of the capitalistic inductrial nations, a atrong 
strike novenent by the workers ould be observed. Que must 

- gecall that also the early stages of the proletariat fight 
after the First and Second Worid War brought abcut increasing | 
gtxrike movement in the capitalistic nations. The present ι 
stage of the international revelutionary movenent, which is \ 
not connected with a war, haa also brought about an increase 
in the atrike movement of the proletariat. In 1958, about 
13 million strized in the capitaiistic world, in 1958, about 16 
willion and in 1960 and 61, already more than 40 million. 

It is quite revealing that the workers when ες 

economic and political demands, The political demands are 
becoming greater in order to win solutions for effective 
social and economic reforms, 
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The figures below will show the ever increas 
duportance of political strikes in the fight of the otexiat. 

Strike κὸν in the Capitalistic World 

958. 1959. 1960. 196: 10020 

(Zn millions) 

Those taking part ' 

Percentage of 

ἀπ political strikes 37.0 37.8 77.0 62.9 66.0 
tee’ 

The abere table shows the growth of the political 
strikes within the yvacks of the working classes. Teday about 
two-thirds of the clams batties in the capitalistic world 
are politically motivated ef have a ygolitical character, 

Im the last few yearn, the total number of atrikes 
nat regards han growa in the capital mationg. When one 

the entire developmest of the atrike 



the Jeaderahip of Khrushchey, increased 
: name haa fouad Δ ποῖ ζ in a ion better position in 1860 

and , author inning of 
the peaceful coexiatence era) the commmniatic world neovenent 
has ἢ its 

ae it did in 1953." (γ΄, Gitney The Khrushohey Patterns, Xow ¥ 4960 ) 3 # ‘ 

Union and ms, through their 
policy of peaceful coexistence, are strengthening the the position 
of the interna yrnatioual working οἴκους 5οὶ ihe revalutionary 
powers of ἢ.» world, 

In connection with thig the followlag should be quoted 
δ δδει 

ful ooexiatenve the working 
classea of dthe capitalistic works be wicks Lace a mare tevarable mettle 
settler nud At eechion the νότια al the meter anne path 
dependent nationa toe fight far ‘theix freedom mowe easily.” 

Anti-Comeunion In A Dead Bad Street 

Inmtely the defenders of the capitalistic ideol 
te acknov marred ten ¢ on TeceaSeTot te poonetiy insane she: hia tent ots % δ. J6 A , 

| 9 eutitled “The Fud of 

tary has 
Kad of Ideclogy ~ The exhaustion of political ideas in the 
Ziftios, Tllinois, 1960, page 373). 

jittorens methods at ΤῊ τοῦ ἔχ ΙΝ aad Ὡς boarsecth 
dng society and the aut of 
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programs and plans of the future, our method is nore superior 
and that our approach is more correct. ‘This ie not ἐκ 
because they ave lacking people who can understand and 

correctly judge, but because they are no longer able to 
determine when they are nearing Sieiy destruction." (W. I. 

Lenin, Berlin 1962 Volume 33 page 137). : 

The foundatiun of the modern monopolistic niddle 
class ideology, its policies and propaganda, ἀπ πὸ called 
"anti-~communian” which means the deZaming of the Boviet 
Union and the socialistic camps, the falsifications of the 
policies and objectives of the international communist move~- 
ment and of the Merziat Leninist teachings, It ia no 

wonder that while these middle class ideologists and national 
figures domed capitaliat movement they are not capable to 

Caveleping progressive ideas, which the masses would be able 
ἃ ToOLiow. 

| While the progran of the KPDSU is perneated by the 
optimist revolutionary epirit, from deep belief in the 
future, the political heads of the leading capitaliatic nations, 
wcoording to documents and reports, give voice ot a very 
depressed attitude and express peasinisna and uncertainty about 
the future, Yor example, John F. Kennedy, President of the | 
Uuited States, at the end of 1961, atated the following when 
talking at anu Amevican university: "We, who are gathered 
here today, a¥e condemed ta spend the greatest part of our | 
lives, if not our entire life, under uncertain conditions, 
challenges and danger.” (New York Times October 13, 1961) 

Not too loug ago a book was published in the United ᾿ 
States with an appropriate subtitle, "America in Crises}; an 
Urgent Susmons," : | 

“The United States," writes John Jessup one of ὶ 
the well-known anti-communist authors of this book, "was ἃ ‘ 
wation whose name one connected with a great purpose. Wher , 
this purpose is missing, then it means that we no longer are 
what we once were. απ there a volationship between the 
great purposes and the asceat of nations and between the loss 
of purposes and the decent? fhe United States without a | 
eens be classified as αὶ nation in deterioration." 

 (g. Jeswap The National Purpose, America in Crises; An | 
Urgent Summons, New York, 1960, page 2) Such and similar 
crises of purposes and the inability to foraulate a progran whic 
would catch the Zancy of the peoples masses, characterizes 
the action of ideolaigy and politicians of capitalianm outelde 
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ot the United s tates. Apprestint 4 pans bearing ogt the 
mbeve were published in a peck outitled Btagnant Seciety" 
which was written vy the theorist MN. Shanks. 
states, “that the entire Western world nneds a new dynamic 
coufidaice and a new sooisl purpose.” (i. , The 
Stagnant Society ~ ~ A varning. : , 198% page 17). 

| Bat fvom where could the capitaliat Vest be able to te obtain auch | 
new dynanic confidence aid where could it find social objectives 
which would xttract the maseese? To these difficult questions, 
which appareatly axe unstolyable Zor madern capitalien, the 
author does not find Ad answer. 

One of the main reasons for the izcrense of the 
ideological criaca af the ruling classes of the Veet is, 
without a doubt, the fact that the balance of power has 
changed between socialion κοὰ aapitalton. 

segialist power. 

Still a short tine age ideclogists were cntortaining 
hepes te meintain the mythical ' of the USA 
Rowever, these ᾿ 
longer can claim invincibility. The defense powers of the 
socialiat atates ia no great today, that if the opponete ‘of CORBI 
Som would atart a mew war 1t would mean wulaide far 
Anerics and werld inperialian. 

Said in snother way, the untenable powi tion | of 
“Political Power" of the aggveusive imperialists, 
easily observed. 

᾿ This also has sieuiticance on the ideological front. 
The leading circles of the UGA other Weatert . ties, 
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the methods ta , 
firat half of the cen aye not adequate egough to do £0 
mow.” (J. Jessup, Th The Mational Purpose, America in Crimes} An 
Urgent ἵν page 150). | | 

» 1t ἦν clear, that the objectives of the capitalistic 
mae powers, as their ideolegiute 

eas ἀπ able to observe two dimetrically in theee days 
‘opposed tendencies as far eu the future is ὁ concerned. 

aa well as moval aad pelitical vic of the συμ σὲ which 
ia able ta solve the main present ef the entixe 
humanity 62 which the program of the EPDSU in a good proof. 

Oa the other wide, cue can observe ideological . 
failures and political dead-end atxeets which are cropping 
wp iu the leading ciycles of the capitalist world, and veich 

have bagged dows on Ἃ negative waconstuctive anti-c 

This is the be capita' int partie 
a 
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| As far ax the defenders of capitalism axe concerned 
they are afraid of x successful revolutionary world movement. 
That is why they ave entertaining thoughts of pacifianm as 
well δὰ total desperation. ‘That im why books are published and 
prophesios pade like the one written by Spengler entitled 

“Zinking of the West" which, of course, has created much 

fuyoy. This is the reason alao why siniater hysteric theories 
like the ones of Arnold Toynbee concerning the "Sinking 
of the Weat" and the inevitable death of civilization, have 
been xecently heard. 

Thus, it is not hard to envision, aided by this lack 
of belief, historical advancement and fear of the ever growing 
revolutionary sovement of the working clas#eq and the 
achieyenentsz of world socialian, the inevitable end of the 
capitalistic order, | 

Yew have attempted in the West, faced with the achleve~ 
moenta of the nptions of the socialistic camp, to "awitch over.” 
Some of the bourgeoln ideologiats axe forced to a degree to ! 
adknowledge the inevitable tranafoymation of society in the | 

 pations of Asia and Ruat Rurope. However, they immediatsly attempt . 

to represent that the socialistic revolution of the natious ΝΞ 
of the West in the 20th century ἀν not effective. They 
maintain that, even we certain changes have taken place in 

‘the world, this does not necessarily mean the exchange of the 
capitalistic order for that of the new socialistic ame, Aa 
a matter of fact, many a capitalistic seciologist and economist 
im now saying that there might bex posssbility “to console” 
the socialistic and capitalistic ideas and that 11 would 
be quite desirable to extend peaceful co-existence into the 

(field of ideological conflict. _ : 

The program of the KPDEU outlines the scientific 
character and objectives of the revolutionary world liberstion 
movement, when it descrikes the ineyitable transition of the 
masses from capitalien to communion and analyzes this in 
the light to the present times. ‘The program states: ? 
"The main period of tine which is required for the transition ᾿ 
of capitalisn to socialimm, includes a specific period of ᾿ 

tine, a period of battle between the two social systems, a perig 
of battle of period of socialistic and national liberation \ 
revolutions, of collapse of imperialien and the liquidation of the 
colonial system, a person of transition of more new nations of : 
the way of socialain and a period of triunph of socialsin 
and communisn on a world-wide acale." 

ΜΡ 

ΜῊΝ ΩΝ he 
~ 

- 

Many people are in the leading circles of ΚΑΊ, \ 
who axe afraid of the unfavorable positian capitalisn 

‘maintains in the economic! contest withnocialisn, call ΝΣ is 
. κεν . . " 20 . ᾿ | 5 A " 
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for a omunade agninat οὐσία." These people would like to 
halt the victeriouw advance af the communistic ideas by a 
destructive rocket and nuclear war. They are attenpting to 
intinidate the nations and te convey to then « philosophy of 
hopelesanesa aiddapair, aw they continue to hysterically ory outs 
Rather ἴα die under capitalian t than to live under communian!" 
In what a contrast is thie empty capitaliatic hysteria, ta the deep 
sooted ‘and humane course of the defenders of freedom and 
the fighters againet the daager of war ae was set forth in 
XFDSU Progran! ‘The communiat are of the opinioa that 
pnother world war must be prevented. They are of the opinion that 
peaceful co-enistance of ihe socialistic and capitalistic 
nationa ia Ὁ necessity in the development of modern society 
and that war is not and must not be Deny of solving inter~ 
national differences. The program of the EPDSU emphasizes, that 
one ia able to prevent a world war through the unification | 
of the powers of the socialistic campa of the freedom 
loving non—socialiatic nations, of the international working 
claesex ac well δὰ of all powers whe axe fighting for freedom. 

The facts bear out how correct the couolusion of 
the communists ia; If communism was able to penetréte a 
great part tury, 
able without doubt to penetyate the entire world in the 
second haif of the century, 

The weakening of world capitalien and the shrinkage 
of its powers in the present period of time, has net oaly 
been caused by socialistic revolutions aud ‘the solidizication 

ΝΜ Tie neat mk fait, δὴ som oa the revedutonnry 8 in each lan 
hed defeated the vesiatance of meal elenenta and the influence 

a aeall number of workers ariatocrpcy; and has unified 
the “100,000,080 people, pone of ὙΠΟ now only had stood on 
the sidelines and were regarded aa byatanders. " (The words 
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of W. I. LENIN, Bertin, 1958, Yaluse 31; Page 220), 
In the erie phase: of the liberation movement of the natious 

sud ite moat iapertant vorauct mint be the creation of x, 
socialistic world ayaten,” 

The intemational communist novesent hax becouse 
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communietie world novenent today ἀπ so powerful that even the: 
uaified forces of opposition will not not be successful in - 
‘Grushing ἐξ ᾿ς," These cauc were very convincingly ὁ rf 
through the numerous increases and the solidification of the ; δ 
Marxiat-Leniniat Parties in the Νοπέοξι Vorid. The following - 
table whowa the uninterrupted growth of the communistic and wérkars 

The total nuabes ef comninists in world 

1928 1935. 1939 1957 1961-~ eee! 

1,686 8,142 4,202 38,000 40,000 

Frou which there axe inthe capitalistic nations = 2 

1928 1935 1939 LOST a 1961 ae 

443 1885 1,750 4,600 6,300 pei 

Roberts Daniels, the author of ἃ book published in oy 
the United States, writes: "The commmintic movement haa = .° 4 
experienced a tremendous increase and strengthehing because 0. ΒῈ 
it hae taken part in solving the nost deep rooted and ee 

difficult wocial problans . . + + 

"Teday she is able to obtain ent greater support ere 
sad on nore than just one continent.” t ¥. Damtela, <3: 
a Documentary History of Communion, New York, 1960.) me 

We can only agree with hin. τον 

The situation in the world is changing and it a 
‘continaes to change in in favor of “ 

new achievement of the socialistic wor woeidsyoten and with(s 
cack new viotery ef comumistic : atenctarn ef the Soviet Union’. 
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“@evelopment that involves the SOLO operation, a highly confidential 

voperation,the LHM been classified confidential,. 

_ §-Bureau (105-7 (Fncls. 6) (RM). | 
ΒΕ 1. _ 1) OLO a . 4 

< Srepaawes Εις 

DIRECTOR, FBI (205 1286) 2/5/64 
100-428091) 

SAC, NEW YORK (16 36} 06) 
᾿ς (100-134637) 

ALEKSEY Μ, KOLOBASHKIN 
18-R-SHU 

SOLO 
18-C ὁ 
(OO;:NY) | 

ReNYairtel  § f&l4-~ Τὶ setting forth that Lat 
for the London Legat would follow by separate communication. 

Fnelosed are six copies, of a LHM, captioned “JOHANSEN 
STRAND", If Bureau indices contain no significant information 
re STRAND, the Bureau is requested to transmit the enclosed Lill 
to the London Legat with the request that the Legat obtain 
biographical information re STRAND and any information concerning i) 
nis present whereabouts. The Legat should attempt to obtain this |\, 

᾿ς dnformation from public souree materlal, as it: may not be 
desirable to draw attention to the Bureau's Interest in STRAND. Σ 
If ' ereabouts can be ascertained 1t might be desirable ὧν 
for to renew his contact with him at a subsequent date... 
In consideration of the latter fact it 1s recommended that under | 

no cireumstances should the Legat turn over the LHM to local police), 
or Government sources, If any, in Norway... It 4a suggested that 
the Legat may be able to obtain this information from European ® 
newspapers or European reference materials. . 

As this inquiry pertains .t6 a possible double agent 

J 
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3 ENCLOSURE 2. 

leNew York (ie) | ἢ ' 

l-Hew York © AL . 

i-New York 5010) A. ‘ ὃ 7 / ́ bs 

l-New York / if) ΄ uff ὡς 4 
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 

ΤᾺ 1 - 012 Σ . 
UNI@D stares DEPARTMENT OF @rice 

_ ‘FEDERAL BUREAU OF ‘INVESTIGATION 

“a, 1 Reply, Please Refer so Hew York, New York 
File No. February 5, 1954 

Ret Johansen Strand 

Strand was reportedly the Sceretary of the Communist 
Party (CP) in Norway. He was married to a Russian National, 
18 spouse reportedly died dn tha Dachau derman Conecntration 
Camp during World War ZI. Strand reportedly served in the post 
war Interim Norwegian Government as a social minister. in charge 
of welfare, transportation, labor and et cetera, He reportedly 
was turned out of office during the subsequent elections, He 
then continued his leadership of the Communists until 2. 
factionalistic dispute disrupted the CP of Norway in roughly 
1949 —- 1951. Strand reportedly led the ultra -- left faction 
in this dispute. In about 1951, he disappeared from the | 
political scene and was rumored to have left Norway to take up 

_ wesidence in the Union of Sovlet Socialist Republics (USSR). 
pe It is possible he may be deceased, It is estimated he would 

be roughly 60-75 years of age, : 
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FRET AUT ORT Cm TE CLAS? AT ont cn 1 

* UATE O1-04-F012 

eet Φ —_ θ᾽ Liaison 
1 ~ Mr, Simpson 

. 1 ~ Mr, Shaw 

“ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
(18) 100.428091 BY LIAISON 

Date: February 10, 1964 

_ ‘To: Director 
. Bureau of Intelligence and Reses 

' Departnent of State 

From: John Edgar Hoover, Director wil 

Subject: COMMUKIST PARTY, USA 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS of {/ 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~.C 

The following infornation supplied by sources which 
have furnished reliable information in the past is being 
brought ‘to your attention ag ἃ matter.of possible interest. 

‘The Communist Party of the. Soviet Union (CPSU) 
recently advised the Communist Party CPUSA), .that.the 
Soviet All Waion Contral Committee of Trade Unions desires to 

invite a delegation of American trade union leaders to Moscow, 
‘Ruseia, for the May Day celebrations, The CPSU requested the 
CPUSA to furnish the names of the trade union leaders to be 

included in this delegation. 

In connection with this natter, the CPUSA is known 
to have. ὁ previously suggested to the CPSU that a May Day trade 
union delegation. composed of important American trade union 
Jeaders be invited to the Soviet Union to study the positive ἰ, 
effects which automation in the Soviet Union is having against 
the negative effecta that automation is having in the trade 
union movement in the United States, 

‘Because of the sensitive nature of our source yy this 
‘communication has been classified ; "ΚΖ 

Ἂ 1 = Director {By Li aison) 
‘Central Intelligence Agency 

Attention: Deputy pirector,! Bis 
“TOLSOI seentemmmnint 
Belmont moose, 

Μοδι we 445 23 (By{Ldaison), Fol Ie 
 Saltohan τ ἂν tbioa'ee Mavastlistdd asd 
on LOCC ωακαναερνρα 

EVONS meters, I 

Gile τος οςς WGS : : sa ay 
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TOP-SECRET 

Director | | ' 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Departuent of State — 

“Nore: 
[———— 

See memorandum, Baumgardner to Sullivan, dated 2/6/64, 
‘captioned "Solo, Internal Security - Communist," WGS:eeb, 

Classified "Top-S0crZt" because unauthorized disclosure 
of this information could reveal the identity of the source 
(NY 694-8+) who is of continuang value and such revelation could 
result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation, ΝΣ 
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Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 
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; TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

NEW YORK (100-134637) 

ReNYairtel to Bureau and Chicago, 1/22/64, captioned 
as above, reflecting in the last paragraph of page 11 that 
ALEKSEY KOLOBASHKIN, NY 694-&'s Soviet contact, referred the 
latter to an article appearing in the 1/21/64 issue of "The 
New York Times," page 12, reflecting that a special training 
‘program to prepare Negroes and Spanish-speaking Americans for 
diplomatic and consular assignments would be offered next 
summer at Howard University, -KOLOBASHKIN stated also that the 
Soviets were requesting that it be arranged that as many of 
“our young people" as possible be encouraged to participate 
in this course. Xtox copies of the above-mentioned article / 
have been previously furnished to the Bureau and Chicago. , ip 

On 1/27/64, NY 694-S* discussed ‘this matter with ‘ 
SA ALEXANDER C, BURLINSON and made the followi ; suggestion, 
concerning which he desires the opinion of CG 

On At iS Gah 
ia * BUREAU {100-428091) (RM) 

1 ~ CHICAGO (134~46-Sub-B) (AM-RM) 
1 - NY 134-92 (INV) (41) -- | 
L = NY 105~36402 (ALEKSEY~-KOLOBASHKIN) (341) 
1 «ΝΥ 100-134637 (41) ' . ; 

τ ἑ ΝΠ τ 1884 |. 

heer ee 
pena: Ae i” 

Apptoved: ae Sent meen M =- Per 

ᾧ Ρ ΓΕΒ 13 1gRA di Agent in Charge 



NY 100-134637 

The informant suggests that he, at this time, advise 
the Soviets that the above-mentioned assignment "is being 
taken care of." He suggests that instead of his seeking 
individuals to-attend courses at Howard University, the 
‘Bureau ‘“hand pick" its own sources who could attend the said 
courses; and whom later, upon their successful completion of 
‘tthe said courses, the informant would identify to the Soviets 
as the individuals whom he had chosen to attend the course at 
Howard University. The informant stated that possibly, upon 
completion of the course at Howard University, there might be 
one or more individuals whom, for some particular reason, it 
‘might not be advisable to identify to the Russians as individuals 
chosen by the informant for this assignment. ‘In that event, 
only the names of those who would be acceptable to the Soviets 
would ‘be identified as individuals hand picked by the informant 
for attendance at the Howard University course. 

The informant stated ‘that in his opinion, there was 
no need to consult with GUS HALL or any other Party functionary 
with respect to this matter. 

NYO requests the opinion of the Bureau and Chicago 
with respect to the advisability’ of pursuing the plan as 
outlined by NY 694-S*, it being noted that, according to the 
"Times" article, applications are now being received from 
“college juniors” who will receive "the usual federal 
internership stipend of 880,00 a week," 
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Date: 1/31/64 

Transmit the following tn. 
(Type in plain text ot eode) ' 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL ! 
(Priority or Method of Wailing) 

A en ee ee ee ᾿δμδὴ Ὅταν Le ae ‘Sos tee Dt ae stele _ 

(ὃ 
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) _ () | rbot 
—~ i) B 

SOLO Y, | , mt 

ReNYairtel dated 1/27/64. | K 

Reairtel referred to comments made by Soviet contact 
on 1/21/64 ‘to NY 694-S* concerning special training program to 
prepare Negro and Spanish-speaking Americans for diplomatic 
and consular assignments and a request by Soviet that it be 
arranged that as many of “our young people" as possible ‘be 
encouraged to participate in this course. 

For background re this matter, a copy of the "New 
York Times" article of 1/21/64 relating to the special “rT! 
diplomatic training program was furnished to CG 5824-S* on 7 
1/30/64 and on this same date the plan tentatively projected 
by NY 694-S* on this matter was discussed with hin. 

In general, CG 5824-S* stated he agreed with NY 694-S*' 
approach, suggestions, and thoughts on this matter (see reairtel 

"paragraph 1, page 2) and he believes it is sound and practical 
as far as it goes. However, CG 5824-S* noted ‘that in his own 
opinion, GUS ‘HALL, General Secretary'of, the CP, USA, can not 
‘be ignored on “this. matter. Although the specific request here 

. Gan? | 7 "“--- 
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was made through Solo channels, it is entirely possible that 
a similar request might be made by other means. For example, 
CG 5824-S* noted that certain people like JIM JACKSON in 
particular apparently have regular contact with UN pérsonnel 

7 of socialist states including individuals connected with the 
. | Soviet UN delegation. Others like IRVING POTASH and MIKE 

|DAVIDOW also see people connected with socialist UN dele- 
gations from time to time. Therefore, it would not be incon- 

}eeivable that a request on this same matter could be made and 
transmitted through individuals like JACKSON, POTASH, or 
DAVIDOW, and'it is even possible that they may relay an 
inquiry seeking a follow-up on the results of tho initial 
request having been made earlier to NY. 694~S*. . 

Since it is then possible that there may be contacts 
with Soviet or socialist personnel by other Party personnel 
that are not known presently to NY 694-S* or CG 5824-S*, it 
4s CG 5824-S*'s belief: that it would be best to furnish the: 
linformation to HALL. In this case, HALL could be told to see 
what he personally could do and at the. same time NY 694-S* 
wight suggest to HALL that he also proceed to see what he, 
himself, might be able to line up among his contacts as possible 
candidates for such training. 7 

' CG 5824-S* then went on to state that the total .re- 
sponsibility for carrying out the request made by the Soviet 
contact would be an extremely heavy burden particularly if 

' at some stage something adverse or derogatory developed con- 
cerning any one particular individual. . If only ΝΥ 694-5* a 
were involved in this selectian and the total responsibility 
yested on him and, of course, CG 5824-S*, the repercussions 

; ‘would be very unfavorable as far as the Solo apparatus was_ 
, concerned. However, if GUS HALL was aware of this request, 

{| Sought some of his own candidates, and NY 694-S* could at some 
stage discuss in brief his own efforts, then the burden of 
responsibility would have shifted to HALL, 

. .CG $824-S* then noted that while making the above 
comments he would like additional time to think this matter 
over and also would like ‘to discuss it personally with NY 694~-5S+*. 
He indicated he was ‘contemplathg a trip to NYC in the immediate 
future and the matter would be taken up between them at that 
time. He did, however, request that in order NY 694-S* would 
not be caused to feel that CG 5824-S* is interfering or being 
overly critical of his suggestions, that his; CG 5824-S*'s 
remarks not be discussed with NY 694-S* at this time but that — 

ΝΕ 
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rather he would take them up personally with’ NY 694-S* in NYC, 

Because of intervening events affecting 
din Chicago, which are reflected in CGairtel οὐ 1/31/6 
captioned, 'NURCO," it now appears that the earliest possible 
a ae CG 5824-s* may travel to NYC: will be on or about 

In regard to Chicago's opinion on this matter, it 
is felt that NY 694-S* has presented some valid and practical 
points on approaching this problem and that there is con- 
siderable merit to his suggestions. Chicago is also inclined 
to agree with CG 5824-S* that GUS HALL be apprised of this 
request because of the existing possibility that this infor- 
mation might subsequently become known to him which was 
pointed out by CG 5824~-S*, Since this is a matter of extreme 
importance ‘to the Bureau and one which could’ ‘conceivably ‘lead 
to some: broader coverage in the intelligence field as'related 
to the Soviets, the Chicago Office believes that joint dis- 
cussions of this matter should be held before any formal 
recommendation can be put. forth. 

In7D 
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‘ UNITED STATES Go MENT 

Memorandum 
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: February 5, 1964 

Ss- 
SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub F) 

BENT 
ReBulet dated 5/4/60 and Chicago letter dated 1/6/64, 

Referenced Bureau letter dated May 4, 1960, instructed 
Chicago to set forth detalls of receipts and disbursements of 
funds in possession of CG 5824-S* and report such information 
to the Bureau by the fifth of the month following the month 
being reported, 

Balance of funds in possession 
of CG 5824-S* as of December Sh, 1963 

Solo Funds 

Maintained in cash in safe 
deposit box, Michigan Avenue 
National Bank, Chicago, TlldnoiseccsscsseseesS 23,830, 58 

Maintained in cash in safe 
deposit box, Mid America 
National Bank, Chicago, Tllinois.sescaaseense 6,006, “ο΄ at 

Maintained in cash in safe 
deposit box of Chicago Office, 
FBI, to be returned to 
CG 5824. 5Ὲ for redeposit in 
safe deposit box, Mid America . 
National ‘Bank, Chicago, I]1inols..sesceesnaee 62,000,000 

CP, USA Reserve Funds Solo Fondy — 41, 46 5 ὅ 

Maintained in cash in safe 
deposit box, ἢ Mt cHitaeo. Tila 
National B Htc DEAS, TLUINOIS, wecsnccceves 24, 803,92 

40. ΠΡ ΓΙΛΡῇ 

Total $114 ,689,90 
Bureau (RMpEG 4 di 

- New York (100-13 
(1 = 100-128861) 

a 

Ε 

4 a “Reserve Funds) (CP, 
1 =- Chicago 
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Additions 

Solo Funds 

None 

: : ‘ 
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CP, USA Reserve Funds 

Received as part of settlement 
of St, Louis estate (see Chicago 
letter, rants} captioned 
CP, USA ~ Funds 

Disbursements 

Solo Funds 

1/2/64 

1/4/64 

1/4/64 

1/5/64 

1/7/64 

7 

Re ee ree aseaeeeahasesesenenenepay 300, 00 

To ROSE RENAUD as return of 
‘ball posted for Party leaders, 
per instructions of GUS HALL 
(Chicago letter, 1/8/64, 
ΟΡ, USA - ΟΝ 280, 00. 

To BELLE WEINSTEIN for living | 
expenses (Chicago letter, . 
1/7/64, BELLE WEINSTEIN, SM-C),.. . 400.00 

For Books and other materials | 
purchased for GUS HALL, StF. eC aoeneene 36,00 

Expenses for 7-day stay in 
Chicago of GUS HALL-~ for 
hotel, food, transportation, — 
meeting FOon, etc, ora Coweta δα ee e's . 350, 00 

To CARL WINTER per GUS HALL's 
instructions: $2,000 for 
"Labor Today," $400 for the 
WINTERS' trip to California, 
and $50 for CARL WINTER's © 
trip to Chicago (Chicago airtel, 
1/8/64, CP, USA .- Funds). αν τονε ες 2,450,00 

- 2 = 
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1/14/64 | 
ἘΠ 

1/23/64 

1/23/64 

1/23/64 

1/23/64 

1/23/64 

\{ at 

“To BELLE WEINSTEIN for living 
expenses (Chicago letter 
1/16/64, CP, ‘USA = Funds) ceeesese 

Reimbursement for out-of~ 
pocket expenses paid to 
ISADORE WOFSY for travel to 
Soviet Embassy, Washington, 

 D,C,, on 11/1/63, re 14th 
Solo MISSION, pcsecceeensenares’ ‘ons 

To CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT per 
Anstructions of GUS HALL 
(Chicago letter, 1/27/64, 
CP, USA - FUDdS) seaseecesereaenes 

Ὁ σ΄ Attorney, 
as full purchase price of land: 
dn Indiana, formerly being | 
purchased under contract by 
CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT but which 
was then taken over by the 
CP, USA (Chicago letter, 1/27/64, 
CP, USA - ΝΣ 

roL__ tor 
᾿ attorney's fees and miscel- 

laneous expenses in connec- 
tion with the above purchase 
(Chicago letter, 1/27/64, 
CP, USA - FundS)sssesecases sou 886 

Reimbursement for out-of-pocket 
expenses for purchase of gift 
items used on lJ4th Solo Mission,, 

Total 

CP, USA Reserve Funds 

None - 

Total Funds in Possession of 
CG 5824-S* as of January 31, 1964 

-. 3 - 

$ 200,00 

100,00 

200,00 

4,,500,00 

323,00 

i 1 8 Pt Rs) 

$0,857.78 
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Solo Funds 

Maintained tin cash in safe 
deposit box, Michigan Avenue 
National Bank, Chicago, T1linolsscccccgsacseed 19, 978, 83 

Maintained in cash in safe 
deposit box, Mid America | . 
National Bank, Chicago, Tllinoisscacsassepees 62,000,00 

CP, USA Reserve Funds 4) 4 7 

Maintained in cash in safe 
deposit box, Michigan Avenue 
National Bank, Chicago, TULANOTSs oo saneess sens 26,153. 32 

Total $108,132.15 
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Late: 2/4/64 

Transmit the following in 

Via AIRTEL. REGISTERED ! 

(is in the area of the "Dann" rendezvous, with his Soviet contact, 

a@| ROUTE IN E@VELOPE 

ΤῸ : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: ACs NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT: (ὦ. 
[8-Ὁ \ 

a 

On 2/4/64, NY¥_694-S*"furnished the following information 

to SA ALEXANDER C,~BURLINSON: Rey JP 2,° 

οὐ "At 6:00 pems on 1/31/64, NY 694~S* had a brief meeting 
on the Cypress Hill Station of the BMT Jamaica Line Subway, which 

ALEKSEY KOLQBASHKIN, KOLOBASHKIN was accompanied by his "leg man," 

VLADIMIR aie UCHUKIN, who was carrying a red shopping bag. Afte 

cordial greetings from both KOLOBASHKIN and CHUCHUKIN, NY 694~s 
wag handed by KOLOBASHKIN a taped shoebox, which KOLOBASHKIN 

removed from the red shopping bag carried by. CHUCHUKIN. The 

aforesaid box contained $30,000.00 in cash, $20,000.00 of th¢/said 

amount being in $20.00 bills, and the balance being in $10.0 

- ‘BUREAU (1000-42809) (RM) 
~ CHICAGO (134-46=Sub B) (AM~RM) Vf nf, 

L = NY 134-91 (INV) (41) 2, 
L.= NY 100-84994 (GUS - HALL) (414) ες τ τ 
Ll ~ NY 105-36402 _ (ALEKSEY M, KOLOBASHKIN) (341). | 
1... NY 105-45740 (VLADIMIR Ay, HUGHUIEN 4 Pauly 

-~ NY 100-134637 (ὦ ηδὶ » Cel 
| > 

we “tes 4, Ἐ CS --- 
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NYO by NY 694-S*, will be checked against lists of currency 

issued to Soviet establishments in Washington, D. C., and NYC, 
and in the event any of the bills are identified, the Bureau 
will be advised to that effect.) 

KOLOBASHKIN mentioned to NY 694-S* that on Wednesday, 
1/29/64, when NY 694-S* sent the Soviets a walky-talky signal, 
they did not receive the signal since, in their opinion, ‘'the 
stations were jammed," KOLOBASHKIN instructed the informant 
to send to the Soviets a walky-talky signal either on Tuesday, 
2/4/64 ox Thursday, 2/6/64, between 7:00 and 7:15 p.m., the 
purpose being to ascertain whether or not NY 694-S*'s walky-talky 
apparatus is functioning properly. KOLOBASHKIN stated that if 
the Soviets should receive the signal, they would place a piece 
of black tape in a telephone booth in front of the Customs. 
House at State Street and Broadway. KOLOBASHKIN further stated 
that the specific booth in which the tape would be placed would 
be "the £irst booth on the State Street side."' He stated that 
should the informant's signal be received on Tuesday, 2/4) 64, 
the tape would be placed in the aforesaid booth on Wednesday, 
2/5/64, "at about noon," In the event the signal should. be 
received.on Thursday, 2/6/64, the tape would be placed in the 
booth on Friday, 2/7/64, at the same time, 

KOLOBASHKIN then gave the informant a roll of microfilm 
wrapped in tape, the aforesaid microfilm containing partially 
coded messages, the plain text of which is as follows: 

(1) WINSTON considers it inexpedient to postpone 
his departure for the USA until June, 1964, 
He proposes to fly from. Moscow to London on 
February 25,and on February 29 he will fly 
via Air India Flight #3 from London to New York 
City. He will leave London at 12-45 Greenwic 
Time and arrive in New York City at 15-25 
Greenwich Time on February 29, 
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He asked that somebody from the CPUSA meet hin, 
Also that he be met by JOHN ABT and a group of 
Negro comrades, He believes that it will be 
desirable to organize a press conference or a 
meeting with the representatives of some 
organizations together with the press so that he 
may make a report about his stay in the Soviet 
Union, 

(2) The invitation was sent to Rev. GALAMISON by the 
Uzbek Society to visit the Soviet Union with a 
group o£ seven people, 

(NY airtel, 1/22/64, page 2 thereof, reflects chat 
the Soviets have been advised by GUS HALL, through 
NY 694~S*, that GALAMISON is now in a position to 
accept an invitation from the Soviets to visit the 
USSR together with other persons.) 

(3) The ALL Union Central Council of Trade Unions 
proposes to invite a four-person group of 
American trade union leaders for the celebration 

μον of May lst. Inform us whom you will send and 
where it is necessary to send the invitation. 

(See NY airtel, 1/22/64, page 3, with regard to the 
trade union delegation mentioned above.) 

(4) As to SAILLANT's trip to the USA, we have no 
- information on this question. In case we 

learn about it, we will inform you. 

(See N¥ airtel 1/22/64, reflecting on page 9 thereof 
that LOUIS SAILLANT, General Secretary of the World 
Federation of Trade Unions, intends to make a trip to 
the USA.) 

CCCPSU 
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NY 694-S* then handed to KOLOBASHKIN a roll of 

microfilm containing the following partially coded messages, 

the plain text of which is as follows: 

(1) To cccPsu 

We call to your attention the following letter 
written by JAMES ALLEN after most serious and 
thorough discussions with me. As you can see, 
the problems taken up with you by MORRIS CHILDS 
on his recent trip to Moscow have by no means | 
been satisfactorily resolved in keeping with the 
needs of our publishers. 

GUS HALL 
NEC, CPUSA 

Following the above message, and with reference thereto, 
there appeared on the microfilm a letter sent by JIM ALLEN of 
International Publishers, to PAVEL CHUVIKOV, Director of the 
Fozeign Literature Publishing House in Moscow. A verbatim 
transcription of the ALLEN letter is as follows: 

"It again becomes necessary for me to return to the question 
of royalties, since this is an exceedingly pressing matter 
at this time. I understand fully that the USSR is not a 
member of the international copyright agreements, and assumes 
no obligations under them. But in the past, and also 
currently, your publishing house acknowledged and today 
earries through certain obligations with respect to authors, 
Thus, in the past, you have transmitted author's fees 
directly to us for the books of WILLIAM Z. FOSTER, VICTOR 
PERLO, HARRY K. WELLS, JAMES S, ALLEN, the Labor Research 
Association and others. We have contractual relations with 
all our authors covering such fees. The authors are fully 
aware of these provisions of their contracts, and are in 
agreement that their fees be transmitted directly through 
International Publishers. 
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"To consider only very recent books, which Σ understand you 

have translated and published, author's fees are expected 
on the following: | 

‘THE ALDERSON STORY by Elizabeth Gurley Flynn 
MILITARISM and INDUSTRY by Victor Perlo 
HISTORY OF CUBA AND ITS RELATIONS WITH THE U,S., 

2 volumes, by Philip S, Foner 
LABOR FACT. BOOK 16 by Labor Research Association 
FAILURE OF PSYCHOANALYSIS by Harry K,. Wells 
THE FOREST by William Pomeroy 
A STAR TO STEER by Hugh Mulzac 

"In addition, there are books of recent years which you 
have published and for which no author's fees were received. 

‘Also let me point out that you regularly translate and 
publish the works of most of our authors, much mere so 
than those of other publishers, We initiate these works 
which are so valued by you, work with the authors, do 
considerable editorial work to assure the best possible book, 
make the large investment in first publication, and must 
wait for some years before this capital can be returned 
through sales of the edition. We must thus count heavily 
upon subsidiary income, in which the principal part is 
played by our arrangement with the authors to share their 
royalties and fees from editions abroad, Your own use of 
our works is by far greater than that of any other country. 

"Tt seems to me that these matters go far beyond 
obligations under international copyright agreements. 
These works would not be available for foreign translations 
unless we prepared, edited and published them. And there 
is no other publishing house in this country that can or 
would play that role. 
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"We are approaching the point, I am.afraid, where it will 
be questionable that we will continue to play this role 
unless we are able to. share with our authors. the fees. ‘from 
foreign translations ~ for the simple fact that we will net 

_be able to continue our present pace of publishing. We 
have already had to withdraw from our Spring. 1964 publishing 
program a number of books of great interest and importance, 
which would have been-of special interest to you as well, 

"In the past, it was your practice to correspond with Mr, 
TRACHTENBERG about the books on our list, and discuss such 
books as you have decided to translate. I find it 
regrettable that you have not continued this practice during 
the recent period. It is only by chance that we learn that 
you have published one of our books. Obviously,this is not 
conducive to cooperative relations, which, for our part, 
we are most willing to establish. 

"Only recently, we were very much embarrassed when the 
American Publishers Council sent to us the Russian edition 
of History of Cuba, Volume I, ‘by Foner, which the U.°S, 
Embassy in Moscow had purchased out of funds made.aveilsble 
by American publishers, 

"Again, let me urge you to give the most serious and 
immediate attention to this problem, which, I repeat, has 
become extremely urgent. 

With best wishes for the New Year to you and your 
colleagues, 

"Cordially yours 

JAMES S$. ALLEN" 
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(2) 

pe ee 

To CCCPSU 

- crartoans transmit the following message to WINSTON, 

8 is 0.K. as correspondent for 
Tine Worker" in Budapest. HARRY CARLISLE 
definitely is not since he is not in our Party. 

(3) Will appreciate your letting me know as soon 
* as possible if you heard my walky-talky signals 

strong on Wednesday. ‘There was a defect in my 
car antenna system. Lead was broken. 

(it wiil be noted that KOLOBASHKIN oxally informed 
NY 694-S* at their meeting on 1/31/64 that the Soviets 
had not received NY 694-S*'s walky-talky signal on 
1/26/64. ) 

(4) To CCCPSU 

Please transmit the following to WINSTON. 

With reference to the names of those former 
CPUSA comrades who are now in Poiand and for 
whom you ask for pensions, please send us as 
soon as possible the names of these comrades, 
plus a detailed biography of each. We will 
investigate them and confirm them if they have 
been trustworthy, old-time conscientious workers 
when they were in the working-class struggle 
in the USA, 

ANY airtel 1/22/64 reflects that WINSTON had sent a 
message to the CPUSA to the effect that former 
American comrades in Poland are seeking help in 
obtaining pensions.) 

-7- 
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(5) To CCCPSU 

We will appreciate it if you will send a copy 
o£ the following material to the East German CP, 
As you know, we sent this same material for your 
Party last week. 

MORRIS CHIEDS 

(Following this message, there appeared on the 
microfilm a document which, as reflected in NY airtel 
1/22/64, was a document issued by the Committee Against 
Nazi Criminals and Nazis in the United States. 
A photostat of the said document has already been 
£urnished to the Bureau.) , 

(6) Armstrong next. 
- Sister Helen next. 

("Armstrong" refers to the place of the next personal 
contact of the informant with KOLOBASHKIN, "Sister 
Helen'' refers to the next drop contact of the informant 
with KOLOBASHKIN.) 

Before terminating his contact with XOLOBASHKIN, 
NY 694-S* told the latter that, pursuant to GUS HALL's 
instructions, the Soviets should not "do business" with any 
CPUSA member unless such individual first had "cleared" with 
GUS HALL. NY 694~S* told KOLOBASHKIN that HALL had specifically 
mentioned that LOUIS WEINSTOCK had been "out of order" when he 
we oviet Embassy to discuss the matter of sending 
th of WILLIAM ALLEN to Russia to study. 6 
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«+ UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOP: ; 
TO: : Mre We Cy suri fran, DATE: 2/10/64 Sulliven 

Tavel neta 

jf 1 - Mr. Belmont “Teeter 
om : Mr. Ἐς J. Baungard Ve 1... Mr. Sullivan Holnes mwaroon 

— ert i - Mr. Baumgardner %*+——— 
@ 1... MX. Shaw 

SUBJEGT: SOL.” d TERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST 8 

My memorandum of 1/13/64 set forth in’detail receipts of funds 
from the Soviet Union and Red China by the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA) 
and the disbursements of these funds during December, 1963. The follow- 
ing schedule shows the present status of these funds together with 
receipts and disbursements during January,. 1964. 

SUMMARY : 

Total received from Soviet Union 9/58 to. 1/31/64. .<$1,679,991.00 
Total received from Red China 2/60 to 1/31/64.cece 50,000.00 
Grand total received 9/58 to 1 31/64. +sseeeveoeeee Taped ural. 

Total disbursements to 4431 Oh ccceccsceccsvcccsees 01,417.17 

Balance of Fund. 1/31 Ghevocecccccsccccececsee $320,573.03" 

*$246,595.00 maintained by NY 694-S% in 
New York City; $81,978.83 maintained. by 
CG 5824~S% in Chicago. 

DETAILS: ἡ | 
Total received from Soviet Union 9/58 to 12/31/63. ..$1,649,991.00 
Total received from Red China 2/60 'to 12/31/63. .c0ee 50,00 
Grand‘ to received 9/58 to 12 31 63. cecccccccvcces ‘ ‘ Φ 

Total disbursencate to 18 /S1/B8eecvcnsscccnseerenses 1,379 559.42 
Balgnce of Fund 12 SPCR HOSE Ee ODE DEE EES SIU 731.53 

| Receipts during January, 1964. ccocccvccsecscccccenes $30,000.00 

*eReceived by NY 694~-S* in New York City on 

ie 

* 

1/31/64 from Alexsey M. Kolobashkin, Third 
Secretary, Soviet Mission to United Nations. 

| ethos 
100-428091 me wget 

: ἘΣ webs aA fe weszehs, 4) oa? Pasty vin. 

(5), ay | REC mye) 5.2. go G/— GI9 : 

| 22FEB 18 1964 ~ 
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Memorandum to Mr. Ἧς C. Sullivan 
RE: SOLO , 
100.428091 

‘Disbursements during January, 1964: 

1/2/64 ~ To Rose Renaud, functionary of Minnesota....$ 1,280.00 
Dakotas District, CPUSA (bail fund , 
returned). 

1/4/64 ~ To Bella Weinstein, CPUSA sympathizer. ..... 400,00 
for living expenses. 

1/4/64 ~ For books and other material to be usedise. 36.00 
by Gus Hall, CPUSA General Secretary. 

1/5/64 » Expenses to cover Gus Hall's stay inesesese 350.00 
Chicago. 

1/7/64 ~ To Carl Winter, Chairman, Michigan District 2,450.00 
CPUSA ($2,000 for "Labor Today," CPUSA 
sponsored publication and $450 for expenses 
covering Winter's travel to Chicago and 
California. 

1/15/64 - To Bella Weinstein for living expenses.... 200.00 

1/21/64 = For "Political Affairs," CPUSA theoretical 2,000.00 
organ. ($1,000) and CPUSA. pamphlet distribu- 
tion ($1,000). 

1/23/64 - Reimbursement to Isadore Wofsy, CPUSA.... 100.00 
Reserve fund functionary, for travel to 
Soviet Embassy, Washington, Ὁ. C. 

1/23/64 - rol Attorney handling... 4,823.00 
CPUSA purchase of farm in Indiana formerly. 
owned by Claude Lightfoot, .CPUSA Vice-chairman 

1/23/64 - Reimbursement to CG 5824-S* for purchase of 18.75 
gifts used on Solo Mission 14. | 

1/31/64 -.For expenses of CPUSA national officei23i 10,000.00 

Total disbursements Ὁ January, 1964. cevccescccccces $21,857.75 

Balance of Fund 1/31/64. cscceccscccevcsavcccccccces: $328,573.83 
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Memorandum. το, Mr. W.‘C. ‘Sullivan: 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

ACTION: 

None. This memorandum submitted for your information... 

An up-to-date accounting of t Ὁ10 Funds will be. brought to your 

attention each month. Details of the accounting of these funds are 
not to be disseminated. 

sa 
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rash (Rey. 12.18.56) 

| Transmit the following -in 

Approved: -ὦ - | 

FEB 1 8 10 fol’ Agent in Charge 

ems @ |. 
Date: 2/4/64 

oy ee τ ΡΝ 

(Type in plain text or code) 

να. ATRPEL ὁ ὁ REGISTERED | 
(Priority or Method of Mailing} 

A ate as, tata my ah pes “es ah PU Uh mmr evi <a minh, PO) SNPS Lr PS A oS SY LL UN A JS ed ive τῶπ A ἱππῖμι 4 A ee ee ot ee ee ἢ 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT : Gaxo/ 
[S-C 

On 2/3/64, NY 694- de available to the NYO a 
copy ΟΕ ἃ letter from pEATATONCGTSKCID WOHNSON to the CPUSA, the 
said letter having been recei ΝΥ 604-S* at a NYC drop. 
The letter had been sent by BEATRICE JOHNSON-to NORMAN FREED, — 
Canadian CP representative to: the World Marxist Review in Prague, 
who sent it in turn to the.Canadian CP. for transmittal to the 
CPUSA. The letter dated 12/31/63, is.as follows: a 

\ 
"Dear Bert and’ Bill ΠῚ Q (Re Schnsor) 

δον 
‘Next week will be four months since I arrived. What has Shashi) 
happened here in this short time can be pressed into years. ) 
It was hectic and very inspiring. However the lack of organiza- 

tion and the fact that the Party organization is not yet full 
functioning makes things difficult, Furthermore, there is no 

definite policy relative to contact with other parties. If your 

a visitor you get_see and talk to people, if you are not, there 

ANRY “a Μη . 

Cy- BUREAU (100-428091) (RM) wo bo “ “τον PD 
4- CHICAGO. (134-46 Sub :Β) (AM RM) 

1 - NY 134-91 (inv) (41) 
1- 100-13463 4Al)-~- . 

ACB:mfd (#41) 

(8) 

le- f 

ea \ ie 
Ἂ στ 

. 07! Sent eee MCP er 



NY 100-134637 

"is no way to integrate you into a regular systametic work, 
This is what I have been battling with all this time. For the 
paper I managed to arrange things and the flow of stuff is regular, 

ἯΙ also get some material from Leslie for which I am thankful, 
but the Worker is lacking and it is becoming urgent that we get 
at least 20 copies for obvious reasons, They must know more 
about our movement to appreciate our problems and understand 
our policies - there are too many Tootskyites about and far too 
many Chinese with their loads of material. 

"Ymagine my surprise to find that the man who was in the mountains 
with Rank is a good fellow from Chicago who knows me well and 
will do all he can to help because he understands our problems 
and our needs. Am hoping to get some basic things settled. 

“Now comes the big problem, with the state of unsatisfactory 
commuunicatims between us. Have not had a single, a single word 
from Beaver, no instructions, opinions_comments or suggestions. 
What will 1 do if and when I get some proposals agreed to? I 
must have contact and quickly. 

“The celebration was brilliant - much has been accomplished and 

the courage and optimism runs down to the last working person 

here. It is going forward rapidly inspite of many problems, 

People from every part of the world were here and the reaction 

has been most favorable. Everybody asked: is there no one from 

our country? Of course I can imagéiea why but why no message - 

the 'w' editorial was excellent and received a good press, but 
no message. Why did you not send me a credential to ensure some 

representation. I was not in on the many discussions reserved 

for delegates - a gendral credential is not enough - it mus 

refer to the event. That's how it is. | δ 

"Now when I arrived I found a young τε | with a credential 

from Jim saying that she is the Worker representative to work 

with me, She said that she was told that she is on equal footing 

on all mattersand insists that everything be done and said in her 

presence, To all.the difficulties she has become a headache, 

She is ambitious and neurotic. I finally convinced her to take 



NY 100-134637 

"a job teaching because there is simply not any money for both 

of us, Aside from the money I brought I have nothing coming 

in here and am very careful with the bit that is left. They 

are not giving her an apartment and refuse to continue paying 

her hotel bill. What am I to do with her? She has done a 

little writing and I tried to encourage her to study and continue 

writing, but she is not satisfied. I had no instructions about 

her. I know nothing about the case in which she was involved. 

My guess is that she is homesick ~ perhaps it is best Lf she - 

returns. I have sent a proposal to Winny on this, She has 

had some personal experiences and I simply don’t have the time 

or the resources or the authority to change her situation, I 

must know from you and cannot assume any responsibility for her 

unless I do, 

‘There is much I cannot write and would like to discuss. Good 

work can be done here and I am sure with a little patience f 

will establish regular and good contact, but I need some money ~ 

I nedd it badly. Thanks, 

_"My very best to all. 

"Bella" 

NY 694-S* advised that the BERT and BILL referred to 

in the saluation of the letter refers to NORMAN FREED and 

NY 694-S*, 

The name Rank appearing in paragraph 3 is a reference, 

in the opinion of NY 694-S*, to FIDEL CASTRO. The informant: 

advised that he has no idea to whom BEATRICE JOHNSON refers 

when she mentioned the mancwho was in the mountains with Rank. 

He suggests that this individual may be’ known to CG 5824-S*, 

It is requested that the Chicago Office ascertain from CG 5824-S* 

whether or not he knows to whom BEATRICE JOHNSON has reference, 



NY 100-134637 

NY 694-S* advised that he has forgotten to whom the 
name BEAVER in paragraph 4 of the above letter refers. He 
stated thatle had arranged a code with BEATRICE JOHNSON and 
that BEAVER refers to one of the top CP functionaries. Va eee 

lng The young. in paragraph oe hy i 

Itc Le! Bufile ‘and "Jim" in the same agrap εὐ 

is JACKSON, Editor of "fhe Worker", boy 
cae ae eed 

The name BELLA at the end of the letter is a code 

name for BEATRICE SISKIND JOHNSON. 

NWINNY', mentioned above, is HENRY WINSTON, CPUSA 
functionary presently in Moscow. 

'YMZSLIE", mentioned above, is LESLIE MORRIS, Canadian 

CP functionary. 
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ϑ ~ Liaison 

: ~ Mr. Bland 

δὴ , wm tOP-SHCRET 1 - Mr, Shaw. 

ἊΝ PRT AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION G0 

DATE O1L-O5-2012 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE | 
β) (18) 100-428091 BY LIATSON | 

Date: February 10, 1964 

To: Director Ὶ 

Bureau of Intelligence and Research 4 
‘Department of State 

| δὶ 
From; John Edgar Hoover, Director NN f i A 

Subject: .COMMUNIST PARTY, USA ΝΜ} [ ἷ 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS +f | 52 

 INTERWAL SECURITY «Ὁ 

My letter to you dated October 30, 1963, contained 
information that the Soviet Uzbek Society desired to invite 
to the Soviet Union a delegation of seven Negro leaders and 
that the Comuunist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) had 
requested the Communist Party, U8A (CPUSA), to furnish the 
names of the Negroes to be included in this delegation. 

The CPUSA has recently advised the CPSU that the 
Soviet Uzbek Society should send to Reverend Milton A, 
Galamison an invitation for a Negro delegation to tour the~ 
Seviet Union. 

‘Reverend Gelamison is pastor of the Siloam = “12 
Presbyterian Church, Brooklyn, Kew York. He is also Chairs 
man of the Kew York Citywide Committee for Integration = 

played a leading role in the recent boycott of public μι Ὁ 
schools in New York City. He is known to have been in - 
contact with CPUSA officials relative to racial matters and& 
ig highly regarded by the CPUSA leadership. ω 

4. ὁ TO Zi 0 834 

The above information was supplied by sources 
| p, fp which have furnished reliable information in the past. 

Because of the sensitive nature of th sources, this 
communication has been classified Το βοιτοὶ " | 4 hati 

1 ~ Director (By Liainéh) 102110: 
τοῖοι aT Contral ralelaigense acess ZA (4 
Belmont senunenanen i Ε:} | ΒΕΥ "ἢ ri! ᾿ 

MODE ναινωννικυνινννοσυανον. ᾿ ΡῚ ᾿ 
. 

ciet— Attention: , Deputy Rirector, Jans - 

DeLoach π HGS: eeb 472 Behe 
sae mc ὡς GA 

a . 

PROBE seneonenieetraint: 
a 

iy dg ch art 

ϑυϊμγαῦ νι 4 cr epal — i F ὶ 

Ta γαὶ μλλυκνουωκυποναν 

DS 



Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and ‘Research | 
Departuent of State 

NOTE: 

Classified ΠΕΡ ΦΕΕΣΘΈ" because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could reveal the identity of 
the source (NY 694-31) who is of continuing value and such 
revelation could result in exceptionally grave damage to. 
‘the Nation, 

f 



ΠΑΡῸ ΟΝ _ | @ | 
UNITED STATES. GO MENT ; 

Memorandum 
τὸ : / . DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE! February 11, 1964 

ma) a | SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

SUBJECT: 

A, 
Re New York airtel dated 2/4/64, captioned as 

above, regarding a letter from BEATRICE SISKIND JOHNSON 
dated 12/31/63, 

On February 7, 1964, CG 5824-S* advised that he 
has no ‘recollection at this time as to ‘the identity of the 
individual referred to by JOHNSON who was in the mountains 
with FIDEL CASTRO and whom JOHNSON knew in Chicago. 
CG 5824-S* is giving this matter more thought and in the 
event he is able to recall this Individual, the Bureau 
and New York will be advised, 

"1 /r- 42h) 2692. 
ar: atts soFE8.14 (964 

fin. ia AR ἼΣΗΣ -- -- 
" : ᾿ ᾿ a 

(p- Bureau (RM) £09 jp Hy Bf « 
2 ~ New York (100-134631) Cy), 

ily 1 = Chicago 

WAB:b11 

(5) 
cal 

| 7 
BSFEB 1 8 jana 
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FD-36 (Rev, 12..1.3:.58} 

© We nae e .. 
FBI 

Date: 2/11/64 

Transmit the following in. 
(Type in plain text or ¢ode) : 

Ι 
να. AIRTEL REGISTERED | 

(Priority or Method af Mailing) 

SN et es re A he st sl et teed ty ne uo ie es mk tee fs Ran mn ae We vad de ne ee we ore es es 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

| () FROM : SAG, NEW YORK (100-134637) Ὁ (Ue 

SUBJECT: \SOLO A 
το ἷ ΒΑ͂ aN 

NAG 
On 2/11/64, a ciphered message was received from 

Moscow, via radio, the plain text of which is as follows: 

"To HALL Ὁ | F | 

"From WINSTON. | | 

"I leave Moscow on 2/21/64 via: Warsaw, Paris, London, 

‘Williamson does not agree that I leave alone. Have 
‘you any objection." 

NY 694~S* advised that "WILLLAMSON , "mentioned above, 
is JOHN WILLIAMSON, former CPUSA functionary now in London, 
The informant stated that he would transmit the above message 
to HALL on 2/11/64. . (7 

LA Kg | (into 
ZA7~ BUREAU (100-428091) (RM) ὡ | 

1 = CHICAGO (134-46-Sub-B) (RM-AM) Af % 
L - ΝΥ 134-91 CINV) (41) | ἌΝ SOAS We re 
1 - NY 100-134637 (41)-~ - Ree VY Oo 2807/4 ΄ 

ι ] 
ΠΝ FX-103 11 FEB “x2! 1964 

smsb- a 
(7) af ὌΝ ' + — 

- a 

: ΗΝ Διὰ, τὰς 

εὐ ih ; ως OE f Sént ̓ ς 8 Per 
*'65 FEB By: ὁ οἰ ΙΝ ϑηϊ πη Charge 



‘UNITED STA’ FES GOVERNMENT —— 

Memorandum ROUTEIN ENVELOPE sie 

: Mr. coy DATE: February 11, 1964 

- Εις Downing 

SUBJECT: Gouo 
Ω TERNAL SECURITY - C 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted:to 
-him by radio. 

‘On 2/11/64 transmissions: were heard by the Bureau's radio 
station at Midland on scheduled times and frequencies at which time'a 
message, NR 214 GR 42, was sent. 

The plain text of the message‘is set forth below. The cipher 
text is attached. 

TO BIRCH (Gus Hall) FROM:LAST (Henry Winston). I NEW (will leave) 
HOTEL (Moscow) ON FEBRUARY (number) 21 VIA POOL (Warsaw), 
HAMLET (Paris), VILLAGE (London). WILLIAMSON (repeat) WILLIAMSON 
‘DOES NOT AGREE THAT I NEW: (leave) ALONE. HAVE YOU ANY 
OBJECTIONS. 

WILLIAMSON is ‘probably identical with John Williamson, 
former functionary of CPUSA who was deported'to England and is now a 
functionary of the CP of Great Britain. 

ACTION: RL 

For information. 

Enclosure 

I --Mr. Belmont 
2- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 

PWP: ἀν, κα 
(10)DQee/— 

ΕΝ 



HR 214 GR 42 

89304 40237 14651 06333 70169 78296 48974 34101. 75741 28352 
10586 92629 48391 42486 69906 38370 62904 89283 92472 36602 
31997 56009 56310 30758 22888 57699. 31373 60049: 59509 27464 
46018 79147 75823 72762 56660. 74978 19776 50297 75563 52631 
55251 47798: 

ENCLOSURA, 

Lo 4009) -Π 



™ OPOMAL FORK NO. Φ δοιδοῖδα Φ ΄ 
MAY 1962 ΒΟΙΉΟΝ 

᾿ 

GSA GEM, MEG. νῷ. 27 Totson μ: 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMEN I () Belmont ὁ 
COS POT sameness 

Memorandum ROUTEIN ENVELOPE == 
TO. Mr. Conrad . DATE: February 13, 1964 ae 

μ Τανεῖ  ὠννκωσωνκα ᾿ 
“PROTO eum 

"» Tele. ROOM semtevente μου he _F. Downihg Kole, Bom mm 
(4) . ΤᾺΝ τοῦτ τιμα τον πανστλε 

SUBJECT: Zuo ) | 
RNAL SECURITY -.C 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted 
‘to him by radio. 

ΟἹ 2/13/64, transmissions were heard ‘by the Bureau's radio 
station at Midland on scheduled times and frequencies at which time a 
message, NR 829 GR 36, was sent. 

| The plain text of the message is set forth, below. The cipher 
text is attached. 

WE HAVE AN IMPORTANT LETTER, THAT SHOULD BE GIVEN TO YOU 
WITHOUT DELAY. PLEASE ARRANGE A MEETING TOMORROW OR A 
DAY AFTER TOMORROW. 

ACTION: 

Se, αἱ . . . . 
% TAP, ‘For information. 

xe) Oe rte 5 ga d : 
oO a 4! φ» 

CF a ue! Aw νὴ 

Gt “ ( 
Enclosure 

- 

1 - Mr. Belmont 
2- Mr. Sullivan.(Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. 'W. G. Shaw) 

-““αα ὃ 

er ΘΟ ΚΒ 

gBIFEB 18 wet 



2/13/64 

NR 829.36 GR . : 
14398. 11472 62866 03079 93806 55095 82003 '05421 ‘61223 50257 
20650: 08894 40756 72880 90511 10823 82938 82274 43903 23213 
88557 ‘80506 84226 28919 71986 94208 12884 51690 02373 42081 
51439 27108 50345 05938 93099 81601 ; 
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UNITED STATES GO MENT 

Memorandum 
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: February 5, 1964 

7 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

ΓΝ 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau i 

if) 
Gel ont 

TRphTere 

who is a part of the Solo operation. In view of the 
delicate nature of this operation, we have some concern 
about transmitting this flash notice in the normal Bureau 
mail, and concerning the fact that this flash notice night 
receive merely routine handling in the Identification 
Division, Nevertheless, we believe such a flash notice 
should be placed. Therefore, this flash notice is being 
forwarded to the Solo desk at the Bureau for whatever 
handling may be deemed appropriate to insure the continued 

een “ , 

| sen ipa ϑεουι δε] apit A Informant Flash Notice for Chicago informant f 

a PTS 
Ib fhe 

security of this operation. 

REC 54 

bBT- Ie LICE 
᾿ς ~ ΒΕ ἢ 2nTIA 
(2/~ Bureau (Enc, 1) (RM) 

"" 

WAB: Ὁ11 : ἢ, πᾳ τ} τὴς 

(4) oh 
᾿ oa a 

65 FEB AN 1964 
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. ,. OFPONAL FORM MO, 18 Φ Φ. 

᾿ NMENT “UNITED STATES GOVER 

- Memorandum ROUTE IN ΓΙ ἮΝ ἘΞ , 
TO ; ‘Mr. Ἢ, C. aes pate: .2/6/64 

(} 1 ~.Mr, Belmont a 
FRoM : Myr, .F, J.. Ba aM? er 1 ~ Mr, Sullivan Tole, ἄρον mame 

1 - κει. Baumgardnetcs 

SUBJECT: NEE 1 .-~ Mr, ‘Shaw | 
RNAL SECURITY: - - COMMUNIST 4 : 

NY 694~S* net with his Soviet contact, Aleksy M,.’Kolobash- 
‘kin,, Third Secretary, Soviet Mission to the ‘United Nations, on 
1/31/64, On this. occasion, Kolobashkin gave informant the following 
messages containing invitations. for a trade union and Negro: delega-~ 
‘tions'to visit the Soviet Union. 

Trade “Gnion Delegation “5! ‘ 
ne] 
‘ys The Soviet All Union Central Committee of Trade Unions. 

desires‘to invite a.group of 4 American. trade union leaders to.Moscow 
for ‘the:=celebration.of May Day. It was requested that the Communist 
Party, ae (CPUSA), advise as to whom.the invitation: ‘Should be 

rected?” 
αὐ 

Comment 1é 

My memorandum of 1/27/64 reported that the CPUSA ‘had 
sent a message to the Soviets οὐ 1/21/64 suggesting a May 
Day trade union delegation composed of important trade 
union leaders be invited to the Soviet Union to study the 
positive-.effects which automation in the Soviet Union is 
having against the negative - effect that automation is: 
having in,,the ‘movement in the United States, [570 
Our informant, has been recently contacted by 
a CPUSA leader ‘concerning. informant's availability to 
attend the: MayDay celebrations in Moscow, Informant 
indicated“his willingness to attend and is currently. 
awaiting<further instructions from the CPUSA relative to-- 

« making férmal preparation for the trip. We will disseni- 
‘~ nate to the Attorney General, Department of State,, Central: . 
f Intelligence Agency, and the Department of Labor the fact . 

ous grhat the Soviets have invited a trade union delegation to 
ὩΣ visit the Soviet Union, EBT «12 1C Ε 

SEU ZiT IAWY 
“Seero. Botogation ae 

Ὅς πε 

Se The ‘Sovidts “adiiised that ‘an invitatiOn ‘ha? Wedy sent to 
Reverend Milton A, Galamison by the Soviet “Uzbek Society to lead a 
delegation of '7 Negroes*to the. Soviet ‘Union, 5 XY 

—_ 100~428091 REG 54 / UDG, EOF FERS 
mos ieee eee EX-102 a 22 Ὲ8Β 17 1964 GB WOK 

GO FEB 18 eae 
Se 



Baumgardner to We ο.. Sullivan 
SOLO 

100-428091 

Comment 

Previous memoranda in this matter reported that 
‘CG 5824-S*, while on.a Solo Mission in the Soviet Union 
in August, 1963, took up with the Soviets, at the 
instructions: of CPUSA leader Gus Hall, the urgent need 
for the Soviets to invite a Negro delegation to the 
Soviet Union in view of’ the importance of the current 
Negro struggle in the United States, In ‘October, 1963, 
the Soviets advised the CPUSA that the Soviet Uzbek Society 
.of Friendship with foreign countries desired to invite a 
‘group of: 7 Negro leaders to visit the Soviet Union. The 
Soviets requested the -CPUSA to furnish the names of the 
Negroes: to be included in the delegation and specified 
that they be eminent Negro leaders who could openly. speak 
‘in the Soviet Union as well'as after thelr return to the 
United States, (We disseminated this information to. the 
Attorney General, Central Intelligence Agency, and the 
Department of State on 10/30/63.) Gus Hall recently 
suggested to the Soviets that the invitation from the 
Soviet Uzbek Society should: be directed to Reverend 
Galamison, Reverend Galamison is pastor of the Siloam 
Presbyterian Church, Brooklyn, New York. NY 694-5* has 
advised that Galamison has been in contact with CPUSA 
Leaders relative to racial matters and is highly regarded 

‘iby the CPUSA leadership, -Galamison.is Chairman of the 
New York Citywide Committee for Integration and played a 
deading role in the recent boycott of public schools in 
New York City. He is not on the Security Index; however, he 
is currently under investigation to ascertain if his activi- 
ties meet the criteria for the Security or Reserve indices, 
We will disseminate to the Attorney General, Central 
Intelligence Agency, and the Department ‘of State the fact 
that the Soviets have sent an invitation to Reverend 
Galamison to tour the Soviet Union, 

ACTION 

‘For information. Expeditious attention is being given to 
the dissemination of the information pertaining to the Soviets' 
desires to have a trade union and Negro delegations tour the Soviet 

PPG PS 



FD+36 (Rev. 12-13-56) 

Transmit the following-in 

Φ Φ 
FBI 

Date: 2/13/64 

| (Type in plein text or code} 
| 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED Ι 
᾿ : (Priority or Method of Mailing} | 

“tah ed ti Ye σον sry, OO sn ‘thins kp hd WO ova sie καὶ a) Yes ru soem) neue nf vinta SYu ety ‘ru rm soi. tut sm sub mint. aus nts sand: rum sym suum κα L 

το: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) | 

FROM: SAG, NEW YORK (100-134637) Cal | 

SUBJECT Couo OY ft . 
τ ἣ :8.-Ὁ ' 

On 2/13/64, the following ciphered message was. received 
via radio from Moscow, the plain text of which is as follows: 

"We have an important letter that should ‘be 
given to you without delay. Please arrange 
a meeting tomorrow or the day after ‘tomorrow." 

4 | 
3“ BUREAU (RM) : 
1 - CHIGAGO (134-46 Sub 8) (AM ἘΜ) | 
1 - NY 134-91 (Inv) (4L) « | 
1 - NY 100-13463 (41)-. - 

% ACB:mfd (#41) gy 
(7) ve : 

ὯΝ .62- A2F09/ 9 AZ 
eeweers emmmeis avevenennally Ι 

8 FEB 14 1964 

WE 
Approved: Ka Sent. 

BR FEB ape 



7 5.1.5 (610-31) * 
ΟΝ 

, @i r 

+ 

Domestic Intelligence Division 

INFORMATIVE NOTE 

: Date | 2-11-6 

Gus Halil, CPUSA Secretary, wants 
NY 694-S% to brief Soviets on 
Edward’ Lamb .and‘ ask Soviets to 
invite Lamb to Soviet Union. Says 
Lamb is more "astute and advanced 
thinker" than Cyrus Eaton and thus 
has potential value to Soviet Unio 
Hall described Lamb as "very close 
friend" for many years who has 
donated money to CP, Says Lamb is 
influential with Democratic 
National Committee. tiants Soviets| 
informed that Lamb "very close" to 
former AG McGrath. Lamb widely 
publicized 1955 when Federal 
Communications Commission granted 
TV license after recommendations 
of denial because of Lamb's 

Rorerya image Aaa hanes wage" 
being advised, τὉν΄---τοαυσυδα 

ogi πρταιραυαυρα τς μμαμθμδιαν 



PD-36 (Rev. 12-156)" . a . 

ae Φ Φ ‘xf 

FBI 

Date: 2/10/64 

Transmit the following in a 
A ἐπ τὸ ᾿ . ᾿ 

pene 
Ἵ Ἵν, PEGE ccna 

“-----Ξ -Ξ:-.-.- 
Myr, Trotter on 

Vie ____ALREEL REGISTERED 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) ee Hotes ας 

ee ἀππα πατ ὅπ ie
ee ee oe de es Miss ey j 

᾿Ψ TO: DIRECTOR, FBL (100-428091) 

᾿ FROM: SAG, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

ἐς SUBJECT: (“SOLO 
4 Denk SECURITY ~COM MEMS J 

EXTREME CAUTION MUST 'BE EXERCISED WITH RESPECT TO ᾿ 
‘DISSEMINATION OF THE INFORMATION HEREIN SINCE ‘BY ITS NATURE, 
IT TENDS TO IDENTIFY NY 694-S*, A VALUABLE INFORMANT, AS THE 
SOURCE THEREOF, UNLESS THIS INFORMATION. IS OBTAINED FROM A 
SOURCE OTHER THAN NY 694-S*, IT SHOULD NOT BE INCORPORATED - 

: EVEN IN PARAPHRASED FORM - LIN THE INVESTIGATIVE SECTION OF A 
j REPORT. 

On 2/7/64, NY 694-S* furnished the following info 
tion to SA — C. BURLINSON: 

eg? ie £09 Ὁ so-20091) (met. 2) (RM) --- 
1 - CHICAGO (134-46 Sub-~B) (ΕΩ61.-2) (AM RM) } 

~ CLEVELAND (100-8681) (Encl. 2) (AM RM) - 
NY 134-91 - (Inv)(41) .- 
NY 100-121572 (EDWARD OLIVER LAMB) (412) 
‘NY 100-134637 mp pe 

Ἵ 
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Approved: ὡς; 
δ 5 FER Ω ῃ ῥοῦ fp) Agent in Charge a ων 
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On 2/7/64, GUS HALL, CPUSA General Secretary, told 
NY 694-S* that he has a very close friend, one EDWARD, LAMB 
‘(Bufile 100-14646; Cleveland file 100-8681), ‘'an industrial 
tycoon'', who is. President of the Seiberling Rubber Company in 
Toledo; Ohio, and who is, in HALL's opinion, a more astute 
and advanced thinker with respect to matters concerning the 
Soviet Union, Cuba, and China, than ‘is the American industrialise 

ῳ 

_and friend of the Soviets, CYRUS EATON. 

I 

eer meee 

HALL stated that LAMB is’ very influential with members 
“of the Democratic National Committee and is a "powerful force” 
politically. On 1/9/64, DAMB addressed the International Trade 
Club of Chicago, Illinois, .at the LaSalle Hotel in Chicago, his 
subject being "Toward a World Common Market". . The nature of 
LAMB’s remarks:were such that the socialist countries undoubtedly 
would heartily agree with LAMB's opinions. 

According to HALL, who stressed the fact that he was 
telling the following to the informant confidentially, HALL has 
been in contact with LAMB on several occasions during the past 
few years and at times ‘has sent ARNDDD JOHNSON, CPUSA Director 
of Publicity, to contact LAMB. LAMB has donated sums of money 
‘to the Party da the past. (HALL, did not indicate how much money +) 

HALL first. became acquainted with LAMB in 1937 when the 
latter was HALL's attorney when HALL was arrested as a result 
of his activities in a steel strike in the midwest. LAMB is 
under ‘bbligation to HALL for several ‘reasons. Shortly after 

|:HALL's trial, ‘LAMB considered himself an authority on Marxism-— 
‘Leninism and wrote a book on LENINISM. He discussed the book 
with HALL, to whom he had shown the sole copy of the manuscript. 
HALL advised LAMB that if the latter decided that he wished to 
‘become a successful businessman in the USA, LAMB "had better 
‘forget about the book," HALL told LAMB that the book might 
become a "boomerang", «LAMB accepted HALL's advice and to date 
has repeatedly expressed his gratitude to HALL for the latter's 

jadvice at ‘the time. 
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In 1954, when GUS HALL was in Leavenworth Penitentiary, 
HALL ceceived a telephone call from a Congressional committee 
investigating LAMB in connection with the licensing of a radio 

-|station owned by LAMB at that time, HALL refused to testify 
jand for that reason LAMB ‘has always been grateful in that the 
record does not reflect that LAMB - was acquainted with GUS HALL. 

‘In view of LAMB's potential value to the Sovids, HALL. 
stated that he desired that NY 694-S* requests the Soviets to 
invite ‘LAMB to the Soviet Union, ‘He-stated that the basis for 
the Soviets inviting LAMB to the Soviet Union would be that he 
is an important industrialist, that they are acquainted with 
-his ‘lectures and other activities, and that the reason for 
their inviting him to Moscow would be that LAMB could further 
the cause of improving Soviet-American industrial ‘relations, 
HALL stressed the fact that LAMB‘'s acquaintance with HALL, and 
LAMB's previous connection with the working class movement 
should not be mentioned by the Soviets and when they should 
contact LAMB to invite him to the Sovie€ Union, HALL gave to 
NY 694-S* ‘for transmittal to the Soviets a copy of the speech, 
aforementioned, delivered by LAMB before the International 
Trade Club of Chicago. A ‘Photostat of the said speech is enclosed 
herewith for the Bureau, Chicago and Cleveland. 

7 HALL also told NY 694-S* that "Fortune!" magazine 
‘some years ago ran an extensive article on LAMBaid he instructed 
the informant to obtain the said article and to send the same 
τὸ the Soviets. NY 694-S* ascertained that the "Fortune" magazine 
issue of May, 1956, contained.an article entitled, ‘Ted Lamb, | 
Toledo Riddle” by FREEMAN LINCOLN. A Photostat of the said 
article is enclosedterewith for the Bureau, Chicago and Cleveland, 

‘HALL also requested that NY 694-S* send to the Russians 
information concerning LAMB contained in "Who's Who in America". 
‘who's Who in America" reflects the following information -concern- 
ing LAMB; 7 
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"LAMB, Edward, lawyer, business exec.} b. Toledo 

O., Apr. 23, 1902; 8. Clarence Μ᾿ and Mary (Gross) 

L.j student Dartmouth, 1920-24; A.B., Harvard, 

1925; LL.B., Western Reserve, 1927; τ. Prudence 

Hutchinson, June 15, 1931; children-Edward Hutchinson, 

Priscilla Prudence. Admitted to 0, bar, 1927; 

asst, law dir. City of Toledo, 0., 1928; ind. law 

practice, Toledo, 1928--; senior member firm Lamb & 

Mack, 1946--; owner, pres. Unity Corp., 1944--; 

pres. Dispatch, Inc; pres. chim, bd. Lamb Enterprises, 

Inc; pres. Gibraltar Enterprises, Inc., Edward Lamb 

Realty Co.; dir. Seiberling Rubber Co., Thomson 

Machinery Co., White Products Company; licensee 

television station WICU, Erie, Pa. Trustee Wilberforce 

‘University. Member American, Ohio, Toledo, FCC bar 

associations, American Newspaper Publishers Assn, 

Episcopalian. Clubs: Toledo, KAHKWA, National Press; 

Overseas Pwess (N.Y.C.) Home: Sentinel Point, Maumee, 

0. Office: Edward Lamb Bldg., Toledo." 

. HALL instructed NY 694-S* to furnish to the Soviets a 

report on LAMB contained in Poor's Registry of Corporations, 

Directors and Executives. The 1964 Poor's Digest contains the 

following information on LAMB: 

LAMB, Edward (Ὁ. 1902-Dartmouth Coll.; Harvard Univ. 

« (Law); Western Reserve Univ. (Law))-Atty, Publisher & 

Industrialist, Edward Lamb Bldg., Toledo, Ohio-Res: 

Sentinel Point, Maumee, Ohio | 

Edward Lamb Enterprises, Inc., Pres 

Seiberling Rubber Co., Dir 
Dispatch, Inc., Pres 
Unity Corp., Pres 
WHOO, Inc., Pres 

White Products Corp., Chrm 

WICU-IV, Erie, Pa., Pres 

Gibraltar Enterprises, Inc., Pres 

Edward Lamb Realty Co,, Pres" 

~&- 
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HALL further stated thathe believes that LAMB ‘has 
traveled in the Soviet Union-in ‘the past. He stated that the 
Soviets should also be informed of the fact that at one time 
LAMB was "very close to, and worked with, ‘the former Attorney 
General Μὴ GRATH." | | 

NY -694-S% advised that he intends to furnish the 
above-mentioned information to the Soviets on 2/14/64, 
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On 2/10/64, NY 694-S* advised SA ALEXANDER Ο. BURLINSON 
that he was in receipt of a letter from LESLIE MORRIS, Secretary 
of the Canadian CP, in which MORRIS noted that he ‘was enclosing 
for the information of the CPUSA a cdpyyvof pertinent portions of 
two letters received by him from LIBBY}PARKS, Canadian CP 

' -Yepresentative in Cuba. MORRIS stated that undoubtedly the 
information contained therein would be of interest to ‘the CPUSA. 

Enclosed herewith, for the Bureau and Chicago, are 
photostats of the aforesaid letters. 

i 
14Z3?- ‘BUREAU 100-428091) (Enc. 2) (RM) (I iG 
1 = CHICAGO (Enc. -2) (RM-AM), 7 | 

1 1. = NY 134-91 INV Attach. 2) -- - fae ff | 
1 
1 

ΝΥ 64-56 ‘(CP OF CUBA) (312) (Attach. 2). 
NY 100-134637 (41). oe : ὴ 

μι 2 2 

ἴδ ) συ - 42 09) - | 
ACB :msb -τ- τ": (δε Ὶ 

@) ᾿ 4 8 FES Ws S i 

NCLOSURE x, - 

“ v Cz 
of) : 

Apptoved: . aa 7d ΒΘΗ͂Ν Sent. M Per, 

DE fal Agent in Charge 

65 FEB? 0 196 
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urs “of Oct 28th came Kov 9th, more er less par for the — 
Be these dager” We shall let B know whan Cythiag oenes 

ἦ Te | ᾿ ᾿ 

Apropos of books, etc, ποὐϊὰ it be vossible in the 
interests of speed _to vork ont a way of sending material 
by the cargo plane? In a recent lett-r to the book store 
(las$ wsek}. τὲ mentioned that a friend hed said it would 
be pos-ible. A phone call to us during the morning (the 
store has the number) (there is no phone in this: apt) 
ang we could pick up the parcel. . rn 

Tne Cuban law confiscate all ‘parcels, except medicines 
then in the Customs from the U.S. Yesterday some 28 vanes - 
left for Oriente with over 48,000 pairs € shoes found. in. 
tie parcels, plus food am clothing, All confiscated. ‘One. 
person had parcels in Custous vith.3? pairs of shoes. 80. 
far at Lert the Cuban’ βούλου gogent affect auueai. parosth 

‘se a ee 
© Bg 

ay ” 
of 

parcels +0 Cuba. 

Ἣν 

ΤῚΣ és. under diz cussion nott =" “singe” a ὍΝ 
(Obligatory uivitary Service) :« three ‘yearsy - affecting nen” | 
between 17 and 45, Yomen betwéen ἍΤ δᾶ 35. will be accepted: 
later as volunteers - the FNC is. ‘2oktog that the linit Τὸ 
πόρε voluntcers beexter.ed to 45° FOO» - Pires years is. 

ene ase | Ἢ 

because ὋΣ work in production: ‘that. soldiers. in’ t) 
pe.ask d.to do ὁ forst scene, 88 ἢ ot 
then ϑοΐξθές ᾿ we so + 

γε, 

Reul- ‘cited: eloony: figaces δὲ 
coffde pickers, electrical wo 
of then vicked 5534 cans of σὰ 
(Raid by’ the entersrise} food 
Game: τὸ δ᾽ 9597954 5 So. thek } food ἡ he if : 
wiki ‘get~ only. ΟἿ a month shendiig ‘money, since - 
Will. take’ only. those -tho have no i 
mainly. ΠΏ ed yar sterse. Bw 
Land bré thers and” Sis ers. εἴο, 
and hospital. ΠΩΣ whe 

“gat malt: éxample. may ‘be Site fe 
theory. ΕΞ taatk: co-orkers | tale 
»Yoductivity while the volwn 
offeg plantation owner seldesin 

εἶ meine: Side. a. Worker $7 
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ite new lav at mectings In all alaces of ork, ajoroval,. 
lgith any modifications, by council of ministers by.end of | 
ΞΟ ΘΙ ΘΙ registration in Decenber, and 6021 -Ἐ8 in Morehe > 
Tae savings in arny pay resulting from nev systen of |. 
lallovances is celeul: tee. at 3260 “aillion in five vearse 
i 
i 

We θενὰ C+ rlos Rafael sneak on Friday night ‘Test: on 
Tella betveen Mesti and Bidel. Three. universal | figures. 
said Carlos Rafael, each with his own role in relation to 

ig, orm times, The Cuban var of Indenendence, Led by Harti 
anifscec was tne only such indevendence. struzgle Led by the 
radical petty-bourgeoisie. This led CR into his forme + thene 
that Conintern in 1928 underestinated revolutionary potent- 
ialities οἵ radical pet ty=bour geois clenents, According to 
CR this was admitted by Kuusinen δὲ. Τα Congress, and Kuusing 
‘nad drafted the 1928 ΟἹ resolution | on. national Liverdtion |. 
land national bourgeoisie, Mella is. ἃ great asset to the: 
PURS as a larxist-Leninist who. is. a hero to. all sectors, 
istudents and workers. τις ον | τος Sn, _ 
| AUS editorial ve say argue ἃ that’ 1 Ver inel io's. re signation 
ag Rector of the University ἢ 18r@ WES: Linle ἃ. to Soviet withe 
idravel of mi¢siles! But He Toul ‘suDpese that Marinelle 
is uch better Fitted to be Cuba 8. WiESCO anbaseadr rather 
‘than SBNBA 8 inistering. the university suffering from 
isevere ον τ ΤῊΝ " | co , 

| The ΠῸ hesny yet cbnie, and we. ‘havent. yet seen the Soviet= | 
iChinese exchangesof- September, ese cially the Soviet state-= | 
Iment of Sept 51. Later New Tines. ave, come but not those. 
ΠΣ are the Chinese up to with | TVS? . 

: There are tivo interesting short nieces in the detober 
monthly Reviews neither very good on details, but ideas 
‘that coufd bedeveloped, One is Aluminum profits and 7 
Garidbean veople. The other a note to-@ffect that gap 
ibetween developed and underdeveloped countries is wid ening. 
‘Nice re impoverishment -. and Marx's remark in Poverty of P 
‘that millions die ig Hast Indies to provide English textile 
workers with one ofMMtwo good years in every tens The: 
aluminum business is a good example of "investment" in 
‘Canada Leading to second ¢ generation inves τ ment in Jamalaay 
‘Guiana, Dom REpubs eto. | 7 | : ‘ ; we δον" τ ΝΕ - ee 
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.‘e¢*ing any εὖὸ Shis efid. Today, 36th, an, airmail, Jetter arrived 
Scat hed been ueilcsd in Toronto on Toyerber 15% six weeks 
in trensit, The Trib and Globe do a pet better. Visitors are 

arziving, 2erhabs fever then lost year. The Dean is heres A 
big soviet delegation is ‘ere but runors persist that it will 

be joined. by Nikita, since trey say the arade is plenned to 

allow for ὕπο speakers. Clivving enclosed re Canadian visitor 

ΓΊΟΣΙ we “1eVve- not run into. Is Phat Covnit tee. still functioning? 

{TES vos yourar ssing our letters - we iP etter arent 

8 

Christmes food specials mostly arrived on time. Pork, Cubany | 

chickenB, cuban andsoviet, wine, Spain and Albania, candy | οὐ ΤῸ] 

grain. Big shipments of toys for kids Θ many of them Hungarian = 7 

(the toys that is). Distribution mauela better than last year. πον 

but still a great problems _ . S| 

Cie and the lavor. experts were on aa the day after Goristmas 

to discuss nev vork norms: that begin to be apolied this coning 

year = 8 hain categories, Tne problem: is with vorkers in what 

vere U,S,"controllcd industries whose vw. ages.are higher now 

than the new norms. Interesting facet: of imperialism. Guba- 

by itself cannot afford that level and still grow. ‘These workers. 

continue’ to receive. waces at the. old rate = divided. into . pO 

yage δῇ. what is knovm os the- ‘plus, .and the’ ‘plus is guaranteed .. 

then a6 long 23 they mold Ἐπθ. job. The Minister of Labor seid. 

sat if anyone sot up at 8. meeting to: urge tat. workers - renounce” 

the plus’ (they have been aaked.to renounce some henefita) 

then he should de. bounced out as gui ty of ‘a provocations The. . 

-Dlus.is yours he saide “0 one a8. atraplett 
τὸ to ΩΝ σοῦ: to, (Sive 

it. Ups 

| 
1 

a | 

i 

I 

those with 165 acres andLess, τὸ. settle tte basis for payment 

of cane in the coming Zarras nere 15. ‘to bea: ‘guaranteed price τοῦς 

-for next seven years, till 1970, a.price ‘that -ineréases. as the.” coi. ἃ 

-yleld per acre - increaseBe. sigh yields. higher. unit, price. From 
a 

the printed. discussion: the farmers. s
eemed ‘happy ὁ ὦ Deen ΠΣ 

Fiael vas. at work rea with the jaaiviauad’ fasinerss 

᾿ ΠΝ nOWs the. ‘big: news ΕῚ tne’ ‘p
aper's ( (at. lest” in Hoy) has © 

been a ‘furious cultural ‘argunent betiven Blas: and the head’ of | Oe, 

" ICAICs. ‘the’ πὰ, Institutes AlEredo Gueveras <0
 τ | τς Re ee 

ΝῊ ‘$he arawient goes padk | to ‘July: «whet a “group. ‘of ce 

. film nakers . “held a discussion: among. thenselves: and printed 
a ae Εν 

‘sumiary ΟἿ it in la Gaceta, the. oF gan. or + the writers and: oxtiete " 

-unions ΤΆΡΥ argued, that. conflict ‘of. ¢déas is essential to: . ΝΣ 

“progress in cultures. hence ὁ) nosing: ‘ideas: 
must: (eee. Gorexists oo 

“but in struggles. there Wes. “ereat ermphasis: on. continuity’ in” oa 

culture wv e inte rit: ell “the: paste ‘Apparen
tly: ‘the str ‘dents Pee 

and. Yeacters. in:-the art. schools’
 asked. tne ginena ‘vorkers: to: Ao 

cone ‘toa meeting to” “46 cuss the SUELIATY ind’ a. discussion. tog 

‘place on dogsiat 1s . ag: the rain ceneny - - 0. “Peacherss ‘ox... one” of 

then arguing. that ‘idealism wes the main. “enemy. ‘A ‘cotiple™ of: foe! 

articles. later Bpnee aren ἣν film dire
ctors: olarifying | their, ΒΕ 
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positions and criticizing Seacuers hon they consicered 
dognatigse. In Cuba Socialista chere vere ὕπο cultural articles 

on class nature of culture and inheritance of paste. "ἢ ἊΝ 

In the reantime, ICAIC has been shoving δ zroun or ne “ly 

imported films, tye first in tro years fron non-= “socialist f 

countries, Τὸ" lim, Suenish, Argectine, Tlexican. The reviewers 

disagreed suorply. “Noy Draising Dulee Vidas shown Yor first. 

time, aid disliking txt arninating Angel ane. Viridisnas Revolucion 

Just toe reversé.s 
. a 

On. Deo Leth, the Acle raciones coluwm in Moy (Blas) answsred 

a letter esling for an opinion on Tilms being. saovm in. Cubay 

‘mentioning by name Dulce Vida, Acostone, Tniherminating angel — 

amd Gardelito. Tee anger ἯΤ.6 that aclaraciones hadnt. seen then 

‘(someone said the trouble is tuat Blas de snt likg films and — 

never foes} ‘but that judcing fron corients heard felt they were 

aot tobe reconended, and then discussed. wae" a Tiln should 

‘be -in a society building socialism: sid take pert in battle to 

do so andsubvesting the Ἐς the cineza snould tak this into 

| shoots ae eo 

This started a battle that. igs now. yet over. - 

οἰ orobested a οοδο] 8. of tines that he cannot underst 

the originel article caused so much stir, ut ἂν is [ “ely 

that ndiresnt. 8 aware OF ba eckground argwient. 

ony 

ξη 

ma 
τ 

. The- battle onened: walle Blas was out of toute RULE. I HESTEEX 

 gxrkengakeskxex wavekEnxinxiig
gx The Revolucion columnist book 

half‘a.page to ask what films should τῷ see σα ‘ansWering: the 

bests. and: those were wecisely vrat, ICAIC was bringing - - 

the ‘people shouldnt. be: tre ated 26 8 be ΩΝ childs εὐ τ 

Guevara ure te a Lone Letter ‘carricd in Hoy, ond. Pevoluoion 

carried a let ter from a. group. onsen: tlm workers. The latver. 

-gaid they were stupified to note tne. similasity between tne - 

thinking of -Aclaraciones. (one sentence taken), 2 Pope John 25, - 

‘and the Vays’ Code. Being doternines consciousness, they said, 

“not the reverse. If fiins could infLueice people. oaclys then - 

Preesyone | have been no τα olutions Co 

qievana abtacked on” na wure of socialist ‘peal
isme if it 

‘ean thepositive neroy the hapoy- ‘ending, the constructive 

-movalitys the arch-types - then no -. out if it means realism of 

othe “epoch: of socialism where 
creators. ave. free from reactionary . 

δ pYessuress then yes. Then came. the declaration’ of war = we 

imew no other cultural line than that enanating. from Fidel 

aid - is words to the Intellectuals of 1961, and ‘ICALe does 

_ not ancept points toat. are ‘gresented ag points of tue: government 

but whieh in fact are not? a a. policy and 8 oraotice is being 

“oreabed in. contradiction to. idea as of Fidelts: 1961. speech. 

“this while the three Acvoluedon ovitic
s were. busy choosing 

“the pest. filus of 1963, all phoking fim two of the dispuved - 

films in the first two pLacebe: At. this point. you mignt - judge | 

» that. there yas agreencnt to. Linke the discussion to Hove 

Revolucion ‘gaia nothing more axceDt. thet for tro days it. 

oarrie d ΕἸ poll of. intellect s
uals 511. in ‘Le. vor of seeing 8.11 Pilas 



tone for: tine eolumnis to of 5 Revolueton, ther ao δὴ χορ θυ Ὁ, answer”: to Gievara ‘Dlus. one for bie ΤΊ idm directérs,. Tue F, Fetional —. 7 
es 

εκ yl : “Council of Culture cal ied:.on Guevara to wexblein: what he: meant 

me ee .. .. 

ἢ ἊΝ 

᾿ ‘ ᾿ . “τ πὸ : mo τὰ . . 5 ΞΕ 

. . ἢ . +t . . Ν᾿ ι : tao. - ΝΣ ‘ μ . Pa ' . + i : ᾿ we τα σὖν . ' : . τ" ω ἅς te ως ΝΥΝ ἢ + - ᾿ . ᾿ς Δ a . . : . aan ' - 
. ΝΣ ᾿ ῃ tat iv . . Le ' ' ΝΣ ΠΡ : ᾿ nee πον ον 

: . . . pe . Te gt — ' won ν τ ἢ \ aren an ut : wo, ood é an 
. coe Ἀ ΑΙ a 

~Tyndo ΕΝ ἜΣ an esit oria al more" or less “agreeing with’ Ὅτ 
aCe 

Aclaraciones.” - " ce rr ΝΝ ie 
τ ὦ ἢ oe ΠΕΣ ΕΣ we a ἀπ τλι 

᾿ 

Ble 8 ‘then. bene an δ᾽ ‘series of answers “first ‘in ver ry triendiy τ 

by saying. that, a - different. cultural | LinShbeing : Snugeled ing: Guevara ansvered the firat turee parts of. Blas! reply. Toy 

“revolution, nothing | to weaken the 1111 tant spirit of the. 

also denied @a,rumor that thé Guevara article had only - been. 
“publishdd.as a:re sult of ‘an intervéntion by. Dorticos.. ‘Another ¢ “-LUrMOT, το t published, wes that Fidel ted been doth Guevara .... ‘létcers before. they. re /publis shed. (Pret: would seem. to ba 5:0 
/bure inwe nbion). . . ει απ We δ τος ἦν τν τ 

‘4 ' a wn - 48 7 = " «οὐ net ᾿ - ἢ 4 Η τ - ῃ 1H . Ἂ “ ΟΣ “" κὸν ” . ay 3. 

“Blas: oper ἃ. his replice by. arking what - are Ψ dost fins τς and setting out-precepts for. judgment - nothing against..: the | | 

deople,. nothing» to- desress the: socialist ‘consciousness of 
the people. We do. not vant’ ‘boring films, or ‘films that” foecn « 
exolusivelyy of only socialist country TIS. Mena) 

s ” 

πᾶν the ith Cnevera he began by. a’ Lone” ‘analysis of ayia ΠΝ 
πον ΕΣ 6 speech $o the Intellectuals. This: speech had ‘been: . 

- ade. because in 1961 Guevara vented 8 ds cussion ‘on δ. ovm’, pas 
“Droposal not to release a Cuban@nade fin dealing: mainly: with 
night ite. in’ ‘Habana. ‘And: in: ‘that. ‘speech Fidet: said. I hope ». ns 

 olaim. his view was that of. the: Pope. ‘and. the Hays Code,and asked 
» the questions: that should the. role of. the cingna be?’ Should,’ 
the cinema. take part or not in the. battle of the ‘people: for τος 

no-oné fis) questioning tie right-of, the governnént. to” take * wbhese- 
dei sionss ve have. the right, we. will discuss: thetlier ‘we, Penn τὶ 
exercise it Wisely ν᾿ but not. the ez stence. of τ the aight»: 

ι “ μον τὴν 
ΠΩΣ ὦν : 1 

Blas descrited: how ‘ne: ‘ana Houk ‘had been. aviay “to. ‘Geliver . πο arts membership cards, in Readlengd. 184: a femous. scene of old : aaa 

‘time struggle, among others, ‘to-an old: farmer. «tho “had kept... ΝΣ 
soviet novels buricd inva pox to. ‘Tend them, to. boys. in’ the.’ Be 
Rebel. ADTBY during: ‘the. Fighting - part: ‘An. the: ssEvice. of ‘the eo 

: peoples’ ' ΝΣ : " ἌΞΕΙ πὶ ΜΝ "-" εὐ λλῪ Tce woe 

— “ee i “ὌΠ 
" ! 

siévonat reply asked ~ ages. the: ‘editor of Hoy: in ‘an. nis 
editorial column that is later published ‘as ‘a. study. ‘text. - 
have the-right on his ovm account to-nake an attack. on” ‘the. | 
‘Line of. an Institute set. ub. dy. the government ?. We. are: only: 
'peady to,acesnt this from our -comander-ine chief,: Guevare, vent : 
|. on to. say, that 51: 8. evidently: felt εἰς profound’ disdain: for’. .. εἰς 
intellectuals, rather it myst be. Baid) jFeary. fear of the. orentive. 
ΣΝ ao a ae — ΕΝ — ere Be 

Bless in-a signed yeply. gaia. spat Aclaraciones. wes ‘not’: ani 

editorial and rejected: attematsa-to ingintete that; there eral 
differences. between: himself and Fidel, - and. atteno temas to. ‘present *. 

him as an enemy ofdultural freadom and fearful of shtellectuats. : 
‘In Aclaraciones ‘he paid | Ke. hadnt: ‘digoussed ‘the’ filns: ‘bute their "- 

effects, based on ovinions expressed py: Worker se. He then fired ~ 
a round: at. the directors ΜᾺ took ἃ: ‘gentence’ out-of | context. to" 

defences ates and if. yes Sy ‘then Rowe. ee 
. ' a] 



PB gk δρ τ οτος 
_- . ἢ ἊΣ - mae oe Poet ay mo = La . πετῶν ες οὖν . 

εὐ, “In “the dast reply to date: (tere has. been: ‘a, Aut lor 8, few a, 
- days)! Blas‘ acks why hé 18 “sup v0sed tobe afraid. of, intellectuals 
(hat. is really mant by: intéliectuals, he ΒΞ. Sy is. ‘small ἢ 
“group: around Guevara) 3. what. really. fills him with fears he” 
“says. ἀ 8 to tead-’ the srandiloquent: ‘verbiage. without. meaning , 
_ the: variety. and: wealth of: runors..that-are’ ‘in: circulation, ‘the . | 
“oreative’. spirit: ‘Shown: in: intrigue,’ in creating. fantasms against 
~wmnich honest Jaen, are ‘sought to hee mobilized, 

80° ‘ye stand, Quite. a Slurry ony ΤῊΝ ΠΥ ΡΝ 
“Tumor y that.a- éxeat manifesto. of: dintéllsctual. freédom was: 
"to be published, but it, 18 ent: yet abpeared, Fidel. is’ ‘not vet. 
‘dn athe act bute: everyone. 8epects he, will» Oe ντο δος 

ἘΠ “ts. disquieting is. -the ‘poli tloal, Bide, rather than 
“the: oulturals. The ‘films after “ally: arevall being- shown, But 
“the, ‘attempt. ‘to oreate. (or inereage: ‘Ors ΟΝ disunity: is . 
: unplessant., PEE oes ad a | os 

εὐ “The Guban: intellectuals,- scvoraindto, 6 Gossips “do. HOt agree* ες 
7 with the :Krushchoy; ‘speech " of early tHis year, and: they apparently. 
“were told ‘that. that. was a soviet position, here. in Cuba we will 
“work..gut. our: ‘om | approachs: Now they Jump to the-attack (or this 
group. does) - because. they. claim: that: 8 narrow ‘Lite, 19 coming: . 
᾿ in- thelsi de ἄροσο δ : τὸς "ἘΝ " πεν ae are Lo. 

“All: ‘that: ‘is necessarily a ‘surface: ‘deseription : - 80. “fer τς 
ΕΝ have. Been no, wweference | ‘to all thie in’ the U.S. press, + 
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. Date: 2/11/64 
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(Type in plain text or code} 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

Re New York airtel dated 2/4/64 setting forth 
results of the contact on 1/31/64 by NY 694-S* with BS 
Soviet contact, 

Information set forth therein was discussed with 
CG 5824-S* on 2/7/64 and 2/10/64, at which time CG 5824-S* i 
requested that the following be transmitted ‘to NY 694-5*, ἈΝ» 

(1) With reference to item number 3, page 3, of 
referenced airtel regarding the invitation of the All Union 
Central Council of Trade Unions, CG 5824-5* advised that the | a 
Communist Party, USA (CPUSA) should advise the Central Com~ 
mittee, CP, Soviet Union (CPSU); that while the CPUSA has 4 
received ‘this invitation the CPUSA will not accept the 
financial responsibility for these people since this invita- 
tion emanates from the Soviet trade union organization and fj 
not the CPSU. Therefore, the CPUSA does not wish ‘to mix 
trade union affairs with Party affairs. ‘Further, CG 5824-S* 
‘stated GUS HALL should be told of this and that someone J 
should be sent to the Soviet Embassy, Washington, D.C., to | 
ask them if they are going to accept the financial responsibility 
for these invitees for the same reason, i,e., that the CPUSA 
will not mix trade union affairs with Party affairs. 
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᾿ (2) CG 5824-5* advised that GUS HALL wished a 
complaint : ‘to ‘the following effect be transmitted to the 

_ CPSU: 

- . MtWhile some people from ‘the Soviet Union were ; 
traveling tn the United States.‘they ‘talked to some leading 
CPUSA comrades (not Comrade GUS HALL) and stated that the 
CPSU was going to take care of the financial requirements 
of Comrade HENRY WINSTON, First of all, it is wrong for 

' anybody to mention such things to any American Party ‘leaders 
—- gutside of GUS HALL or MORRIS CHILDS. Secondly, it is also . 

wrong to create the impression that someone is going to be , 
supported. from abroad, If there is such a decision, which 
of dtself might ‘be appreciated, the people to be notified 
should be the leadership of the Party, namely GUS HALL or 
MORRIS CHILDS. Even Comrade WINSTON does not have to Know 
that he is getting such support from abroad, but only that ᾿, 
the Party organization is taking care of hin, and whatever . 
relations the Party has with another Party, for security and 
political reasons, should only remain ‘the ‘property of those 
few people that concern themselves with this problem, In 
the future unless people carry credentials from Comrade HALL 
or Comrade MORRIS CHILDS regarding matters to be discussed 
or Party individuals to be invited, these cannot be considered 
official, We again refer specifically to the concrete 
example of LOUIS WEINSTOCK going to the Embassy and asking 
that the daughter of a certain person be invited to study in 
the USSR, without taking it up with the Party here, He did 
‘this on his own, We can avoid such methods by following 
correct Party procedure." 

ἐ 

(3) Τὴ regard to item number 4 on page 3 of 
referenced New York airtel concerning the trip to the United 

‘States by LOUIS SAILLANT, CG 5824-S* advised that the 
following ‘should be transmitted to the Central Conmittee, 
CPSU: 

7 “He beg your: indulgence ‘in asking you about the 
LOUIS SAILLANT trip. We understand that you know nothing 
about it, but this is probably due to the fact that Comrade 
WINSTON had personal contact on; this matter and we assumed 
that since this came through your channels that you had | 

ΠΕ 
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something to do with dt. This Andicates, that individuals 

in Moscow should not, except under extreme circumstances, 

wtilize these channels for communications other than the 
Central Committee, CPSU, or the people in our Party that 
concern themselves with these problems, " 

(4) CG 5824-S* requests that the following be 
transnitted to the Central Committee, CPSU: 

*Conrade ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN is not. receiving — 

the translations and Comrade HALL is not receiving ‘them 

now, Some of the basic materials, translations from the 

trommuhist' and other such organs, do not come in of late. 

Could you | please ‘help correct this?" 

(5) Τὰ 5824-S+ requests that’ ‘the following: ‘be. 

transmitted to the Central Committee, CPSU: 

"What happened to the translation into English of 

Comrade TIMUR TIMOFEEV's book, *Program of the Communist 
Party, Soviet Union, and ‘the West®?. We were led to under- 

stand that this matter would be given consideration and we 

would receive it to study with possible publication UE it 

‘proves useful." 

CG 5824~S* requested that the above messages be 
delivered to NY 694-S* for transmittal upon the occasion of 

ἍΔΕ 1 next contact. 
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